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IT SEEMS TO HANG ON, Ashford & Simpson
BLAME IT ON THE BOOGIE. (admen,

DANCE. Sylvester
SWEETNESS IS MY WEAKNESS, Barry Wnrte

Warner Bras
Warne. Bras

Ern
Far,rasy
2011,

THERE LL NEVER BE, Snatch
1 M IN LOVE. Rose Royce

Cenwry
Gordy

Wilburn

HOLDING ON. LTD
LET'S START THE DANCE. Harn,eon Bohannon

AE,M

Mercury

GET OFF, Foxy

Delah

ONLY YOU. /Menu Ildbw,w B Bunny Sigler
I M EVERY WOMAN. Choke Kahn
TAKE ME I'M YOURS. Michaels Henderson
TONIGHT S THE NIGHT, Berty Wnghl

DON'T STOP. GET OFF, SyNers
LOST AND TURNED OUT Whispers

Goad M

rd

Warner Bras
Butltl,.n
Almon
Casablanca

Steer
EASE ON DOWN THE ROAD Doane R®'Michare Jackson MCA
WHAT YOU WAFTIN' FOR Starrpad
MCA
MAC ARTHUR PAPK Dona Sa,mpgr
C
.11114'
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Prism
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Menage
Demis

witty

-

Demis'

movements this month or his plans
for a British tour. With the result
that they are now too late to buy
tickets. Doesn't that hit you where
it hurts.?
Still worse the fan club's
organiser claims he is owed c15,000
and he can't afford to print a 'fan
letter
if indeed he had any information to put in it.
Come on Demis, play the
swarthy Greek,! Don't keep them
waiting. Sell a few gold bath taps
for heavens sake! You know it
makes sense! (On second
thoughts, perhaps 'the worrying
will make a thin man of you yet.)
SO ONCE again
IR
to America. land
of the stars. And
it seems. no

-

.

-

-

some preposter ius

rumours in my time I don't mind
telling you, but this time I'm going
to break my rule and tell you one
because I'm sure you'll be interested. An American friend tells
me that the latest LA gossip (don't
you love It?) has linked Californian
Governor Jerry Brown with Olivia

how

-

press conference to promote the

[
I

I

Wooden -John In a secret romance
situation. Darlings, would you
credit it? The handsome Brown
was, until recently, the steady
escort of chubby Linda Ronstadt,
the best roller skating dancer on
the West Coast. Linda has
departed for New York in a huff,
my source reveals, leaving Olivia
and Jerry to date secretly. Very
secretly is all I can say!
AND A big welcome to this week's
battle of the giants. First, how

may

hi,s

players and

output,

superstar

Elton John (over

just made a wise move.
Only last week Elt, our man with
the expensive ibald patch, put his
Los Angeles home on the market
for £1 million, opting intead for the
bijou luxury of his Watford
mansion (so much nearer to the
dressing rooms my dears).
Now we hear that the fires are
raging all around rock's most laid
back city and that even Bob
Dylan's home is threatened by the
burning brush that surrouiids LA.
Snakes have fled the fire and are
terrorising passers-by; while
millions of pounds worth of real
estate is in danger. Steve "friend
30) has

about (In the red corner)
Australian impress/it-to Robert
'

Stigwood versus (in the blue
corner) big Dee Anthony, dynamic
manager of Peter Frampton?
Frampton. somewhat upset that he
didn't receive top billing for 'Sgt
Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band
has now filed an injunction, via his
manager, against golden -fingered
Stigwood. The film, meanwhile.
has yet to prove the box-office
blockbuster it was meant to be. We

i/

Margaret's friend Roddy

Llewellyn public. The poor dear
was dreadfully shocked last week
to find that his wonderful album of
love songs
'Roddy' to you
had
been unceremoniously dropped by
Radio 2. -after only two days on the
playllst. What a shame after all the
work that his record company had
put in to make his voice sound flat
and uninspiring
and oh :sp
different from those riveting
secret sessions with the Princess
and the plano. Undeterred, your
faithful correspondent has gam
bled heavily that the album will
succeed
WELL. MY darlings, here was one
party I just had to leave my fur
coat behind for (of course It's a fun
fur but you can't expect everybody
to know that my dears)
the
"royal" premiere of 'Watership
Down'. The only trouble was the
disappointing turn out of stars .
something that no amount of appealing burrowing by dour little
furry creatures could make up for,
Still, there was Jonathan King (30lab), in a multicoloured wig, and
that other King apparent Prince
Charles, who really Is as handsome
as they all say. Haven't I always
told you that?
But what's this I hear about
Prince Charles having a "perfectly
normal sex life"? And the selfsame reference being taken out of

-

ii

.....+.J

IT's Rachel Swot! Life on the road
Isn't all girls and glamour, as 15year -old Rachel Sweet from

Akron, Ohio, Is finding out to her
cost. The tiny singer has to find
time for schoolwork just like
everybody else. Just as well she's
one of Stiff's best - trained
signings! The, Coke can (above,
actual size) shows the scale.

16 minutes of 'Manu Dibango' magic.
Limited edition of 10,000, 12" disco singles.
minute version of 'Big Blow'.
U.K. Premier Release

Over

-8

[DECCPI

GFR 13810,112")

-

-

that wonderful

bestseller

'Majesty' by Robert Lacy? There
are some things even best friends

P
N
llli.TU)
SUN laPr,OsiON,a,,,n,
PieJ' J )JI ),(8.00min)

-

make my sympathy for Princess

THEN COMES Monday
and I
don't mind telling you I'm just at
prone to that Monday morning
feeling as the rest of you. But to
,make It all the worse I attended a

-

terms of elegantly
muscular football

that

places.

hearing.

I'VE HEARD

.

1

Reéords' out this week.
Each copy also carries
the warning that the

decibel chart-busters
Could damage your

judgement In
recorded

'4''I

-

The enormous superstar this
week jumbo -jetted into England,
only to face a frosty reception from
those that ,should love him most'
dearly. That is, members of his fan
club. The falthhll, enrolling at f3
per annum, were sadly not in-

I

a

.

Roussos (over 20 stone), the
gargantuan Greek to you.

matter
much you
"distrust

i\

IT'S 'DUMB DANCIN' You'd never guess that this was the
Brooklyn kid or the biggest stud in Rydell High would you'' tough Renner were pictured (above at a private party in,America recently.
American superstar John Travvolta demonstrates how to trip the Italo-IHe, as you can see, Is following Instructions from the autocue - cunlight
fantastic
and looks like he's about to trip over his voluminous
nlnely placed on the parquet floor. She, as you can also see, Is Willfully
trousers! Travolta, In his best -fitting
suit, and partner Marylou avoiding bruised toes by keeping a sensible distance.
of the firemen" Harley where are
await with bated breath for the
you now?
autobiography 'Which One's Cliff'
shouldn't talk about, never mind
Clash of mighty swords.,
by tie master of eternal youth
reveal, that's what I' always say!
IF LA's burning, Queen are boring OR HOW about Mick Jagger and
himself. Cliff Richard, as anyone
(Know what I mean, Chris?)
as I never tire of telling you.
Van Halen? The rubber -tipped one
will
you,
so smooth and jolly
tell
Is
SUNDAY IS
Now Freddie and the boys have
seen last week at the Rainbow
that he makes anyone feel old.
definitely my
taken all the unkind criticism to
checking out the activities of the
Of, intimate revelations there
day for lying In
heart... and banned the snide,
bare -chested ones at the Rainbow
were none. Did you know .for Inbed. Or at least
inaccurate and appallingly biased
in the company of everybody's
stance that Cliff was a Christian?
that's what I like
British music press from all of favourite promoter Harvey
That
he
preferred
flared
to think. But if
trousers
their American gigs. "You can't go Goldsmith. Words, however, were
IJ
to straight? That he isn't giving up
were offered
and that's final," stamped their
not exchanged.
ryou
yet? Back on your feet this instant,
a roast
lunch
whimpering representative.
'Nary', of course, Is turning Into
my darlings.
with
something of a golden boy these
"Queen don't want you there."
There was just a tiny flicker of
Mancunian punk
days. I last glimpsed the former
Dear, dear, what can we have done
interest when Cliff announced that
poet John Cooper
to upset these highly strung archemistry student in LA (where
he would like to do a rock musical
',Clarke
Clarke (over 30)
else?) being undressed by a
rtists. Do they think that we might
"If
the
was
But
right".
my
part
would you
stripper with the biggest chest I've
not enjoy.their rusty pyrotechnics?
hackles rose when he was asked
refuse? On
ever seen at a party held for Yes
how he kept his, ahem, slim shape.
The Who are still top of
I wish I had, what
second
thoughts
and a very nice chest he's got too.
"I
only
one meal a day,"
eat
the pops...and that's
with all these silly people in false
Now I hear he's working on a plan
replied the well-preserved Mr
official. The group hold
the
glasses and moustaches
to mount Britain's biggest ever
Webb. Your faithful correspondent
their record as the
things people will do to work for a
music festival over a week next
left in disgust
for a hearty
world's loudest rock.band
like
multi
-national
conglomerate
summer, using both outdoor and
breakfast.
in the latest edition of
CBS, I ask you
parading around
indoor venues and the world's top
'The Guinness Book Of
ONCE AGAIN
it was as much as I could do to
(Ind I have to
rock acts. That's what I Fall going

WELL MY DARLINGS I'm
going to start this week with
the biggest story of them
all. Mark my words, it's a
whale of a tale. Of course
I'm talking about Demis

formed of cuddly

7

raise fork to mouth.
After lunch JCC las his friends
call him) took a stroll down to
Speakers Corner In fashionable
Marble Arch and, I don't know now
to say this politely my dears.
mounted a stand! Young John.
however, is sadly out of practice at
public speaking and was unable to
be heard among the multitude
later efforts to Cheat by using a
microphone all but resulted in his
arrest
and his message
remained undelivered. Hard luck
John!
Oh, and a star turned up to watch
the fun. This time I do mean Elvis
Costello, trying desperately hard
not to be recognised .
and
SUCCEEDING. Bad luck, El.
But if the happily married (one
child). Elvis was invisible hts
lovely "escort" certainly wasn't!
She none other than Bebe Buell,
the much -photographed escort before - last to Rod Stewart!
Another ex -Dolt down on his
luck. Johnny Thunders spotted
"Flogging" new copies of his
album 'So Alone' to a well-known
London secondhand record store
last week .. , for G each! What
would "glamorous" Moira Bellas
128) think of that I ask myself!
I'LL be back with you all next
week. unless Freddie relents and
lets me hold his hand in Anaheim
after all. Take care my dears,
fireworks are so expensive these

-

-

days. Byeeeee.

3
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CLASH/RHODES
SEPARATE

SHEAAW

company with their
THE CLASH have partedformer
garage owner
controversial manager,
Bernard Rhodes,
several
months, was
for
rumoured
split,
The
by the band this month. But
officially confirmed instigated
legal action, and is
Rhodes has already
earnings.
seeking to freeze all the band's
Rhodes will be heard in the
Proceedings issued by London
today (Tuesday).
in
Division
Chancery
and are expected to
Clash will be counterclaiming
be present at the hearing.
Yes, is just one name
Briar Lane, manager of as
a replacement for
that has been rumoured
court
although no decision Is expected until

10
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IN HOSPITAL
'.

in the bedroom.
And Stevens added: "He missed the main vein.
He said he was trying to join Nancy because they,

EDITORIAL
Tim Lott
Robin Smith.
Chris Westwood

Rhodes.
proceedings are completed.
single 'Tommy Gun'
Meanwhile the band's new now
be released until
has been delayed, and won't It Out' tour now starts
November 24. The Clash 'Sort
at Mid.
announced
previously
than
later
17,
diesbrough Town Hall on November
the "split". See Off
+ Bernie Rhodes talks about
Centre page 19.

BACK.:'
PUNK STAR Sid Vicious was taken to hospital in
New York on Monday after attempting to slash his
wrists with a broken light bulb and a razor blade.
And Vicious, who is on bail accused of murdering
his girlfriend Nancy Spungen, is said to have told
friends and police: "I'want,to die. I want to Join
Nancy. I didn't keep my part of the bargain."
He was stopped from hurling himself out of the
window at his Madison Avenue hotel by his
psychiatrist. Vicious, aged 21. was later taken to
Bellev ie Hospital.
According to NME photographer Joe Stevens
Yiciols cut his wrists in the bathroom of his eighth
floor suite while his mother. Mrs Anne Beverly, was

NEWS EDITOR
John Shearlaw

1

SID

SHOWADDY
WADDY
GO FLASH

CREPE -SOLED rock revivalists Showaddywaddy
have been selected to appear at this year's Royal
Variety Show at the London Palladium on
November 13.
But the lads from Leicester won't only be appearing in front of the diamond and furs crowd ..
they'll also be playing a nationwide tour in
November and December.
And a new single from Showaddywaddy is out this
week, Their latest "revival" is 'Pretty Little Angel
Lee. The
Eyes' first recorded in 1961 by Curtis among
the
original disc had the distinction of being
first produced by Phil Spector and like Showaddywaddy's last hit 'Under The Moon Of Love' it was
co-written by Tommy Boyce.
Tour dates are: Bristol Colston Hall November 5,
Swansea Top Rank 6, Cardiff Top Rank 7, Bolton
Blighty's Club 8-11, Oxford New Theatre 16, London
Rainbow 17,. Bournemouth Winter Gardens 18,
Derby Assembly Rooms 30. Coventry New Theatre
December 1, Manchester Apollo 2, Sunderland
Empire Theatre 3, Middlesbrough Town Hall 4,
Sheffield City Hall 7, Hanley Victoria Hall 8.
Preston Guild Hall 15, Halifax Civic Theatre 16,
Harrogate Royal Hall 17, Birmingham Odeon 18,
Leicester De Montfort Hall 19.

TOUR/SINGLE FROM
REIILLOS
SCOTTISH NEW wave band the Rezillos. recently
in the charts with their debut single 'Top Of The
Pops', are to undertake an extensive British tour
next month% coinciding with the release of a new
single.
'Destination Venus', a popular stage favourite, is
out on November 3 and the tour begins at Leicester
University on November 11.
Other dates are: Canterbury Odeon 14, Reading
Top Rank 15, Plymouth Metro 18, Cardiff University
17, Southampton University 18, Bristol Locarno 19,
Blackburn King George's Hall 21, Sheffield
Polytechnic 22, Lancaster University 24. Bradford
University 25, Redcar Coatham Bowl 26. St Andrews
University 27, Warwick University 29, Newcastle
City Hall 30, Manchester Free Trade Hall
December 1, Liverpool Erica i two shows) 2. London
Lyceum 3, Birmingham Town Hall 4, Keele
University 5, Malvern Winter Gardens 6, Hour.
nemouth Village Bowl 7, Brighton Sussex University 8, Colchester Essex University, 9, Croydon
Greyhound 10, Dublin McGonnggles 12, Belfast The
Pound 13 and 14, Portrush Arcadia Ballroom 15,
Falkirk Moniqul 18, Aberdeen Fusion 19. Dundee
Samanthas 20, Strathpetter The Pavilion 21,
Edinburgh Odeon 22, Glasgow Apollo 23.
Support will be Irish group the Undertones.

had a suicide pact. He told me about the pact after_
he got out of prison."
He also said that Vicious was scared of being sent
back to the "notorious" Rikers Island Prison, where '
he spent four days before being released on C25,000

bail.

Ina report In last week's NME Neon Leon, a guest in the Chelsea Hotel where Nancy Spungen was
found dead two weeks ago, said that Vicious had
given him his leather jacket and "a book of press
clippings" the nlghtbefore Nancy died. Said Leon:
"Why else would he have given away his most
treasured 'possessions if he hadn't Intended to
commit suicide?"
The murder ease was last week adjourned until
October 30.

SINGLE
TOP
'I'm

Not D Love' is the most popular single
IOCC's
according to London's
of the last 25 years .
Capital Radio listeners,
The radio station, currenUy celebrating their fifth
top 500 "most
anniversary, held a poll to, find the
requested singles for their 'Hall Of Fame'. Out of
out
on
top, closely
came,
10cc
180,000 votes cast
followed by Simon and Garfunkel's 'Bridge Over
Troubled Water' and the Moody Blues' 'Knights In
White Satin',
Other placings In the Top 10 were: Procul Harem:
'A Whiter Shade Of Pale', Queen: 'Bohemian
Rhapsody', Derek and the Dominoes: 'Layla', the
Beatles: Hey Jude', Rod Stewart and the Faces:
'Maggie May', Elvis Presley: 'Jailhouse Rock', and
Led Zeppelin: 'Stairway To Heaven'.
.

r

-
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MILLER BACK

a

GRAVEL-VOICED Scot Frankle Miller, currently
recording a new album for New Year release, goes

out on the road again next month.
He plays a series of Club and college dates
through Into December as follows: Newcastle
Mayfair November 10, Rochdale Champness Hall
11,, Redcar Coatham Bowl 12, Nottingham Trent
Polytechnic 13, Aberdeen Ruffles 15, Glasgow City
Hall 16, Edinburgh University 17, Dundee
University 18, Dumfries Stage Coach 19, Sheffield
University 21, Keele University 22, Hull University

Huddersfield Polytechnic 24, Birmingham
University 25, Malvern Winter Gardens 29, Wembley Arena 30, Salford University December 1,
Doncaster Bircotes Leisure Centre 2, Blackburn
King Georges Hall 3. Plymouth Metro 5, Cardiff
University 8, Swansea Nutz Club 7, Leicester
Polytechnic 8, Slough College 9, Poole Wessex
Concert Hall 11, Canterbury Odeon 13, Bristol
Brunel Technical College 14, Birmingham Barbarellas 15, West Runton Pavilion 18. Croydon
Greyhound 17.
23,

X-RAY SPEX
SEE AGAIN
X-RAY SPEX are to play their first live performances for nearly six months it November as
they begin a UK tour to promote their debut album
'Germ Free Adolescence'.
The album, released on November 10, features
several new compositions from Poly Styrene as well
as old favourites like 'Identity' and 'The Day The
World Turned Dayglo'.
Confirmed dates so tar .are: Liverpool Eric's
November 17, Glasgow Queen Margaret Union 18,
Bristol Tiffanys 23, Cambridge Corn Exchange 24,
Hammersmith Odeon 27, Manchester Apollo 29,
Birmingham Odeon December 10,
Tickets for the Hammersmith Odeon go on sale on
October 28 and are priced l3, £2.50, f2 and £1.50,
The band also appear on BBC 2's 'The Old Grey
Whistle Test' on December 5.

EXTRA P/FUNK

TOUR DATE
DUE TO "overwhelming ticket demand" an extra
date has been added to the first - ever British tour
by George Clinton's Parliament / Funkadelic circus.

In addition to the three previously announced
dates they now play London Hammersmith Odeon
on December 14.. Tickets for the show go on sale on
October 27 Bop guns and battery - operated lasers
won't be available until the show opens!

.

LP PIC

BLONDIE FANS are to get a chance to purchase a
specially imported picture disc featuring Debbie
Harry.
For Chrysalis, Biondle's UK company, are to
import 10.000 copies of the American promotional
edition of 'Parallel Lines' with a full colour picture
printed on the record. It will he available next week

.. at £7.99 per copy!

More miserly fans can content themselves with
the band's official new single. 'Hanging On The
Telephone' (h/w 'Will Anything Happen') Is
released on October 27.

POLYDOR COMP
COMPILATION "alternative hits" collection has
assembled by Polydor Records for the
Christmas market.
The "K -Tel" - like collection, entitled 'Twenty Of
A Kind', retails at full album price and contains
tracks from Polydor bands such as the Jam .ind
Sham 89 as well as "hita" from other labels, by the
Stranglers, Generation X and the Adverts.
Full track listing Is: Side One: 'Hong Kong
Garden' (Siouxsie and the Banshees), 'In The City'
(The Jam). 'Sweet Suburbia' (The Skids), 'Beware
Of The Flowers' (Otway and Barrett), 'Borstal
Breakout' (Sham e9), 'Killing An Arab' (The Cure),
'Suspect Device' (Stiff Little Fingers), 'Gary
Gilmore's Eyes' (The Adverts), 'Ready Steady Go'
(Generation X), 'Homicide' (999). Side Two, 'No
More Heroes' (Stranglers), 'The First Time' (The
Boys). 'Irrelevant Battles' (Patric Fitzgerald). 'It
The Kids Are United' (Sham de), 'No Excuses' (The
Jolt), 'Really Free' (Otway and Barrett). 'Born To
Lose' (The Heartbreakers), 'Emergency' (999),
'I'm On Heat' (The Lurkers), 'A Bomb In Wardour
Street' (The Jam).
A

been

MAC, ELTON, T

REX

CHEAPOS
BUDGET RECORD label Pickwick International
are to assault the Christmas market with 20 new
releases at the beginning of November.
The 'Pickwick Limited Edition Collection' will
feature 20 20-track albums, with each release
limited to 250,001). and retailing at £1.33 Uakt[ a
e,
range of press , advertised slogans such as
refuse to double our prices to be taken seriously"
director Man Friedlander is expecting to "sell out
by Christm as".
And he added: "No other record company otters
20 original tracks on one album for a mere 11.:0 "
Artists featured in the Plek wick series include
Fleetwood Stec, Elton John, T Rex. Jim Reeves and
Johnny Cash.
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FORMER
FAIRPORTS'
FOLK

ROCKERS

John

Richard and Linda
founder member of
Fairport Convention,

`

i

celebration at the London
Harlesden Rosy Theatre.
on October 27 and 28,
Artists so far listed to
appear include Aswad.

play an 11 -date British
tour in November with a

full backing! and.

They pia:
Salford
University Nt'vemher 3,
Cambridge Lady Mitchell
Hall 6, Wolverhampton
;

Polytechnic 8, Basildon
Towngate Theatre 10,
London Theatre Royal 12,
Plymouth Woods Club 13,
Penzance The Garden 14,
Exeter Routes ,15, Huddersfield Polytechnic 17,
Leicester University 18,
Sheffield Polytechnic 19"
Their new album 'First
Light' was released last
week,

LONNIE
SKIFFLES°

BACK
LONNIE

DONEGAN'.
famous for hits like 'Rock
Island Line' and 'My Old

Man's

KEEF'S FREE

ROLLING STONE Keith Richards walked free,from a Toronto court yesterday
after being found guilty of possessing heroin.
But was given a year's probation by the Canadian judge \'ho said: "You will
do more good to the community at large than behind bars."
The judge added the condition that Richards should play concert "solo or
with a band of his choice" for the Canadian blind people in the anear
future.
Richards, aged 34, had earlier pleaded guilty to the charge of possessing
heroin in a Toronto hotel suite, which was raided by police in February 1977
The more serious charge of drug trafficking was dropped by the prosecution
-

when the trial opened on Monday.
The court heard of Richards' nine-year battle against heroin addiction during
the trial, in which his defence said: "He took heroin hot to achieve highs, but
merely to survive."
They had urged for Richards' freedom so that he could continue working and
"continue his magnificent battle against his heroin habit."
Richards. who had sat unsmiling throughout the hearing, made no'comment
as he left the dock.
Fellow Rolling Stone Mick Jagger last night said he was "delighted" by the
judge's decision.
And he added: "Keith would be great In a solo Concert!"
,

FEST ADDS
SIX BANDS have been
added to the Great British
Musical Festival running
from November 29 to
December 2 at 'the
Wembley Arena.
On the 29 the Bernie

Torme Band, and Patrik

Fitzgerald have been
added to a bill headed by
the Jam. The following
day sees Bandit and Mike

Elliott added to

a

bill

headed by Lindisfarne.
And on December 2 The
Movies and Nick Van
Eede have been added to
a bill headlined by David

Essex.

EDNA SNOW

AUSTRALIA'S
grandFAVOURITE

--

Dame Edna
mother
Everage is to appear in
London's West End again

this Christmas.
The

Dame,

described

"the thinking man's
Eva Peron," and In
reality comedian Barry
Humphries, plays A
Night With Dame Edna'
at the Piccadilly Theatre
from December 14.
There's also a new
album, 'The Sound of
Edna' (based roughly on
the 'Sound Of Music')
featuring the Dame
as

released on November

10.
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the life of

Rwhich
CONTROVERSIAL
'Evita'star Elaine Paigeappears nude
beey
Thames TV November!.
by
will be screened
scenes from Dixey's shows at
PhyllisE

In

on

programme portrays
At the time the strippers
alll heatre in the forties and
London's tWhitehall
appeared in immobile
from moving on stage
law
by
were banned
above).
picture
classical tableaux (see
a bit." says
tastefully' done and It didn't bother me
, It was all very
who plays the lead role. "Phyllis was a
Down,
-Anne
Lesley
actress
who believed her work was artistic."'
lovely gentle womanPatricia
Hodge also appear in 'The One And Only
Jacqui Tong and with Elaine Paige, pictured second from right
Phyllis Dixey . along
above.
feature on page 42
See Elaine Paige
The 9's

Dustman',

A

returns to the road this
month for a short British
tour.
He plays: Nottingham

Royal October 30 November 4, Ipswich
Gaumont 7 and 8,
Taunton Gaumont, 9 and
10, Southampton
Gaumont

11,

Manchester
13-18,

Opera House

Coventry Theatre

'20-25,

Aberdeen Capitol 27 December 1, Hackney
Odeon 4.6, Liverpool

Empire 7.8,
A

new

album

from

Donegan is expected to be
released to coincide with
the tour.

.

BAY City Rollers, shortly

begin their own TV
Vivian to
series in America,
Matumbi

Holt,

Weathers,

Thompson, the former a

;.7"c

RELEASES

CANCELLATION of last Alton Ellis. Concerts and
week's mini a tour by begin at 8 pm. tickets will
are
legendary soul artist Ray L3: Roney M have also
Charles was apparently been invited as "guests".
due to "insurmountable THIRD WORLD'S
contractual problems" a London concert at the
management statement Leicester Square Empire
claimed. Refunds can be ballroom has been
obtained at relevant box switched to the Rainbow
offices.
on November 1.9, They
NEW bard Shooter, also play London 100 Club
whose debut album on November 38.
'Shooter' has just been AUSTRALIAN punk rock
released, tour as support group the Saints, who
to amok le in October and moved to Britain after the
Surf Quatro in late Oc- success of their first
tober and November.
single 'I'm Stranded' in
TWO showings of 'The late 1976, have split up it
Grateful Dead Movie' was revealed lhls week.
have been arranged at BARBARA Dick son's
the London Rainbow at 4 London concert at the
pm and 8 pm on October Rainbow on November 18
28.
Promoter Harvey will be a benefit for
Goldsmith arranged the
G r e e n p e ace'
the
showings of the film, not campaign for ecological
previously seen outside ednservation. 'Yes and
America, for Crateful EL(/' are also conDead fans who were trIbuting royalties to
unable to see the group Gr-eenpeace, in particular
after their British visit for their 'Save The
was cancelled recently. Whale' campaign.
Tickets are El.
ALAN Price plays
THE 'Grand Final' of the London Drury Lane
'Saturday Night Fever' Theatre on November 19
disco dancing com- The concert will be
petition organised by recorded for subsequent
RSO, Polydor and the broadcast by Capitol
National Association of Radio.
Youth Clubs, will be held IRISH
band the
at London Hammersmith Radiators play their only
Palais on December 10.
London concert this year
AMERICAN originated at London's Electric
Beserkely label, with Ballroom on Halloween
Jonathan Richman. Greg night, October 31 Also on
Kihn and the Tyla Gang the bill are Stiff Little
(among others) on their Fingers.
roster. will' now have UK ROCK ARIDLY hand
releases distributed by Whirlwind are to play a
Polydor. Singles from series of free lunchtime
Greg Kihn. Smirks and "hops" at the Notre
Richman are expected Dame Hall in London's
shortly.
Leicester Square from
THE SECOND an- October 27 to November
niversary of the Afro 1. The shows. running
Caribbean Post from midday to 2 pm, will
newspaper will be also feature rock 'n' roll
marked by Iwoday discos

release 'All Of The World
Is Falling In Love' as
their new single this week
and It's billed as
"smooth and seductive
easy listening"!
A REGGAE version of

-

their hit 'Mind Blowin'
Decisions' now the last
minute B - side of

Heatwave's new single
'Always And Forever

after

"heavy Import
DOUBLE A - sided
'Strummin" / 'I'm In
Trouble' Is the latest
demand".

single from Chas and
Dave, from LP 'Chas And
Dave With Rockney'.
PINEAPPLE vinyl is the
latest colour to hit the
shops with new singles
from the Flys released
this week. 'Waikiki Beach
Refugees' sells for 45
pence (yes 45 pence) for

first

the

18,000

"pineapple" copies.
JAZZ, fans will have to

fork nut t25 for latest
Warners' Charlie Parker
six - album box set
released shortly, Only
4,000 hand
rumbered
sets will be available!

STIFF Records are to "re

release" all five albums
from their 'Stiff Tour '78'
stars
In black vinyl!
Each will be in a limited
edition of 2.000 copies
after which they revert to
their original colour of
Mickey Jupp Iblurl,
Wreckless Eric (green),
bona Lewle (yellow 1,
Lene Lovich (red) and
Rachel Sweet (white)
It's billed as a Still
"service to collectors"!
NEW regime signing to A
& M. Knowledge, release
-

.

-

their debut album

'Knowledge' this week
Album was produced by

Tapper

¿tikle in

Kingston, JA.
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FOLLOWING THE SILVER SINGLÉ "EVERLASTING LOVE"

THE NEXT HIT

"WHY"

AVAILABLE IN SPECIAL FULL COLOUR BAG

FROM THE SILVER ALBUM
If

"SHADOW DANCING"
THE ALBUM DESTINED TO BECOME ONE
OF CHRISTMAS'BIGGEST SELLERS

ALBUM RSS1: CASSETTE TRSS1

The RSO Family
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SCENE STEALER

SCENE STEALER: Camden Music Machine
November
Milton Keynes Crawford Rock Club I8.

THIRD WORLD

29.

ISAAC HAYES

ISSAC HAYES: arrives In Britain for
short tour next
month. Dates are Manchester Free Tradea Hall
Birmingham Odeon November 5. Portsmouth October 31,
Poole W eesrx Hail 7, London Rainbow Theatre Culldhsil 6,
10

GLORIA MUNDI
WILD HORSES

WILD HORSES' as exclusively revealed In Record Mirror
two weeks age, Brian Robertson, ex Thin Lissy eultartsl
and
Jimmy Bain, Rainbow's former lass player have formed
thole own band Wild Homes They play: Colchester Woods
Lelanar.' Centre November 9. I.Incoln Technical College
Batley Crumpets 11. beetle Fforde Green Hotel Kt,
12.
Birkenhead Hamilton Technical College 18, Hertford Castle
Hall 20, Scunthorpe Tiffany's 21, Aberdeen University 24,
Glasgow Strathelydo University 25. Newcastle Polytechnic
29. Sheffield Unlit Club an. Middlesbrough Rock
Garden
December 1, Nottingham Boat Club 2, Manchester
Mayflower a.

GLORIA MUNDI: who releases a new single 'Glory Of The
World' this Friday plays a string of dates In November
featuring new bassist Nigel Ross Scott. Dates are: York Pop
Club November 8, Nottingham Sandpiper 10, Manchester
Mayflower II, Bradford Standard 12, Leeds Branlgans 14,
London Marquee 18, Birmingham Ilarbarellas 17. Middlesbrough Rock Garden 18.

,14r7r,

SNIPS
SNIPS: former singer with the taker Gurvitz Army. goes
out
on the road next month with his band the Video Kings
Dates
are Harlow Technical College November 3. Bath University
4, London Music Machine 10, Norwich Boogie
House 17.
Bristol Granary 18. Leeds Brannlgans 22. Manchester
Mayflower 24.

JOHN MARTYN
JOHN MARTYN: Sussex University November 8, Londoe
School Of Economies 9. Exeter University 11, Brunel

University 17, Eooex University 1R. Lancaster University 22.
Leeds University 25, York University December 5, London.
Queen Mary College of Education 9

IAN MATTHEWS
JUGGERNAUT

JUGGERNAUT: Liverpool Masonic November 1. Stoke - on
Trent Gaiety 2. York Oval Bowl 7. Leeds Royal Park 11.
Leeds Brannlgans 14, Crewe Grand Junction 19, Mansfield
Great Northern 22. Acermglon Lakeland Lounge 26. Liver.
pool Sportsman 27, Crewe Grand Junction 28, Flint Raven
Hotel N)

IMMIGRANT; added dates, Seaford Third World October 27,
London Music Machine Si. London Rork Garden November
Hackney All Nation II, Bishop's stortford Tread IIsure
Centre December 23
9,

THE SKIDS

THE SKIDS: following date. with the Zones- Aberdeen
Ruffles October 28. Dundee University 27, Dunfermline
Klnema 29. Limited edition 4. track F.P, 'Wide Open', on sale
thin week.

XTC

XTC: forced to cancel concert at Canterbury Odeon due to
singer Andy Partridge's illness have re scheduled
for
October 30, Original tickets valid They've alsodate
added

DAVID 'JOHANSEN:
here next month

Ittalon

member of the New York
Dolls. tours Britain next

Leicester Polytechnic November 1.

DAVID JOHANSEN: former

THE BOYFRIC!NDS

month,

a new .Ingle
Bus Home' on November 17 and play following dates
Hatfield Poly November 3. Nottingham Trent Poly 7, Bristol
Brunel Technology 11, Sheffield Poly 14, Bradford College of
Education 15. London City of London University 17. Reading
22lleR
W0 CIub 21,tTechnoogy
Unlm'rshe
Ingetoke Collegeuay
Y
Liverpool Poly 24, Manchester linleerelty 25. Huddersfield
Poly 28, Newcastle University 29, Leer% Fan Club 30. London
King. College December 4. Blackburn College of Technology

last

4

SQUEEZE: In Manchester oni November8

7.

Oxford W'eetminsterCollege 8. London Nashville.

SQUEEZE

THE EDGE

SQUEEZE: Manchester University November 8, Doncaster
Outlook 1S, Birmingham Barbarellns 14, Norwich Boogie
House 15. Preston Polytechnic 17. Plymouth Wood, 20,
Penzance Winter Gardens 21. Exeter Routes 22, Dour.
nemouth Village 23, Bath Pavilllon 25, lards Blanlgans 2a.
York Revolution 29

THE EDGE: added dates: North Staffs Poly November
Cransfield College 9

HERE AND NOW
HERE AND NOWT Central London Polytechnic November
17. Canterbury University IR, Chelmsford Football Club le,
Barnet CFE 20. Southampton University 22. Salisbury
Technical College 25, Exeter University 26, Bristol
University 27, Bangor University December I. Liverpool
Pickwick Club 3. Bolton Inetltule Of Technology 4. Not
(Ingham University 6. Glasgow Strathclyde University 7,
Dundee University 8, Stirling University 9, Newcastle
University 11. Leeds Polytechnic 14, Bradford University 18,
Sheffield 'Polytechnic 17, Coventry Warwick University 17.
Norwich The Barn 18, Essex University 19, Birmingham
Bournbrook
Hotel

IAN MATTHEWS; who releases a new single 'King Of The
Night' on November S, returns to Britain for the following
daten Birmingham Barbarellas December 4. Manchester
Mayflower 5, London Dingwnlls 6 and 7.

IMMIGRANT

THE BOYFRIENDS currently on tour, release

SMOKEY ROBINSON
SMOICEY ROBINSON: the legendary Motown artist flies
Into
Britain tine week for a surprise tour with his band the Quiet
Storm Oreheatm. Coinciding with the tour, Motown will
release a new single from Smokey's current album rush
Breese' Dales are Leicester Baileys October 26 - 28, 'Love
Watford Redeye 30 November 4, London Palladium November
6
and 7. Plymouth Top Rank 6, Poole Arts Centre 9.

THIRD WORLD added dates, West Runtoxr Pavilion
October 27, Iancaster University November tº

20.

BLAST FURNACE AND
THE HEATWAVES
BLAST FURNACE AND THE HEATWAVES: London
University Union October 28, High Wycombe Town Flail 29,
Treforest Wales Polytechnic November 1, London City
University 3, Oxford College of Further Education 1, Egham
Royal Holloway College 5. Canterbury University O. Brad.
ford University 8, London Marquee 10, Birmingham

University

11

PERE UBU

PERE UBU: yet further additions for the Ohlo hand, touring
Britain next month at' Portsmouth Poly November :10,
Sussex Univenity December Gig of Doncaster Outlook 141
1

now cancelled

London
1: who had cancelled hie gigs at the
following dates:
Rock Garden on October 26 and 27, playa the 28. Manchester
October
Club
Neolnnds
Wycombe
Hieh
Russell Club November 10

VIVIAN WEATHERS
reggae artist releases his

Bromley
College
Kempton Manor hotel November 2, Roots Hall Shrimpers
Club 3, Cambridge Corn Exchange 1. CTelmeford fitly
5.
Football Club
Great Yarmouth Stan And Carter 9,
Folkestone Leas C1111 Hotel 10. Chelmsford City Footfall
Club I1 (More dates to be announced later).

THE DOGS

VIVIAN WEATHERS: the British

with his appearance
debut album 'Bad Weathers' to coincide on
October 27.
at London Harleeden New Roxy Theatre

RICKY COOL AND

THE

ICEBERGS

Dudley JB's OcRICKY COOL AND THE ICEBERGS:
Warwick Hatton Village Hall November
13.Birmingham
Hall
Town
Waterside
ni Club 11, Birmingham
Polytechnic 17, Patlmgham Village Hall 24. Wolverhampton
Polytechnic DeeembertNater28,

THE PLEASERS
,

'

'A Girl I Know'
THE PLF.ASERS: who releases a new single
Hail
on November 4. play the following dates. Walsall Town
University
Edinburgh
26.
Hotel
Ayr
Caledonian
21.
October
3
and
Nasodllc
November
o
basic
27. Glasgow University 28.
4

MATCHBOX

MATCHBOX: Birmingham College November 21, London
24
Southgate Royalty 23. St Austell Cornish Riviera Club

THE SHIRTS

Britain
THE SHIRTS: one of New York's leading hands, tourRecords
next month Coon -Ming with the visit Harvest
release a new single lonely Android'. Tour date. are'
U.
Liverpool Eric'. November 10. Manchester University
Birmingham Barbarvlla's 12. 8051ol Locarno 14. Newcastle
Unlyereity 15. Batley Crumpets 16. Sheffield Polytechnic 17,
London Music Machine la

mingham

University

Bedford

22, London Manic
Machine 29, I ondon Hope And Anchor December I

4.
5.

8.
10.

College Of

ii. Swansea
Circles Club I6, Burton On
Trent 76 Club 17. Batley
Crumpets 23. Dudley JB's 24,
Nottingham Boat Club 25,
Newbndge Institute Hall 2e
Education

THE STRAITS: York The
Barge November 2. Sheffield

Limit Club 7.

BO BITCH:
Following London dates:
Nashville November 2, New
IS

LITTLE

Windor Castle 3, Marquee
Nashville 21. New Windsor
CasUe 24, Hope And Anchor
28.

THE ZONES: Aberdeen
Ruffles 26. Dundee Culver
say 27, Hamilton Ackles 28,
Dunfermline Kinsma 29,
Glasgow Tiffany. 31.
BARBARA DICKSON: added
dates: Derry Rialto Cinema
November Il. Carlisle
Assembley Hall 11. Southport
New Theatre

ROY

18

HILL: London
Hospital

University College
Union October 31.

1M MIGRANT: London
Thomas A Beckett 26, Deldexi
University November 4.

TRIBESMAN:

London

Camden Electra Ballroom
2A

G111.AN: will be playing a
short series of dates after
returning from a Japan..
tour weigh for a _sire
Record Mirror Th., PIA,

rrrle.TS bIrk for
'

1

ant sh

tour

edr
Wanchee'er Mayilo
PT! 'In
No'b,r
sen
1' Furttur date2 have
r e .d
b

Hall

,

Derry Rialto Cinema
Novsmher

I1,
Assembly Hall H.
New Theatre 16

Carlisle

Sesaualaort

DOLL London

Nashville October 111

1

Marquee

I

23.

December 7

CHAS AND DAVE: London

Dingwall, November I.
Kirk l.evington Giuntry (lob

Whltewr ba Rolling Mills
is, Loughborough t Mee/site
18, University of Peon An it
17.

THE DOGS: York Pop Club November

BAND:

London Music Machine
Leeds Fforde Green Hotel

SWEET OASIS added dates,

INTER LEK T IfA LS'
CAROLINE ROADSHOW
Following London states,
CAROLINE ROADSHOW: the pirate radio station**
Music Machine Cement. 81,
Marquee 28. November 9.
progressive rock roadahow - featuring three pirate D.i's
Bons Eden. Robbie Day and Harvey The Rabbit - lours at,
Thomas A Barlett 16.
Technical
October 27. Kent tlnlverctty 2e,

Bristol Granary November 2.
London Marquee 3. BirFinchley The Torrington

London

28,

31, london Hop
Anchor November II
London Nashville 18

ADAM AND THE ANTS. who
have Jost redurned from welt
Ail pigs in Milan end Rome
play the London Mule
Machine November

DAVE LEWIS: at
Bristol on November
LEWIS

Dutywalls
and

DOL1. BY

.

DAVE

SOFT BOYS: who are
currently working on their
second album play the
following dates, tendon
Rock Garden 27. Camhring

FISCH®R Z

STADIUM DOGS

PRINCE FAR

Rir

FISCHER Z: currently supporting Whim Johnson. play the
following headlining dates Stevenage College November 10.
Gwent New bridge Institute IS. Swansea Circle Cluh 13,
Guildford Technical College 17, teed. Brannigans 21.1 melon
Marquee 22. London Dingwall@ 24, Warwick University 25,
Hope And Anchor 28.

SALFORD JETS

PRINCE FAR I

S.

are:

Barharellas

November IS, load n The
Venue 2i, Norwich Bangle
House 22, Sheffield Limit
Club 23, Liverpool Errs 24,
Manchester Mayflower 25

University

SALFORD JETS: Brentwood Hermit Club October 30.
Canning Town Bridge House 31. Stoke Newington Pegasus
November 1. Fulham Golden Lion 2. Hendon Middlesex
Polytechnic S. London Marquee 5. London. Camden Town
Music Machine 6.

STADIUM DOGS: who release a new album 'What's Next' on
November 10, play the following dates: Norwich Roogle
House November 10, Bishops Stortford Triad Leisure Centre
15. Nottingham Sandpiper 17, Sheffield Limit 20. London
Windsor Castle 21, Manchester Upiversity 22, Scarborough
Penthouse 24, Birmingham Barbarclla's 25. Leeds Fforde
Green Hotel 26. Warrington Carlton Club 27, London Windsor
Castle 28, ',Leading University 29, Keefe University 30

Dates

mingham

Chu/Muni FnoUiall Chub

le, Dsfool
Iondnea

Polytechnic

Dingwall, 29

27

7
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C1ck...
whirrr

SHEARLAW went to Los Angeles to
find out why ... and a tape supplied
the answers. Now listen on.
brought to you courtesy

WHIRRRR
(music, the unmistakable
sound) "I remember
yesterday.... "
of

.

,

.

.

.

UP AND DOWN Sunset Boulevard
in Los Angeles huge glittering
billboards reflect the blue -hazed
sunshine above the buildings that

comprise Hollywood's 'Record
Company Row'.
The West Coast's own, the
biggest in Las Vegas or this

of her

popularity, present upward curve
excepted, this side of the Atlantic)
was a fair-to -middling triumph.
Good, but should get better. This
year she made it.
The spring tour with rave
notices
you know the stuff
Americans write, or at least what

-

record companies claim they
write; "a near superstar",
"outstanding" and "it's time to
say she's great" ended with

-

three nights at the Universal
Amphitheatre In Los Angeles ..
sensibly and excellently recorded
for 'Live And More'.
And just as the Icing on the cake
there was 'Thank God It's Friday'
disco-extravaganza (what
else?) movie with Donna
somewhat self-effacingly cast as
the aspiring young black singer in
need of a break.
"I was 19-years -old In the
film ... and I just DO IT!", she
remarks. "It was a very touching
moment..
The second US tour this year,
'Live And More' naturally, starts
this week. She's hot.
Catching up in Autumn 1978
we've turned full circle. In British
eyes the taster of 'TGIF' (never as
big here as in America) and the
sudden chart arrival of
'MacArthur Park' have blasted
Donna back into the limelight.
Consolidating the faithful disco
market, which she's always had,
wooing the pop market all over
again.
In England last year the first
exposure to Donna's live talents
resulted in a strange mixture of
accolades and put-downs. The fact
that she was a singer and not some
resurrected ghost of Jane Birkln,
some anonymous embodiment of a
computer producer's dream, led to
incredulous surprise in some
in an
critical quarters at least
office not a million miles from
here.
Donna Summer was a disco
singer, a face on a record sleeve
vocal treats with photography to
match how could she launch
into the "all-round entertainer"
gusto.
routine? She did ... withcane
and
Top hat and tails, silver
get hits
only
stockings. We didn't
we got her own songs, concepts be
that were only just beginning to
formulated.
And that was only a start! on
The hit formula that began
"whatever it was we got,th
GTO
me. Pete and Giorgio. we
It?", Donna admits modestly
was replaced as Ms Summer
moved to a new record label,
Casablanca.
Thence came the real
blossoming, the entertainer's
Upon
"fairy tale" that was 'Once
A Time .. ,'. Ironically after a
last
litigation
of
muffled bout
saw
Christmas' release bonanza Hits'
Donna Summer's 'Greatest
(on GTO) lining up against the
double -concept album ion
Casablanca). In England the hits
won out against the hint of better
.

week's million dollar promotion
vie with each other in a blaze of
sparkling colour. Helen Reddy,
Barry Manilow. Boston, Fleetwood
Mac. Linda Ronstadt, Diana Ross.
Pick your name, advertise your
star.
And add another name to the
list. Donna Summer. This year's
legend. The signs are
unmistakeable.
In America. as of now, Donna
Summer truly Is the "Queen Of
Disco". And some. In Los Angeles,
the city where every cab driver
bell -hop knows somebody in, or
something about, the music
business, she's publicly reckoned
"a hot lady".
She's also got one of the best
billboards on the Strip, as it
happens.
The process has only taken two
years. Breathy. synthesised sex
symbol to "near" superstar. From
hit records to encores at one of the
most prestigious theatres on the
West Coast. Or in America, come
to that. From Munich Musicland to
the cover of the 'Rolling Stone'.
Her second full-scale American
tour this year starts this week, on
the back of the live album. While
Donna is already looking to the
future "I'll never stop trying
once I reach somewhere", she
offers with next year's plans.
"Possibly I might start a touring
says.
company in New York," she in
"although I'm still touching ifthe
I
that
do
to
got
!
You've
dark
dwelled on my laurels it would
prevent me from becoming

-

-

better. .."
In many ways Donna has
Ume
returned to the States, thisshe
for good. Born in Boston, noleft
hint
with
Germany
for
America
of what was to come. She ended up
(like at least one of the current
Euro raves Boney M) in a German
production of 'Hair', and, at one

point, singing for the Vienna Folk
Success started with her
discovery by the rapidly -emerging
production partnership of Pete
Bellotte (English. at one time
responsible for hits like Chicory
TIp's 'Son Of My Father') and
Giorgio Moroder (Italian, with a
strong bent for the computerised
syn-drum sound that typified soand
much of the Munich sound .of
still does I, and the launching
Donna Summer on the second
wave of the Enrodisco explosionAil :synthesisers and suggestion.
Black beauty and the beat 'Love
To Los e You Baby' .. and so it
vibrat, don.
lib bale elle discovered herself
She w J la European chart
a ár11. at um first, and later an
Amen( an performing artist. The

ins!

.

,

first US tour (at the height

handinhand with movies

-a

-

shows, costume changes and
dances, front rows and fanfares.
The show has changed but the
thoughts remain the same?

"Yea, It's 'popera'. Discopera If

you want to call It that, or pop
opera, whatever. We've gone to
great lengths to create stage sets
for as many places and people
are reachable. The basic things
we've kept very simple, so as the.
what do you call It, 'elaboracy'
won't prevent us playing anywhere.
That way we'll reach places that
don't normally see shows like

-

mine,"

And you've given up using
choreographers?
"I've spent a fortune on
choreographers to the past, and
after spending so much time and
money I find I don't need them!
"I'm very spontaneous
personally, I don't like doing the
same thing twice. If it doesn't feel
totally, exactly natural I'd just do
something else. I stage my shows
for what I want them to be

-

myself."

Herself. Has she succeeded on
the live album?
"I just hope we've got enough
energy on the record Itself to
create an Image. Obviously if

you've seed a performance, or
you've got a performance to go to,
you can relate to the music a
different way.
"But in years where people
didn't have TV, or dick' t go to
movies, they'd turn on the radios,
or listen to a small group of
musicians. y'know the old
European thing, and It created an
image that's that we hope we've
got on the live album.
Donna Summer. Pete Bellotte,
Giorgio Moroder. That's we. One
reason Donna has achieved such
elevated status, particularly in the
US, is that her part in the

'MacArthur Park'.

"I hope the whole disco thing
she says. "The
more entertainment and less
violence there Is the better we are.
People are happier, there's a lot
more positivity going into their
lives. You kinda hope they'll feel
more elevated..
Disco saves soul? Apparently
will continue,"

-

.

so,

"The whole movement

Is a

-

...

,

-

great thing for our society right
now, Like 'Thank God It's Friday',
which was a comedy, a very funny
film. It's entertaining as a film
and people can go home taking
something with them it's
accessible to them on record."
The "visual experience" seems
especially important to Donna.
One is reminded Immediately of
the slickly choreographed British

-

Disco queen Donna Summer is this
year's superstar in the making. JOHN

CLICK.... The following Is

please, they're, what do you say,
more spoiled", says Donna
Summer. "You have to be so much
better for them because they're
exposed to so much."
A surprise perhaps? And another
one: -European audiences are
much more eager, ready to accept
a lotof things." But America has
accepted Donna Summer as a
"near superstar", in Britain she's
a household name, sure enough,
but one with a "sexy" image that
will probably only emerge with the
"entertainer" Image when she
plays a few more concerts here.
How about that'
"I'm not, uh. unhappy with my
image," she claims, "but I would
like to think I could expand into
another image.
"What I mean is I don't have
any false Ideas of how people see
me not that I could ever really
Control that. There isn't really any
reason why anyone, my daughter
say, should feel ashamed or
embarrassed. I mean I won't run
around doing naked pictures of
myself or anything like that.
"But our society has it that a
woman who is sexy can't be
intelligent. That's what I'd like to
do away with. You can be both. I
certainly don't want to close out
any portion of my public, nor do I
want to be 'Just a fad'.
"The image is part of where I
want to go. I would like to gear
myself to every type of public
excluding none. Really I'd like to
be an allround entertainer
have,
what you say, lohgevity;"
That's how you would say it. And
It would be unfair to couch it in
terms of "Las Vegas here we
come"
this early. The
delightful Donna is a long way
from hitting the pits of maudlin
MOR. Witness the, how would you
say, contemporary excellence of

-

producer/artist/product triangle
has been an important one. She's
always received songwrt ling
credits and production credits,

even In the days when It was
tacitly assumed that Bellotte and
Moroder were the masterminds,
she merely the window dressing,
for a synthesised takeover that
very nearly attracted the attention
of the European Monopolies

Commission,
"We were always struggling
with each other," she says.
"trying to keep a commercial
sound. They're insane people! Pete
and Giorgio are both romantics,
and Tm very emotional, but we
came up with something!
"And I do write a lot of songs,
sometimes with other people In
mind. I'm getting more and more
Into it, and starting to spread the
material around. My sisters (who
sing back-up to Donna live) are
making their first LP with some of
my songs on It as Sunshine.
''Sometimes I feel it's the only
recreation I have!"
Apart from waking up singing
it's true, although people don't
believe it," she says and getting
better. At entertaining of course.
"I don't ever want to feel
satisfied with what I do. I believe
that satisfaction isn't good for you
but I appreciate when things
are good. I Just want to make
them better.
"In striving for perfection I try
to eliminate things from my sight
so I think I won't have them ..
that I'm still working for them "
Very successfully at that. Donna
Summer is, as yet, only 29. Once
married (to a German a while agn,
hence the daughter, 'Mimi's Song'
on the live album is dedicated to
her) but with "no steady
boyfriends at the moment".
She'd probably say she was too
busy working, if you ever got close
enough to ask her. Very few people
do; of late she's not been the most,
how would you say, accessible of

-

-

-

stars,
CLICK
.

. , . The above was made
WHIRRRR ..
possible by .
( more music) "last dance, last
dance, last dance... "CLICK".
Donna will be touring Britain next
year but not before the summer,
End of recorded message,
.

-

.

-

-

-

-

to come

-

- but only just,

She was

the
still a "name" and even under
50 chart

disappointments of bottom
entries one could sense changes
rumbling.
Then America took over....
"They're a harder public to

r
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Isn't just a loving
merry drunk type. He
can get extremely

petulant, physically.
In fact. It was quite an
effort not to take a
swing at him at times
but then la) he's bigger
than me and 1b l he's
quite civilised when
sobei.
it wasn't only Garvey
who showed a different
face that night Andy,
who I had rarely before
heard be anything but

it

n

_,

o

eii

polite, got in a bad
temper about something

rather trivial,
it wouldn't even be
worth mentioning, but 1t
highlights the sort of
situations that arise

under pressure and goes
some way
In being
typical towards
explaining why the
Motors had to lose
Dram Tchaikovsky and
Ricky Slaughter
(drum mer.RIchard
W ernham ).
In the taxi to the
Oktoberfest, the
conversation turned to
TV interviews not
surprtsingly.'since the
band were in Munich to
do a TV appearance.
Klaus Peter
mentioned that Andy
because of his thick
Scottish accent was
difficult for Interpreters
to understand. Nick, he
said, with that classical
public school intonation,
was far easier to follow.
Gainey, fairly
logically, agreed. Andy
didn't. And what started
at the hotel as a fairly
reasoned argument
became a petty and
quite unnecessary
squabble by the time the
Oktoberfest was

--

ell

-

-

TIM LOTT, our

teetotaller,
(liar, Ed)
watches
Nick Garvey and
Andy' McMaster
of the Motors
attempt to drink
the Germans

under the
table at a

reached.
Here is a rough precis
of the argument,
admittedly taken from
memory, but the

substance Is basically

correct.
Nick: ft's true, Andy.
It's just common sense.
People don't understand
lu

--

British nation that Her
Majesty might hope for

and expect.
Garvey was that
night
at the Munchen
Oktoberfesl al v, bleb
every, holy in Germany
Beta -trunk, t inks up
and generally has the

-

teutaih.
sit lima
a

u,h ,v.. ofa
,

*

reT ,...

hags the
, rll nt
t

1

vet

UT

'ui

Andy: It's their tough

kt
Nick:

Ink ,,.

Andy: It's MAH
BAND! Ah write the
songs! Ah'm from

Munich beer festival

You may see Nick
Garvey and Andy
McMaster singing love
songs on television from
time to time. Don't let
this tool you. They are
hardly the Byron and
Browning of the modern
world, wilting lilies and
pasty faces.
On the contrary, their
social behaviour is more
akin to that of oxen. As
British ambassadors In
a foreign city
In this
case Munich they are
not quite the
recommendation to the

a hat yyyou're saying.

i

THE Motor with the pnncey accent makes room for more ..

OUT -GROSSING '
ten thousand
drunken Teutons is
not an easy thing
to do. Only the
Motors could
manage it with
consummate and
lusty ease.

-

'Lowenbrau', he threw
his hefty bulk around
with a belligerence that
made at least half a
dozen locals stare
darkly and mutter

Nonplused, the
unfortunate
Munehenpisarlist sUll
managed to salvage
some of his dignity
by offering around the
remaining sorry looking

petals to ether mtrmbers
of the party.
As Dave Allen put It.

GLASGOW, AH WAS
BORN IN THE
.

"Wonderful stuff
German beer. Two pints
of It and you ,cant to

Invade Poland."
It was all moderately
good fun; but It exposed
a side of the Motors

that is not always
obvious.
For instance, Garvey

CORRALS!
Nick: Yes, but If the
people don't understand
what you're saying..,
Andy: Ah don't care.
At least ah don't
sound like bllddy NEWS
AT TEN! Ia.reference
to Gar, ey's plum in the
mouth accent).
To lighten the
argument a bit. I
suggest that the TV

stations should employ
two Interpreters one
to translate from
English to German and
one to translate Scottish
to English first
Andy: You've hit the
nail on the head! That's
what they'll have to do!
Have TWOf - - log

quick to point out. "If
he hadn't left. I would

And so on. There was
more By the time we
reached our destination,
to an outsider, they
appeared to beat the
point of blows.
This, we must
remember, is not a
Couple of teenagers. but
two grown men, one of
them pushing 40.
The argument is not
quoted to ridicule one or
the other, but merely to
make the polnf that In
the interminable pop

saya. "If we'd have
carried an, we'd hay,
spilt up totally
"From now an. Tin

-

interpreters.
Nick: For Christ's
sake. Andy.

circuit, It's very easy
for flies to become

elephants, and
mountains, molehills.
It's a result of some
sort of social

have sacked him."
Nick is determined
not to let the same sort
of thIng happen again
The Motors will no.,
stay as Nick and Andy

plus a strictly

temporary band (nr
touring purposes
"I couldn't go thro'
all that again. he

looking after number

one ,.
The personal

problems within the
Motors even now
spotlighted by the
sometimes strained

-

relationship between

-

Nick and Andy are
currently being relieved
by a few separate
projects.
They are producing a
disco singer for Ariola,
and Nick has produced
Bram's single on Radar.
Andy, meanwhile, in

writing. For the next six

claustrophobia peculiar
to rock 'n' roll bands
and bored wives and
husbands.
WhlCh brings us on
nicely to the next
morning and this quote

from Nick.
"Worrying about too
many people gets on my
nerves, It drives me
crazy. That's why we
had to split up the

Motors Andy Is enough
to worry about.
In other words, the
which,
Motors split

-

Incidentally, was easy
to see coming more
than a year ago the
the first time 1 met

-

months they are going to
take a respite writing

-

material and rehearsin-1
it.

Meanwhile. the pre
Christmas single for the

band Is the mushiest
track on the excellent
'Approved By' album
Andy cackles. "Can
ye see it. Tim? Fer all
the mums and dada at

Christmas!"

This reminds me of
something Richard
Ogden, the hand's
manager. had said
during the taping of the
Motors 'Forget About
You' for German TV in
the afternoon
"We've given up all
attempts at 'credibility'
now," he said, with an
expression that might
have been the facial
equivalent of rubbing
your hands together.
'So we can finally gel
down to the real
business Selling

them more for
personal reasons than
anything else.
"When we started,"
said Nick, "we needed
Dram. Something to do
with our Image, I
suppose. I led him to
believe originally that,
although Andy and me
wrote all the songs.
that situation might
Change. But It didn't.
The sort of songs Bram
wanted to do didn't
fit Into the set
"So the situation
remained that Bram
and Richard were
working more for me
and Andy And we can
be very difficult to work
for, I suppose, They hail
to do what they were
told.
"It got to be a total
pain in the arse. They
resented their position.
And It didn't help, that
they became friends

Nick (Is it my
imagination or is there
a trace of Irony In

accord, but,aa Andy is

successful rock hand
ever.

with us,"
Brain left of his own

records,"
"I think it's a
wonderful song," says

the delivery?. )
"We tried to make It
as a pure rock band.
Our success was ..
limited. as soon as we
changed It started
getting more successful
It's as simple as :hat
We took the right

decision."

You may draw your
conclusions yourself and
then apply them

accordingly to
practically every

obscure German

threats.
This did nothing at all
to phase Garvey's latter
day Falstaff
impersonations. Even
my attempt to stem the
flow of beer by dropping
a large pretzel In his
jug made no difference.

t

The German
representative of

Virgin confides in me

meekly, unnerved by
being in the unfortunate
location of Garvey's left
flank and consequently
showered with beer.
abuse etc.

"I don't know how to
handle this," says Klaus
Peter. "I am not
used to it. The Motors,
they are different from
the other bands we have

l'

here."

You hit the nail on the
head there, Fritz
After a bit more fizz
sxvtlling, followed by

Andy McMaster dancing
spiritedly on the flimsy
table Nick finished oft
the e, salon by biting the
h, ad of',r a a'.1 no
re nod by a lone
ro
t rant who had boa xhi 't
for Ms wife.

GUZZLE, giug, glug, glug, glug, glug. giug

h

SLURP, guzzle, glug. Mug, glug, glug, glug.

.
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Keep your eyes open for the latest single
from Britain's premier Rock 'n' Roll band.
ARISTA
ARIST 222
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EMOTIONS: 'Whole Lotta
Shakin' (CBs S 6767). Maurice
White production, but of course,
from the girls to give us, and the
annals of soul music, yet another
minor masterpiece. Oddball
rhythm for an oddball world,
chiming horns, Ice -crystal vocals
and so on.... you'll be hearing
this soon enough anyway.

-

.0W

:+

-er.p-

FINGERS: 'Hold On I'm Coming
(Pye TN 46129)- It's happened
again: new version of an old song,
and have you hit the grannies
and the babes -In -arms alike right

l

N -"ER

between the Chocolate semolina?

1

!

hope here, 1 fear. It's a
great ballad, thanks to Sam and
Dave, and a credit to the
Central Electricity Generating
Board, but otherwise too passive
a rendering. Big floppy fingers?

Little

.

Y
QUEEN; 'Bicycle Race'/'Fat
Bottomed Girls' (EMI 2870). If
this one does nothing else. It
certainly gets Her Majesty's
regal schizophrenia off to a Q,
-which Is a jolly good and ethical
reason for putting out double
A -sided singles, 'Bicycle Race'
is in their best 'Night at the
Opera' vein, all choparound
verses, whipcord vocals and

acappella bicycle bells in the
middle. 'FBG' opens up like
somethingout of a Harlem
Episcopal church meetingand
breezes into the heavy
honeydripping hardrock at' which
the band are so surprisingly
successful. Queen haven't
featured in the charts for quite a
while now, but no one's gonna
regret the wait.

'

MANU DIBANGO: 'Sun
Explosion' (Decca FR 13810).
Perhaps not as charismatic as he
has been, nevertheless a prime
eight minutes of trucking disco
cut with a certain gayways slant.
th a certain gayways slant.
Silky -soft voices and insistent
line, this is certainly Sun Life
Assurance, though where it'd
catch us at age 55 is anyone's
guess. 'Big Blow' is the B-side of
the 12-incher, though whether
that's cheating ( like Honey M) or
good value. Is a debatable point.
SCOTT FITZGERALD: 'Joy Of
Love' (UA UP 36488). Yuggh!
'Talk about heads down mindless
boogie. Demeaning reggae thud.
trickling clavinet swooping
strings, big booming choirs and
the tune of 'Can't Help Falling
In Love'. Look 'ere, sunshine.
there's at least 67 shoplifting
days to run till Christmas.

MEAT LOAF: 'All Revved Up
And No Place To Go' (Epic
EPC 6797)'. 'Baker Street' meets
o

Tom Jones. Trendy soupy sax
plus that beery bite and the kind
of story -of -my -life lyrics that'll
have'all those menopausal
curlers rocktn' away down at the
hairdressers in a few weeks.

It

specil by

the looks

(HIPS: 'Sooner the Better'

(Decca F 137802). No. 1 rock
band in Ireland. Is this a joke?

RIV VITS: 'Saturday Night At The
Dance/'Girl Next Door' (Alien
ALD( 001). 'Dance' is a mix of
trendy and unbeatable beat from
the sixties with a touch of '96
Tears' (punk when punk was
punk if you follow). 'Girls' is
more of a Tommy Roe/Shads
thing, all about a chick hanging
up her knickers. Perhaps not
surprisingly the Rlvvits do It all
as a hobby, which is a smart way
to make smart music.

1

It Make
You Wonder' (CBS S 6207). A gu§
who's made sheer magic in his
time. This makes out well with a
honky guitar and one of those
glistening, canyon productions
a youthful ploy that's soon killed
off with tubfuls of strings. So
DAVE MASON: 'Don't

STIFF LITTLE FINGERS: '78
Revolution, A Minute'/
Alternative Ulster' (Rough
Trade RT 004). Having set a few
bars on fire with 'Suspect Device'
SLF return with a clean -heeled

-

It's no walking miracle, I'm
'afraid: just kinda pedestrian.

a

OLIVIA NEWTON -JOHN:

'Hopelessly Devoted To You'
(RSO 17). Apparently in Equador
or some such exotic Latin
territory 'Grease' is literally
translated in their charts as
'Vaseline'. Haw haw. Compose
yourself (if you don't know it to
death already) for a nice
lllty-wilty ballad with a low -slung
and solid rhythm base.
Unavoidable smasheroo.

S

.

t7N1A

N[Wrpt.l-)t1Fw,

-Hows/
DEVOTED

«....

101017

BAY CITY ROLLERS: 'All Of
The World Is Falling In Love'
(Arista ARIST 212). Another

Certainly in bte taste
however. Slow, full ballad with
'Sgt Pepper' trumpet tooting
sway and standard acappella blt
from the Tartan Lads. Yea.
verily: a credit to the machine.

.9

Speedy ending to show who's
boss.

,

o
off

.

WRECKLESS ERIC: 'Take The
Cash' (Stiff BUY 34). If you asks
me, writing songs about money
and direct debit rather than the
subjective affairs of the heart, is
a free ride to anyone's pocket....
buy 34 indeed. Not quite up to the
standard of 'Whole Wide World',
but recognisably the same guy,
which should comfort all
conservatióe radio stations
across the land. Check out
Bside, piece of honest psyching,
entitled 'Girlfriend'.

DOLLAR: 'Shooting Star'
(Carrere EMI 2871). A spinoff

operation from Guys & Dolls.
Surprisingly dull vocals on a
safe -as -milk (sorry.
Commercially viable) riffy pop
tune with a touch of space dust.

A

pair Cot pairs

coating, a kiddies' Chorus of
epidemic proportions, and a
suitably unhappy ending.
Smasheroo again.

PHIL HURTT: 'Giving It Back'

(Fantasy FTC 161). From the
album of the same name, third
or fourth time round 'Giving It
Back' suddenly takes over as an
excessively attractive cut. Main
features are hussle beat, high
sliding vocals and a truly
whiskaway production. The stuff
of which crossover Is made.

NICK VAN EEDE: 'Rock 'n'
Roll Fool' (Barn 2014 128). A
further protege of Chas Chandler
(like Slade and Hendrix....
meanwhile, how many failures?).
Nice sensible sort of song with
non -fancy production tricks and
not -as -simple -as -you'd think
singalongmelody. The lad has a
good voice too. Flat -heeled brogue
to the spiked stilettos that some
of the industry wears.

-

Shaweez' 'No One to Love Me,. Destined for inelegant success
and recognition.

'Stzummin'/'I'm
In Trouble' (EMI 2874) Yes,
CHAS & DAVE:

m'dears, the Chas & Dave &
Rockney of last week's
'Feedback'. Two endearing little
tales ('Trouble' is the better),
really neatly written and
half -spoken, half -sung over a
warmer. If still minimalist
backing. Put It anther way,
rather less lugubrious but still
In the Ian Dury vein. Any road.
makes you feel real again (sorry,

Sylvester).

cause.

MICKEY JUPP: 'Old Rock 'n'
Roller' (Stiff BUY 36). A telling
tale about a reactivated Chuck
Berry era singer: really fine
motivattn' raunchy rhythm and
great lyrics. Great for dancing,
great for a laugh. And if you ever
liked Darts, you'll wet your
knicks over 'Old Rock

JAPAN: 'Sometimes IFeel So
Low' (Allot& ARA 529). A rock
record In a week of pop, with
barking under -riff, catchy hook

OisSaDrE

s..+..

r.b4
BOB DYLAN: 'Is Your Love In
Vain' (CBS 12-6718). Somewhat
church-like cut off 'Street Legal'.
Not up to the scratch of 'Baby
Slop Crying/'New Pony', but
doubtless that precedentplus the
human -intrigue angle and Zinc's
pastel -gritty voice should do it
well enough. But why a 121n?

crotch -ratters alike.

MANKIND. 'Dr Who' (Motor
MTR 001/12). Heavenly blue
vinyl ain't gonna cloud the fact
that this is true blue disco
dross. Only thing is, the 'Dr

FLYING LIZARDS: 'Summertime
Blues' (Virgin VS 230). Ethically
minimalist (as I believe you arty

-

types say) version and we're
going to hear a great deal about
versions this week of the old
Cochran anthem. Grouchy
androgynous vocal is answered
by a backing seemingly
constructed on Party Seven cans.
not quite in time at that What
with Jah Wobble and now this,
those Virgin guys are obviously
shaking off some pre -Venue
nerves. Rather floe.

-

te

JULIE COVINGTON: 'Bright
Lights' (Virgin VS 225). OK.

/J

a lyric that makes sense
even in your darkest hours. For
some obscure (alternative)
reason it's pressed on blue vinyl
I mean, why not use blue rice
paper: at least you could then
swallow your pride.

line and

Roller'.

for dancefloor treatments, I'm
surprised no -one's done it
already,

(Rampage RAM 11). Found -love
song that would have done better
to have been tackled by a John
Stewart for maximum choking
effect. As it Is, sheer perennial
transience.

'

it'

MADLEEN KANE: 'C'est Si Bon'
(Decca FR 13806). Ethereal
smooc her that floats away into
vampishness.... and you may
just be able to decipher that It's
another old romantic hattleaxe of
a ballad given a fun-fur coat. For
dtamond,roughers and

Who' theme is such a patch

DAVID McLAINE: 'Rosle'

THE DAZZLERS: 'Phonies'
(Charisma CB 32S). The record
that brings back movement into
music. Haul the spiral -printed
inner bag out of the spiral -printed
transparent plastic sleeve and.
whoopee, there's real kinetic art
In action. Fun! Safe! Educational!
Hours of uninterrupted viewing
pleasure! ! i Wot about the vinyl
though? Well, there's always
room for talent, phonies included.
in this business.
BRYAN & MICHAEL: Mam
When's Mi Dad Coming Home'
(Pye 7N 46130). The old
clog and -cobbles clone from
those matchstick Men about as
honest as a glitter-flecked
Christmas card, Not a bad song
however with a brass band

SHOWADDYWADDY: 'Pretty
Little Angel Eyes' (Arista ARTST
222). This is where those versions
start to roll in. Energetic but
depressing cover of zealous
Curtis Lee '61 hit. Wish this band,
or someone, would go for the

powerpack brace of where -It's-at.
If you can't find this on yer
ray -di -o. go Into your real record
shop and demand to hear it. This
is one place I'd almost condone
politico lyrics.
TOMMY MORRISON: 'When this
Pub Closes' (Real Records ARE
6). Very obviously true Brit soul
grit, veering into the gentler side
of sixties pop -rock mould, right
down to the rocky 'Dream -Lover'
guitar and a meanin' in that
maudlin singing. A deserving

another cover, but this song.
penned you may recall by Richard
m son, is a gemeroo that
should do the whole dam world
a power of good by being heard
again. Julie of course has a line
volee, dear as logic, and she's
capped by a fine, rollaway

arrangement 'Argentina' be
damned, 'Bright Lights' must get
away or know the reason why.

L
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DEANFRIEDMAN
new album
featuring his current hh

LUCKY STARS

"Well,well;'said
the Rocking Chair

i

-f

-

Album LSLP 6019 Cassette LSMC 6019
DEAN FRIEDMAN ON TOUR
Nov.9 LONDON The Venue
Nov. 11 BRIGHTON The Dome
Marketed by
GTO RECORDS LTD.

Nov. 12 MANCHESTER Royal Exchange
Nov. 17 BIRMINGHAM Town Hall
Nov. 19 GLASGOW Pavilion
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"MASTERS ON their
mettle. A triumph not often
equalled, even in the world
of rock hyperbole." (Derek
Jewell reviewing a Yes
concert In the Sunday
Times, 1977.)

"The Sunday supplement school of
rock ... relying on ... maximum
pomposity. maximum pretension,
maximum elaboration, all
covering up minimum
inspiration." (Sheila Prophet
reviewing Tormato' In Record

Mirror,
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to himself
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watched the stage began to

'

move., ..
"Well, what about the
roundabout?" the Cynic asked.
Beseechingly he felt.

"The song you mean?" his
companion enquired.
-No you fool. I mean the stage.

Therevolving stage!"
For a moment their two minds
were one, their gazes locked in
admiration as the enormous dais
began to trundle round. Above it.

suspended banks of speakers
broadcast the fruits of the artists'
endeavours. Below tt a dedicated
locked In for
sound crew
two-and -a -half hours with only a
custom built drinks cabinet to keep
them company sweated in the
confines of their working

-

-

environment.
(One night in New York the
motor, which drives the stage
around at a steady one mile per
hour four times every hour. broke
down. It's rumoured that the
roadies were actually required to

push the "dismantled In minutes"
beast -...albeit at a slightly
slower pace t )
The Convert spoke first
Yes In the round. y'see. They've
taken this "revolutionary" stage
(he paused at the obvious pun that
even Jon Anderson had been
drawn to on Its first outing) and
played on it all over America to

-
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morosely tf their performance
varied from night to night
If
strains of "ordinariness" crept
Into the fierce tnettlesomeness of
their playing. Probably not, he
decided,
After a judicious break, a
dimming of the lights and the
beginnings of an almighty roar the
'soundaround' returns. For
'Roundabout', With a minimum of
display the band exit on a relaxing
fanfare, leaving the stage It
almost appears as if for the first
time
together. The first front
evident outside the music,
Even in the vastness of the
basketball stadium by
Forum
they'd been
any other name
piercing, acute and at times ..
Intimate.
TheCynic recovered first: "I
have to confess that I've never
seen a concert like that before,"
he said a trifle tartly. "Their
uncompromising Invention
actually seems to work! I mean
this voice rose a pitch) it
actually gets to people! They love

{.1

- sat, stood,shouted.

T-shirts ('Tormatour' T-shirts,
naturally) clambered across six
pairs of feet, pausing only
momentarily to throw their arms
aloft as another thundering
conclusion rent the air from the
direction of the circular stage.
Burning sparks from a
well -chewed reefer fluttered down
into the row behind.
"YOOOARGH," screamed the
Convert, excited for the first time.
"Amazing. It's going to be a great
show...." Already he recognised
songs from 'Going For The One', a
new song from 'Tormatti
thingummy God he'd heard It so
often! Irotn,'Time And A
Word',
Under the spotlights the quintet
figures
played.
figur ntrollln
guitars. A caangular
g
bank of keyboards, Another
matchstalk controlling an
enormous sparkling drum kit. And
a hirsute ruffian in the middle.
shuffling around the suspended'
microphone. Almost as they

has turned Into the band being
"willing to spend ten hours a day
on a minute of music". Which has
led many to describe them as
"cerebral" if not worse, And as if
on a seesaw their fans jump on one
end sending their detractors ever
higher into the ether. Or at least
that was the way the Cynic had
originally seen It.
He wanted body, he got
esoterics. He wanted books, he got
virtuoso progression. He might,
just might, have been wrong. That
much he admitted to himself Yes,
his Companion reminded him, had
sold 30 million LP's In their time.
They Were an Institution.
He found them Interesting, at
times stimulating. He wondered

r

(

Every opening riff, every

recognisable chord, brought forth
a bellow of recognition. Instant
and ecstatic.
For one of the multitude the
whoops and hollers, so instant, so
soon, were an irritant. "Christ",
snapped the Cynic. "They must all
be on mandles .. , or their brains
have gone! What's going on here?
What's really happening?
"All these kids, and they are
only kids suntanned little
hippies from the Valley, They
must be stoned! They must get off
on anything, man!" His
companion, wisely be felt,
remained silent. The music was ,
already loud enough.
Another hot dog trek, the last of
many and the first of many more,
began to the row in front of them.
Two angular figures in blue

off as "good vocals well backed"

JOHN SHEARLAW joins Yes roundabout in Los Angeles
n

.

Yes are ten years old this tour,
the Cynic reflected. What started

"OTIONS

1978,)

-

encore...

ROTOGRAPHIC

"YES. BUT IS IT ART?"said the

Cynic to the Convert.,
His companion said nothing,
unformed words floating gently
and noislessly from halfopen lips.
The time was evening The place
was the Los Angeles Forum, tier
518. The occasion was a concert
by the "British progressive rock
group Yes", nearing the end of
their tenth anniversary tour.
"Would you believe rock on a
church organ," the Convert
Countered eventually "A triumph
of symphonic sound in a basketball
stadium?" It was sufficient
comment. For a long while
afterwards neither spoke, There
was no need. No desire.
Around them a crowd of some
18,000
"die-hard Yes fans, every
one of'them", thought the convert

colour?" Maybe. Ambitious new
music from masters of
progression? He gagged at the
thought and shelved his
conclusion. He'd wait until the

,r".1
ti

STEVE HOWE: Still rotating.
audiences of upwards of
people each time!

15,000

"Nearly a million people in all,
and they've all seen allot the
band."

He sucked In breath and waited.

The motions began again, this
time Rick Wakeman's back,
enfolded In a silver and blue suit
and betopped with a blue and
silver cape slowly passed their
seats.
Next stop Chris Squire.
The stage
.
gigantic
enterprise by any standards
was an excellent spectacle. The
Yes American tour schedule was
built around It, the band only
playing gigs that could
accommodate such an ambitious

--a

-

structure.
It is being brought (as you read
this, already has been) to
Wembley Arena this week. Bolt by
bolt, wheel by wheel (and of
course board by board). Yes are'
then talking about taking it to

Braid!

The Convert continued to relish
the rotations. "A constantly
changing panoply,"he thought. "A
new facet of the band every 15

minutes. A really different
approach no -one's ever made it
work before.
"So much better than
bombardment and binoculars," He
smiled. No wonder Jon Anderson
had been upset when one reviewer
described the stage as resembling
a wedding cake! Bloomin' cheek.
Big top rock circus and that's all
he can think of !
He settled into a new song,
Anderson Introducing MISTER
Steve Howe, as he'd introduced
MISTER Chris Squire previously,
The Cynic kept his dark thoughts
to himself. The Big Top was one
thing .. , he checked. The usage
floating through his mind wasn't of
a Circus. but of a fairground. One
of those "attractions" that goes
round and round with gaily painted
horses rising and falling to the
strains of a steam organ Children
and grannies alike clutching the
worn necks of their monts,
straining over the top of the hoopla
stall, dipping to the level of the
bystanders
blur of smiling
faces.
"They probably see us like
that," the Cynic concluded

-

-a

t©

It!"

_

__-

gloomily as a mightily collective
Y000argh" erupted from tier 5e.
He wondered If any of the crowd
had ever seen an English
fairground. Probably not, he

decided. Another song over.
Funnily enough the songa
weren't as long as the cynic had
imagined. The framework was
taut and recognisable, the
musicianship undoubtedlysuperb.
Once or twice he even felt rhythm
coursing through his rockaboogie
veins.
They had something, his better
self exhorted. He must have
nodded off for a brief instant, for
the next he knew his friend was on
his feet shouting, emulating those
he could just make out on the
other side of the auditorium.
"They're Playing songs from all
the albums, the Convert beamed
triumphantly. "I've been a fan fo'r
years and there are ones here I've
never heard live before!'.
He had the look, the Cyroc
thought, of a man uplifted. The
Convert went with every tortuous
turn in the score, saluted every
embellishment of theme, hurrahed
the cementing symphonic sweeps
from the battery of keyboards
twiddled. cosseted and
occasionally hammered by Rick
Wakeman.
The Cynic was reading the'
letters on the silver cape.
Yet it was certainly something
he'd never seen before. And, if he
was quite honest with himself,
something he'd never even
dreamed about. His thoughts ran
riot. Here. he felt, was discipline
and progression, held somehow
within a rock framework. A mesh
of sound that owed nothing to
sustained synthesisation the
shorthand Of studio (nagrliflcance
nothing to eerie technology
(dimly the memories of plinked
and plunked albums of
interminable monotony came and
went), nothing to the outrageous
solo efforts from any of the five
musicians who came. stopped, and
15 minutes later went again.
Solos there were though
he
remembered an unearthly bass, a
Spanish gutter, much later a
splendid organ romp All preceded
by MISTER (if not the crack of a
ringmaster's whip). But all

-

He was suddenly reminded that
the Forum had been illuminated
by hand-held lighters before the
show even began.
"Do they do that every UmeZ'
His fervour returned, memories
banished. "All that, all that..
cosmic claptrap! It's now here! I
couldn't sit through that again. not
If you paid me...."
The Convert smiled heüutlfully.
"It's a fusing of the unique
Inventiveness of five musicians,a
combined single presentation that
Is one of the pioneering,
unmistakeable voices In
contemporary music," he said.
He'd read it somewhere (perhaps
in a newspaper, perhaps on the
back of an album) but he felt he
had to defend his experience.
"Music you can really listen
to.. .." He felt he'd won.
Later they went to a party given
In Yes' honour. They found Yea
were real people who smiled at
record company executives, who

-

-

seemed Involved: an Intense
mixture of sound occasionally
felt for its own sake but the
licence was there to be used
and

-

he

rhythm.

-

The thoughts were inescapable
and he hated himself for thinking
them. Sound pictures? Directed by
a ringmaster? Anderson played his
role to perfection on his central

podium, delivering a parched
"counter-tenor" against all the
odds
Often high-pitched and clear
daubing of lyrics and phrases,
occasionally an eerie, hollow
opposite to the fiery
instrumentation In control,
leading his fourheaded Medusa
into musical battle. Charging
exhilaratingly across uncharted

oceans...

,

-

At that moment a frisbee with
the uncompromising momentum of
a flying object
hit him squarely
in the back of his head. Jolted
back to reality he dismissed the
preceding thoughts as swiftly as
he'd brushed the ash from his
trousers only minutes earlier.
What could he have been

-

thinking of?

He curled the object artfully into
the dark, gratified that arms
reached for it several hundred feet

away.
The Convert glanced at the
Cynic. If he'd noticed any change
In his companion's behaviour he
made no comment. He was happy.
Aggressive and ethereal together,
the scope of what he'd heard and
beheld had already reached him,.
Grace and guts. he might have
said if a comment had been
requested from his left, It wasn't.
He was moved anyway.
The splendour and the solos
mounted and passed. Anderson,
almost mediaevally dressed in
smock and bizarre slippers, at one
point appeared with a diminutive
harp.
The Cynic groaned, The Convert
made his lusty contribution to the

?OOOARGH' from Tier 518.

Then there was 'Save The
splendid "rock" song
Whale'
with admirable sentiment. Once
again the concepts bombarded the
Cynic's hardened cranium
Classical? No. Jazz-like? No.
Symphonic? Not really. "A bright

-a

palette of sound and instrumental

,

liked their families, their
girlfriends and their privacy. They
saw Yes being presented with
rather impressive motorcycles in
honour of having attained rather
Impressive record sales in the
parish of the West ('oast of the
United States.
And then the night, or maybe
San Francisco, Claimed them.
They heard later that the band had
been spattered with water pistols,
fireworks and cream cakes on the
last night of their tour. Perhaps
they were a rock group after all,
the Cynic thought to himself.
The Cynic and the Convert went
home and listened to 'Tormato'.
Once again the Cynic noticed that
the album had more songs on It
than he had perhaps anticipated.
That they were all different. That
some of them he could actually
listen to ... eventually.
The Convert fell asleep, as
oblivious to the sounds lapping
round his drooping head as any
forgotten shoreline Is to the waves
transgressing Its barrier.
"I'd like to get to Wembley," he
mumbled incoherently, "see it all
over again-_ ..'
The Cynic rubbed the ketchup

stain on his trousers thoughtfully
before flipping the album over
"I'd like to interview Urea guys
sometime," he thought to himself.
His last waking thoughts of
brightly painted horses rising and
falling and of organ pipes hissing
tunefully as the mounts meetly
rotated.
And in his dreams the crowd
roared their approval.
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TO ALL the feti"shisUc, greased - up dribblers out there: somewhere in this vicinity you'll
six exceeda bunch of gross - out, revealing (yawn etcetera) fotos .
in fact, the legs
ingly famous persons, namely Fay Fife,, Patti Smith, Debbie Harry (how the hell did she get
in here?), Fred Mercury, the delectable Wayne County and Poly Styrene.
All you gotta do Is ogle up the visuals and decide which carcass the respective limbs belong
to. Then, if yoti can be bothered, just flick over to pagel9 for the answers.
CHRIS WESTWOOD
.

"I'VE BEEN given the elbow. I'm sick

to death of being the villain, and sick
of being misquoted."

-

That there wuz Bernie Rhodes, ex -manager
The Clash. spieling on about 'the split' earlier of
this week. A prompt phone-eonversation confirmed
that the Bern planned to go ahead with
his proposed lawsuit (he plans to see The Clash
In court, dunnee?), though when the wrangles
started isn't exactly clear just now.
"I'm sad. I always knew they'd make it. I hope
some big corporation doesn't get hold of them and
mess them up. I FORMED the group and put
three years of my life Into it, but I've always
been seen as an ogre who's stopped 'em from
spending money ..
Clearly, much of the man's vitriol is directed
at the press, as well as the band members
themselves. He wasn't around when
for it
-the 'final touches' were added to the wait
'Give 'Em
Enough Rope' (or whatever it's called now) mix,
out Thar in El Aye.
Right-now, he's tree to consider a 'Project' (very
vague, very secretive) with Malcolm
'Prophet/Profit' Mciareh, who you ought to know
by now. He'll also be concentrating on his other
bands, The Black Arabs, The Specials and
Subway Sect (whose second single is released by
Rough Trade sometime this week 1.
CHRIS WESTWOOD
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TURN OVER AND SEE THE TOP HALVCLI5
"FEELING THE HEAT OF
NIGHT, PUT THE BEAT
IN MY SHOES"

CITY MUSIC BY DAVID BOYDELL

TAKEN FROM HIS FORTHCOMING

ALBUM'CITY MUSIC"
SPECIAL LIMITED EDITION
'

''L/-T
f

/

1

17 DISCO MIX
PRESSED IN WHITE VINYL

ALSO AVAILABLE AS A 7"

titc

s'
DAVID BOYDELL CITY MUSIC -ELECTRIC RECORDS

-

WOT 26- I-4VflT 26. MANUFACTURED AND DISTRIBUTED

BY PYE RECORDS:
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EUROTOPS?

THE STOCK city
joke of a frustrated
stockbroker
standing at the
window of his
office and shouting
at the indifferent
metropolis:
"CONSUME
DAMN YOU.

CONSUME!" may
be striking a rather
sour note with one
or two record
companies over the
next year or two.

According to a
business survey group
Inter Company
I Comparisons
the
British music industry
may be heading for
something of a slump.
The cold facts are
that British record sales
have been decreasing
due to the increasingly
stiff competition from
the Continent: the
so-called 'Europop'

-

-

boom.

"I see no reason for
this trend slowing
down," says Brian Earl
of ICC. "For a long
time music produced in

the UK didn't have too

much competition from
the continent. This is
changing. European

'

Imports from France,
Germany and
Scandinavia are
becoming more
Impdrtant.

"If you are an
overseas group and
want to make it big
in England you will go
to one of the big
record companies here.
This means that some
of the smaller
companies may be in '
for a tough [foie."
The problem for the
smaller companies don't
end there. Earl says
that the increased
emphasis on chain
stores stocking Top 100
albums at cut price is
beginning to take Its
toll on the smaller,
more varied shops.
This, of course, could
have the severest
implications for the
industry. If a situation
came about where shops
only stocked the Top 100
albums, following the
closure or
amalgamation of the
more Imaginative retail
outlets, the industry

could well begin to
stagnate.
And it's by no means
impossible. Earl thinks
that the record shops
with the wider scopes
are driving themselves
into "smaller and
smaller corners." So the
time may not be tar
off when if you want
any record outside the
Top 100 you are going
to have to order It.
The third prong of this
sinister trident is record
and tape piracy. This
isn't so much a
necessary evil as a
mixed blessing.
Earl is worried that
people buying blank
cassettes and taping
new albums that's
you, the customer
are robbing the Industry
of a lot of its
revenue. In some
countries, as much as 60
per cent of product
listened to is pirated,
and Earl believes that
situation could easily
come about here.
The piracy has its
good points for you
new album for under a
quid instead of the
fiver the majors seem to
be asking now. But for

-

r
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bad, though they are
working on

.

'

Not for
the faint

hearted

Industry it's bad. bad,
sophisticated methods of
preventing Joe Blow
taping their valuable
product.
but the overall '
message for the
industry is that over
the next few years they
are going to be making
rather less money than
they have previously.
This has consequences:
the companies don't
have so much money to
spend on new talent, so
they stick to tried and
trusted formulas to bring
in the quids. Certainly
nobody outside the
industry would shed any
tears to see such a
financially bloated
industry make a few
less bob. But sadly, an
unhealthy biz tends to
mean torpid product on
the market.
So for your own sake
stop buying all these
silly Raffaella, Cerra,
Smurf and Boney M
records. To update the
joke rather, don'tjust
CONSUME, but
CONSUME BRITISH,
damn you.

in a hurry.
SEPTEMBER 24 1679 Isn't a date Chicago, lltlnols is going to forget
Because on that autumn day they will discover the real meaning of grease. lamb
On September 24 Chicago airport gets invaded by 388 slicked back all British.
chopped John Travolta surrogates
called
GMC
Promotions,
Is
a
firm
clash
The party responsible for this culture
who will be airlifting a DC 10 full of rock 'n' roll fans out to America for a city to
city tour of rock'n'roll music's heritage.
Chicago, St Louis. Little Rock,
They will be visiting nine cities in 14 days
Dallas, Lubbock (Buddy Holly's Incubation ground), Austin, Memphis
back
to Chicago.
City
and
Kansas
(naturally), Oklahoma City,
"The tour, as you can see, is not for the faint - hearted," says organiser Jerry
Coates. "It will be a hard schedule. We are advising everyone to have a good rest
on the day of their arrival it may be the only chance they get."
one
GMC are also arranging a series of concerts to correspond with the tour
In each city. They hope to book names like Jerry Lee Lewis, Chuck Berry and
Fats Domino.
And British rock 'n' roll won't go unrepresented. GMC are taking the "number
one British rock 'n' roll band," Crazy Cavan And The Rhythm Rockers, over with
the holidaymake"s to appear in every city with the bigger American acta.
The Teds, once they've arrived at Chicago, will travel to and from the cities by
Greyhound bus. The t375 fare will include all' meals, accommodation and concerts.
The tour Is being launched on November 11 at a rock 'n' roil festival at the New
Boxy Theatre in Harlesden, London where Ronnie Hawkins la making his first
British appearance for a decade.
All de its paid then will guarantee a seat on the plane next year. And there
will be [firms at the festival for any fans who need a bit of time to pay the full

-

-

-

-

amount.
At the end of the American tour, GMC will throw a big party "for those people
who manage to survive."
If the project Is a success and GMC are convinced that it will be then the
concept could be extended. There could be a headbangera tour; five coachloads
of concussed Status Quo fans following their band round the States.
The potential damage to the American way of life is probably Incalculable.

-

-

COULD YOU
TELL FREDDIE'S
LEGS FRO
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All you ever
wanted to
know but were
frightened
to ask
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Pearls this week

by Barbara Kirk of 12 Greenwood
Road, Tingley, near Wakefield.
Swine
from John Harvey, 142 Bertram Yorkshire.
Road, Bush Hill
International Park, Enfield.
Corporation.
PEARLS:
LET'S GET one thing 1.' 0533 Overture' -ELO.
perfectly straight. I have
From the period when
Ork were regarded as
nothing against bunny Roy Wood's band, and the
sure enough Wood overrabbits. Nothing at all. shadows Jeff Lynne here. Good
loud strings and
They are perfectly the ubiquitous chingchingching song.
the acoustic guitar.
delicious with a few Liked it as a snotty - nosed kidofand
I still like It as
sprouts and a dash of much now, seven years later.
Newdcu.SIA aide ureic
claret.
2. 'Hong Kong Garden'
Slouxsle And The BanOn the other hand shees.
rabbits that try and make
A real surprise
who would have thought that
It as film stars have a few Radio One would consider this daytime fodder.
major handicaps to Slouxsle really has a voice of her own
not like
overcome. Would Robert Rotten impersonator Poly Styrene.
RM coemp
Redford have got where 3. 'Trick Of The Tall' Genesis.
he is if he went around
The first non - Gabriel effort of theirs I heard. The FOR ONE week only, the Record Mirror Super
thumping his foot on the lyrics are a bit fairytale, they may be out of vogue
Bonanza Off Centre Pull Your Plonker competition
ground and twitching his but who cares?
Absolutely NOTHING to be won
4. 'Going Steady'
nose?
Jilted John.
All you have to do is spot the difference between
Image problems apart,
Part two of the story. John has taken up with these two photographs. The one above is the original
the makers of Watership Sharon, and they spend their time babysitting. They advertising artwork for the new Queen single. The
Down had their work cut hope to be married soon (aaah).
one below is the actual cover that appeared U the
out for them when they 5. (actually, Barbara only sent In 4 Pearls so I am shops,
started the project. The forced under severe duress to provide the fifth
And here's your clue! The pictures are different
big difficulty la perennial myself, one I criminally left out of my first list 71.1
because some chain stores found them too
and in this case has 'Malden Of The Cancer Moon'
Quicksilver offensive to stock. Can you guess which one and why?
proved insuperable
Messenger Service.
Answers on the back of a pair of Y -Fronts to 'Make
From 'Happy Trails', the album that was to guitar A Total Fool Of Yourself c/o 'Big Bottoms Bonanza,
cramming a lengthy and
detailed book into about music what 'Sergeant Pepper' uas to pop
Soho.
Quicksilver were a bunch of old hippies but along
an hour and a half
This drawback has no with the Grateful Dead, they were the first band to
solution
short
of really extend rock guitar beyond the cute Shadows
lengthening the film, and instrumental or the hook In a common or garden pop
It's a bit late for that now. song 'Maiden Of The Cancer Moon' Is one of the most
The result Is that apocalyptic instrumental passages in rock and
'Watership Down' Is sounds no less remarkable 10 years on.
rushed and shallow, SWINE:
hardly any of the scenes 1 'Flowers For Mama' JJ Barrie.
Perhaps the most dire emission of carbon dioxide
BICYCLE
lasting for more than a
ever captured on vinyl. It tells of a small boy paying
RACE
few minutes.
to his mother with a. little
The book was a his last respects
slush thrown in for good measure. Too
children's books for philosophical
to bear.
adults. The film is a 2.hideous
'I Feel Love' Donna Summer.
children's film for
Donna
opens the floodgates to a tidal wave of plink
children. It has been hlonk space
disco. A billion number ones later, the
reduced to the level of a
race has been engulfed
very Insubstantial ad- 3.uman
'Again
And
Again' Status Quo.
venture story, without
- parody does little to disguise Quo's total lack
any of the subplots and of Self
new
and
painfully uninspired guitar riffs.
ideas
stories that Richad 4. 'An Everlasting
Love
Adams originally InAndy Gibb,
cluded.
The man of many a
The-actual animation is stolen song title delivers
WHAT DOES Rusty Egan. gregarious drummer with The Rich Kids do with
beautiful and the voice more tweedle muzak for
when he's not "pounding" the "skins- with Midge. Steve and Glen?
characterisations
the Radio One himself
Apart from corning into our office and delivering interminable monologues
among them John Hurt as generation.
about his trouser fetish, that is,
Hazel, Richard Briers as 5. 'Where Did Our Love
Actually, I have no Idea. What I do know, however, Is how he spends his
Flyer, and Ralph Go?'
Manhatten Tuesday
nights.
Richardson as .the Chief Transfer.
Rusty is, for one night a week, the disc jockey at Billy's, a flashy Went End
Rabbit
cannot be
Come to that, where did
in London's Mead Street, Soho. But It's a disco with a difference
faulted.
the
limited MOR club
your
musical diet being almost exclusively David Bowie and Kraftwerk.
But the speed at which capabilities go? This is
The Bowie Fan club make It a regular hangout, and as a result visitors are
the story is rendered nothing but a cheap
to hear some remarkable rarities. The night I went, Rusty played a
doesn't allow for
imitation of Donny likely
recording of Bowie's final concert at the Hammersmith Odeon with Jeff Beck.
development of any of the Albert.
The clientel are colourful, If a trifle decadent Orly girlfriend tells me there
characters.
Send your contributions
were three girls stuffed In one toilet cubicle taking photographs In rather
It's not a bad film by to 'Pearls Before Swine,
dubious taste).
any means, though It has c/o Tim Lott, Record
It opens until 3 am and admission for non-members Is tl. Drinks are a bit
been reduced to no more Mirror, 40 Long Acre,
pricey, but it's still worth a visit, if only to hear 'Neon Lights' by Kraftwerk
than a story for infants. London, WC2. [5 paid for
blasted out at God knows how many decibels. Wunderbar.
printed submissions.
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Smashing new

-

-

-

-

own.,'
'

Bob, who works for the British Tourist Board,
and wrote to hospital radio
presenters, university broadcasters, disco
jockeys and the giant radio stations to collect
the information he required.
He then decided to bypass the publisher and
produce 'All You Want To Know About Being A
Dee Jay' from his Uxbridge, Middlesex home.
The first edition, released in 1975. when he
was only 20, was a massive success. Mostly
through mall order ads in the music press he
sold all 2,000 copies within six months.
Bob hopes the new, improved third edition
will chalk up double the 5,000 copies he's
already sold. It's 40 -odd glossy pages, feature
advice on making an audition tape, developing
suitable banter and running a mobile disco.

interviewed

There are informative chapters on amateur
and professional radio and discos, plus
guidelines on tax problems and remedies to
electrical faults.
"It's not meant to be a list of commandments
reading Like a book of school rules," said Bob,
now 23 and a regular Hospital Radio Hillingdon
presenter.
of
"I've done my best to cover every aspect
and lets
the DJ scene so that it gives them ideas
fields,
other
in
them know what's going on
whatever stage they've reached on the ladder
to success.
"I don't know how they got to know aboutandIt
but I've even received orders from Poland
in postage
Czechoslovakia with payment laws.
stamps to get round their currency so
popular
"Incredibly, the book has proved
is being
in the Philippines that a special edition
even
were
they
no
idea
had
I
there.
out
printed
into rock music!"
Dee A
Being
About
Know
To
'All You Want
104
Jay' cart be obtained by post only from
90p,
at
Middlesex
Harefield Road, Uxbridge,
plus fOp postage.
STEVE GORDON
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1308 BARTON

19

QUEEN

'Watership Down'
Cinema

-

BOB BARTON renders all other do -It -yourself
men helplessly redundant. He has single
handedly compiled, written, published and
marketed a disc jockeys' manual, "All You
Want To Know About Being A Dee -Jay', whose
third edition has just been completed.
Like all schoolboys, Bob used to emulate his
heroes on the airwaves and play at introducing
records to a non-existent audience in a bedroom
fantasy world. The only difference was that he
decided to make the transition from fiction to
fact and become the real McCoy.
"I wanted to start a mobile disco and searched around for information on it," he explained.
"I couldn't discover a single publication on
the subject, so I set about compiling one of my
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Similarly his tribute to
Phil Ochs, 'Phil'. Is a sad
sincere song.
Paxton is Obviously a
superior talent in the
diverse folk field. At
times his songs melodic
vitality remind me of
Irish rebel songs. This
album Is one le a series of

4

toms
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recordings for
noisseurs,

deserves

preciated by more than
ist a select few. + + + +
PHILIP HALL.
UnbeaWDie
Rey It
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STATUS QUO:

(Vertigo 9102)

.t" .

their own.
At times, even the new Quo almost appear to have
all the songs are invested with a
turned full circle
healthy dose of late sixties rock/pop (which can't be
too surprising) alongside the highly charged

-

seventies boogie.
It's hard not to like Wilke that!
The taster for the album 'Again And Again'
a rift
couldn't be described as the best of Quo
but the
nearer (Chuck) Berry than the boys in blue
other nine tracks that follow it leave It standing ... at
the post.
On side one 'Giving Up My Worrying' Is a churning
insistent number, its sparseness followed by 'Gonna
classic Quo with a strong
Teach You To Love Me'
bass lead and a lot of organ, 'Somebody Show Me
Home' is the nearest they'll probably get to the West
Coast with Francis Rossi taking a slow vocal, while
the closing track here, 'Long Legged Linda' is simply
fulltllt rockaboogie in the best screaming heads.
down tradition.
On side two 'Oh What A Night' Is the first ap
pearanée of ,the chorus girls on a mid -tempo Stan
Bard, The pace warms up wtih 'Accident Prone' (the
bounciest and popplest track here) and the hard 'n'
heavy singalong of Rick Parent's 'Stones' (again with
those vocals, and very tasty too!) 'Let Me Fly' is a
real surprise, a 12 -bar blues with chunky brass'ftlls
with
that make It really stand out, and the side closeswith
a
the concise, no -frills 'Like A Good Girl', again
neatly-slotted brass section.
not as
So you turn it over ... and play it again! It's
hard, and it's not as heavy, as some Quo albums have
been. Then again, nor was 'Rockin' All Over The
Just
World' and it's, how you say. better than that.
clean and clever, and as tight as you'd ever want it to
be. Worth turning it up. if you get my meaning. And
definitely worth Its stars' (could it be anything else?)
+ + + + + JOHN SHEARLAW.
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LOST
TRIOS PARANOIAS:
'Skits' (logo LOGO 1009)
'SKITE' BRINGS back
Y

the Albertos with a further delivery of fruit and
nut case Insanity to the
world of music. Here Is an

parading

old

wave, new wave, reggae.
pop .., you name it, and
Its there!
Perhaps too much
tequila is to blame for the
unbelievably silly ditty,
with distinct Mexican
flavour, which opens the

first side, and concerns

a

certain 'Juan Lopez'. It
Isn't a dynamic opener,
but it wasn't intended to

'Mother Superior'
and is

smother

little pop song, slightly

more uptempo, that ends

with some 'Albertonian

Rhapsody' harmony

vocals. Next is a reggae
parody, 'Where Have All
The Flowers Gone?', with

complete

rastafarian

elements.
What amuses me even
more is the fact that
they've had the audacity
to include a dub version
later on, banking on the
firm belief that you've got
not
to go the whole way
a had theory that.
The amazing 'Heads
Down, No Nonsense.
Mindless Boogie', their
last single. is guaranteed
to leave you in stitches of
laughter and should bring
a smile to the faces of Quo
themselves.

-

MR

world ... again and again

celebrate All Squids Day,
We hear Henry boast "I
could play football with
my bottom when I was a

youngster.'' While
'

and far more acceptable

than the Best Of Lynyrd
Skynyrd Vol 1' +++Sí
STEVE GETT.

Hubert, "ever the gentiernan, offers his seat to
a lady in the public

lavatory".
A
+

magnificent album.
+ PHILIP HALL.

4 +

SKY

Yk DS FIRST AND

VIVIAN

STANSHALL:
Sir Henry At Ralwinson
End' JChartsma CAS
true

blue
Viv
Stanshall, ex Bonzo Dog
Doo Dah Bander, is back

live

British eccentrics!

a
minor artistic
classic. His album takes
us to a feudal stronkhold,
Rawlinson End, where we
are privileged to meet the
colourful characters of
V iv's imagination.

Old Scrotum, the
wrinkled retainer, Hubert
Rawitnson,

in

his

mid

forties' and still unusual.
Auntie Morrie and of
course Henry Rawlinson,
the bigoted, pompous
Lord of the Manor.
Stanshall

narrates

a

story of wit, charm and
crude Invention. The
quality of sound is crystal
clear: close your eyes
and you're almost there.

Of Fools' (DJM

D,IFe2n5+7)

LYNYRD

SKYNYRD,
'Skynyrd's First And ..
Last' (MCA MCG 3529)
DESPITE the emphatic
assertion that 'First And
., Last' was intended for

release, even before the
tragic deaths of Ronnie
Van Zant and Steve and
Cassle Gaines, I can't
help but feel this may be
the start of MCA's
calculated attempt to
reap the full benefits of

Lynyrd Skynyrd.
Whatever the case,
inevitably the arrival of
this album will satisfy

To add to the atmosphere,
the narrative Is sprinkled

numerous devotees, and
it is certainly more In-

and 'Nice And Tidy' being
the musical highlights.
It's very humorous but
subtle enough to command attention for more
than one listen.
We are told In poetic
terms about the face

predictably ensue.
Although recording
actually took place in
1970/71, there was a
remix before that fatal

many
short trendy viting than the
that will
medieval songs. 'Socks' compilations

with

jumping contest to

Funnier still is '23', In
the style of Ian Dury, with
the amusing chorus line
'I'm Macho And I'm
Mean' and the odd '01!
01!' here and there. This
is all far toe silly and it's
but wait a
got to stop

-

minute there's still
The
another side to come.
highlight of which is their
delightfully slow, Darts /

rendition of 'Anarchy in The
good
not
definitely
UK',
for Mr John Lydon's
public Image.
Although 'Skits' Is good
comic relief for the
current rock 'n' roll
scene, I did find that the
humour began to fade
after a number of spins on
the old record player +
+ + STEVE GE1T
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Her`e we go, golden all over the

-

album

FIT.
PATRIE 'Paranoid

1'.

You Can't -Stand The Heat'

JUST keep turning it up! Know what I mean?
This year's Quo album .. at last. And while it's
12 -bar boogie and
very much a mixture as before
10 new tunes
'If You Can't Stand The Heat' is one of
the most immediate sets I've heard from Quo for
years; full of their own blend of 'poppy' vocals and
granite -blasting rhythm.
Add to that a few new touches, female backing
vocals on a couple of tracks, a tight,brass section on
others and a generous organ.accompaniment' from
Andy Bowni and you've got analbum that goes,some
way towards achieving a 'musical progression'
without losing any of the guts and bollocks that the
band have built their reputation on.
In many ways too Quo '78 style are a bridging band.
The new songs are instantly recognisable. almost as
recalling either Quo
if you've heard them before
songs or (overall) the style of rock they've made

ALBERTO

conbut Paxton
to be ap-

plane crash, and in no
way does it'sound dated.
'Down South Junkin' sets
the ball rolling typical
Skynyrd style.
The next two numbers
feature early drummer
ricky Medlocke, and
them comes the finest
track on the whole album,
'Was I Right Or Wrong?'.
This five minute Van
Zant-Rossington composition sets the scene
with a slow, deathly hush like start before laun-

Into a rocking
a classic 'Lend a Helping Hand'
is graced with some lively
dual gutter work from
Gam Rossington and
Allen Collins, and offers
Ronnie's voice at its
raunchiest. The second
side is less attention holding but the material
Ls still worthy of vinyl
ching

phase and is

apace,

The opening track
'Wino' Ia here the most
powerful and heralds an
electric wah-wah solo
from Collins. 'First And
Last' isn't a stunning
album but is entertaining
enough to have around

WITH A sandpaper
rough voice that makes
Debbie Harry sound like
a demure choir girl,
Jenny Darren has come
up with her third and
arguably worst album to
date. To my mind. 'Queen
Of Fools' lust goes one
step further in proving
that rock 'n' roll Is

'Livemutherforya' album
with Billy Cobham, Tom
Scott and Alphonso

Johnson .. of whom you
also probably won't have
heard.
'The Blue Man' shows
off a great guitarist and
confirmsa quite distinctive style. Khan's playing
is forceful but tuneful and
it's encouraged by a a
team of similarly skilled
musicians such as the

Brecker Brothers, David
Sanborn, Bob James,
Steve Gadd

and Ralph

MacDonald.
There are six pieces, all
of them instrumental and
five written by Khán. On
each track he is in-

but

dispensable

not

PATRIK Fit-

zgerald is a punk poet.
The word, 'poet' should
be as sacred as the word,
'genius', and 'punk' has
been a much maligned
word. So the material on
his first album should be
looked upon as his first
collection of poetry, one
side recorded In
Patrick's bedroom at
Bow, the other Ina studio
in hippest Covent Garden produced by
someone called Pete, (I
can understand his wish
to remain anonymous),
This punk poetry
sounds not dissimilar to
hippy poetry, puberty
poetry, fourth form
poetry, bad poetry, or

any other idealistic
mumblings we can all
turn Out given the

depressive state of no
money, no job and no
prospects. But young Pat
has been quite lucky so

far;

his

first

single.

'Safety Pin Stuck In My
Heart,' (great title) was
lauded by the music
press, (I'm baffled) and

overbearing, and finds
the happiest blend of he has been signed by
Instrements on 'Some Small Wonder records,
Down Time' where his one of few record
own guitar weaves In and companies accepted by
out of some funky sax the punk machine, But
playing from Sanborn this record may be
(alto) and Randy Brecker where Pat goes wrong
The whole thing couldn't
(tenor),
The other tracks are have cost more than a
essentially a. man's leas
hundred quid to record.
'Daily
Immediate;
game.
Valley'
Khan on If that, although It does
The successful ladies of acousticfeatures
sell at only two pounds
guitar
well
as
as
rock can be counted on electric, which
Is In- and the lack of Ideas and
one hand
Ms Harry and
because of the originality is frightening
a few' others. When ,I've teresting
for
who in such
seen her in concert and vast difference in the a someone
short time has
and the great
heard her on platters, Ms sound
to gain some
Darren hasn't always left similarity in the style. managed
from this
me totally cold, but on the The final track Is 'An Eye respect
present album her vocal Over Autumn (For business,
'The
Crime',
Cruellest
Folon)',
dedicated
to
style results in a lack of artist
Jean -Michel Folon, on side one sounds like a
feeling behind the 10
painted 'The Blue casualty from Audien
numbers which are who
the cover picture, ce's, 'House On The Hill'
basically second
rate Man',
and who, Khan says in a album with an intro
rock.
sleeve
note, "sees the cribbed from Bowies,
Particularly banal and
'Andy Warhol' while
as l hear it."+4+
-tedious are 'Heart. world
'Life at the top' should
breaker', 'So Many + PAUL SEXTON.
have been on DB's, 'Stan
People' and 'Crying
Who Sold The World'
Shame'.
This one, however, is
The talents of the
probably the most en125
musicians, Including Gill
V21
joyable track on the
Wade
and
who composed
y>
11211"1
record, and actually has
the above items, have no
a good melody, is sincere
opportunity to shine since
In it's sadness and
Darren is given
employs the use of a
1
precedence over innicely de - tuned guitar,
strumental effects.
also the sound is
Emphasis Is on slow
amazingly good for a
numbers throughout.
tape. The intro
with none moving faster TOM PAXTON: 'Heroes' bedroom
to, 'Paranoid Ward'
(Vanguard VSD 79411).
than an uptempo Elton
threatens
of a 'dub' but
John song.
TOM PAXTON Is a highly mercifully we are all
+ STEVE GETT.
respected figure in the spared and the whole
American folk spectrum. thing wraps up with
.,+
This album explains why. some ode to George
He Is a sensitive
and we must have
singer/songwriter Davis,
had enough of him by

-

-

capable
moving

STEVE KHAN: 'The Blue
Man' (CBS 8314e)
SADLY YOU probably
w`on't know the name of

Steve

Khan,

a

top

American session

guitarist. Earlier In the
year he appeared on the

of

writing

now,

and melodic
Sorry Pat, but your
commentaries. He has a album would have
mellow voice, which is sounded a lot better if
soothing but occasionally you hadn't been 50
worried about the
becomes too cosy.
On 'Winter Song' and 'A recording limitations of
Day In The Country' he punk ideals or If
sounds gentle but verges someone, somewhere
on the blandness o1 easy
listening. He is at his best
on the emotional 'Death

Of Stephen Blko', which is

straightforward account of Hfko's sad fate,

a

building up to an
mospherle Climax

at

had spent some money

Meyhe It's just alternative poetry Hope you
sell a lot of records; I
mean, whatever happened to Adrian Henri
JAMES
and his lot' e
PARADE.

j
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SHOOTER hávé pedigrees like Chelsea, GenerationX,
Dirty Tricks and the Adverts, SHOOTER is loaded.
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"Fool In,LÓve" is the band's riewsingle INT570.

PP"'
!I

Draw a bead on their debut album'Shooter'.
It'll hit you right between the ears: INS 3022
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TOUR
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15th Oct MANCHESTER

©ITH SMOKIE

25th Oct BRADFORD
AlHambra

Apollo
16th OctNEWCASTLE
City Hall

6th Oct BOURNEMOUTH
WinterGardens
7th Oct EASTBOURNE

WITH SUZI.QUATRO

Apollo
20th Oct PETERBOROUGH -

27th Oct IPSWICH
Gaumont
28th OctPETERBOROUGH

Fairfield Hall

ABC

ABC

9th Oct WOLVERHAMPTON

Odeon
13th Oct COVENTRY

21stOct LONDON
Rainbow
22nd Oct OXFORD
NewTheatre
23rd Oct PRESTON

Theatre
14th Oct UVERPOOL
Empire

29th Oct MANCHESTER
Apollo
30th Oct SHEFFIELD
City Hal
2nd Nov HAMMERSMITH
Odeon

24th Oct BRADFORD
AlHambra

17th OctGLASGOW

Congress Theatre

8th Oct CROYDON

Civic Hall
12th Oct BIRMINGHAM

Guildhall

Univocal.
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one of the best live bands

If i8ff,hy

o

turn untrue

CRAZY

Disguise
in
.

OOere!,lAeflt

CR.Sf05e )
A RERELEASE, it
seems, from 1875. The

first album from Crazy
Cavan and the team

JOHN COOPER CLARI(E, Disguise In Love' (CBS 63132)

imitations. Cavan

(i,Lutened Tol A Scouse Wnh A Voice IikerA Dishwasher
by Tim Andy -Lott
verb scouse locks rinsed blue and shades (non see thru) ,
dinky spoon hanging from pinky ear
the inspirational spark of }oho cooper Clarke
isn't all that it seems to appear
in noxious northern nemburhet drone
his purrs are poreantf r
but he's out of the g.oovewtuntO they remove
his larynx from hrs nasal Cavity
fora sharp commercial tool he has warford gap cool
imitation charged deadpan battery
man R he upped off me like he did bobby the zee
I'd sue him for assault and flattery
retch bill nelson on loan, and assorted unknowns
and pete shelley all having a hash
cooper clarke sports a pout; dial they should rent themselves our(
for red nose end a plastic moustache
of course poetry's art with a capital f
and cols...Ma see this quite clearly
and i offer genuflection to Chet, allay predilection
god knows re's gonna cost them so dearly
a votce like a drain, yet a very fine brain
with a waalth of wry comment in it
but the threshhold deck is barely a sec'
with rigor moms at thirty five mottles
these are snappy epistles and despite critics' whistles
cooper clarke has scored his own goal
but even he can't reply to the prosaic war cry
maaan it just ain't rorJh n roll,
+ + + TIM LOTT

tributions song t wise
from Tina and piano player Dave Taylor are

fairly unspectacular, the
latter turning in a barely
adequate version of
Meade Lux Lewis'
'Honky - Tonic Train
Blues'.
The nicest thing to say
about the Riot Rockers

as, 'sklffle Is that the drummer from the cover at
least has the complete
star quality look sewn

describe

AND

FLIGHT '56: ;Thls Little
Girl Is Gonna Rock It."

I

(Charlyy. CR 30155).
ROCKERS:
ROCRS:
THE RIOT
R
(Charly: CR 30158).
ROCK and Roll isn't
Isupposed to be dead Is it?
Well, after listening to
these two albums I'm not
so sure. Both are newly
released by Charly and

I

produced by

Bert

Rockhuizen In Holland,

Ipresumably because it's
the homeland of Charly
styled
IRecords self
emperor, Joop Vlssler.
You may remember

ICharly had a hit with
their first single, Hank
Mizell's 'Jungle Rock'
1

but, sad to report there
ain't no hits here,
I always thought that
energy was to Rack and
IRoll what Twinings Is to
tea but these records
both sound as flat as

Holland Itself. Little'
Tina manages some
bright moments but

Isounds from her vocal
texture to be more suited
to 'South Pacific' than
rockabllly although from
the cover, which is
wonderful by the way,
she could be the most
voguelsh thing this side
of the iron Curtain, and
Flight '56 look nomadic
enough to fit the Rocker
bin.
The music is definitely
authentic - sounding
allhraigh life beet track is
Wangle Lawton 's classic,
I"Ytty Do =Foals Fail In
Lave?' and the con-

which they

billy'

The rest look as
though they've just sat
through 30 episodes of 'I
Claudius',
The Rockers, under
the leadership of Johnny
Fox, tumble through
such almost classics as,
'Boppin' the blues' and
'8.5. Special' and are
said to be influenced by.
'the sound of steam
locomotives.'
For those who haven't
seen the cover, The
R.R,s all look a bit ancient. + + JAMES
PARADE.
up.

is

very predictably, straight
rock 'n' roll. No fewer
than 18 two -minute bursts
of the stuff, in fact; It has
an audience, albeit a
minority one, and in a
way it's good that people
are still playing this sort
of thing, but this is
hopelessly repetitive. The
style and songs of Cavan
and his cronies are purely
derivative.
They don't actually
cover any rock 'n' roll
greats -but they might as
well do that as these

,

tsane

ILITTLE TINA

AND

ROCKERS:

_

album

CAVAN

RHYTHM
'Crazy
Rhythm' (Charly

THE

k

JCC: too Old [or a dummy?
closes side 1.
Side two is generally

more like a fourth form
fallout to me).
Heavy, far out, cool
and all that, but the
resultant album is

exactly what you'd
expect. It reinforces the

incomprehensible except
that the title track
recalls the sound of
horned beasts sowing

'

seeds somewhere In the
far east.
Overall, the record
serves a purpose as a
document of the period
but really has little
relevence to post punk.

idea that psychedelic
means, 'lots of bells' and
that youth's Ideals soon
give way to the two

rationalization and,
reality.

still apathetic Britain,

But back to, er, conceptualldeology. Groove
No 1 is titled. 'Hurricane
Fighter Plane', (when
the ride is over you can

and no sign of

a messiah
yet.
Atficlonados of John
Cage will love It and
Virgin would've been
ecstatic had they have
been around then. I'm
sending this copy to
Steve Hilliage.
Also, don't buy It
because It's on Radar

go to sleep).

Imagine yourself in a
- room with the
Beatles', 'Revolution No
9' on the mono with
'Custer's Last Stand' on
the telly, both turned - up
"lull.. vol and this is as
near a sonic description

sitting

because their credibility
fades dally and there are
still too many good
young English bands to
be signed yet without

you'll get. As the
yankees start to lose the
as

battle,

'Transparent

Radiation' starts which
Is almost a normal song.
A blues harp blows

recycling modern kitch
with various mortals
blowing In bottles whilst
playing buzzsaws. In
fact, it's so perfect It
could all conceivably be
a joke. S.M. gives way to
T.M. And I actually like
'Tani Der Youth', Ouch!

alongside a voice
terribly like Tálking

Heads, David Byrne, (Is
it him?) the total effect
not unlike some Roxy
Music opus, (remember
this Is 67) and 'War
Sucks', with the odd raga
weaving in and out

+

+

+

PARADE.

JAMES

Grogan, the lead vocalist,
has picked up man
nerisms from most of the
legends of the genre, and

finds It

apparently

necessary before almost
every guitar break to yell
"Let's go, boys" or "Let's
hit it" etc.
His catalogue of ficticlous dream girls Includes 'Sadie', 'Caroline',
'Fancy Nancy','Rita' and
'Marilyn'. What's more
he's 'Got a Date With
Sally'. I'm surprised he
knows which way le up.
Several of the melodies
are rather similar to
'Wildest
Elvis songs
Cat In Town' resembles
'Rip It Up' pretty closely.
for one. 'She's The One To
Blame' could easily be a
Chuck Berry song.
I hate to knock It.
because real rock 'n' roll
is like a cottage industry
these days. There are few
people who do It well:
those who .try deserve
some praise.
There's nothing wrong
with living In a time warp
as long as you can get
out again. I'm not sure

-

.

that these guys can. +
PAUL SEXTON
-

+

producen seem to be
around in any category; frustrated performers;
the sound they create is Johnny Bristol la no
almost that of a record exception.
However he may have
so their first album is
basically a faithful talent when he Is sitting
reproduction of the live behind a desk of knobs,
act. They haven't suf- but behind a mike there's
fered at the hands of little to distinguish ht
some silly producer and from countless others. Be
have wisely Chosen to, has a rich, somemwhat
voice,
and been allowed to characterless
his songs are
produce themselves. while
than
more
nothing
or
has
job
Luckily the DIY
been successful with the Binary. They are exer
in
sophisticated
that
Canes
being
only criticism
soul.
they could have perhaps sleek
The songs drift Into
employed a few more
other sounding
each
changes throughout.
superficially pleasant to
The' lyrics. for once, the ear, but failing to
seem to offer some make It into the listener's
sensible advice which memory. Once heard
makes a change from the instantly forgotten. I
usual reactionary guess Bristol enjoyed
rubbish. The second making It, which at least
track. 'Hook Deh' offers means someone got some
the advice 'You take positive pleasure from
them pills, but you can't what Is a negative soul
(?) album. ++PHILIP
afford your bills' and
the song Is decorated by HALL.
nice percussion rhythms
and a quite unexpected
end.
Also.

'All Over This
World (Money).' one of

the

best tracks,

pronounces, 'money Is
such a devious thing, It
makes most everybody
Commit some form of
sin' and I'couldn't agree
more. Matumbi sound
like sensible people.
They must have a
potential, hit single In
Bluebeat And Ska' which
sounds like late slxtles
reggae used to. And with
Its soulful backing vocals
and hypnotic one - note
guitar I can almost hear
It on the Noel Edmonds'
show. EMI have however
decided to Issue 'Empire
Road' as a single,
presumably because It
comes on the box once a
week but I'm afraid I
can't see it in the' chart
(and I wear glasses).

Finally, it's a pleasure
to a record
where all the sounds are
true and clean without
having to be distorted or
to listen

reverbed to make
something powerful
which really shouldn't be
or to cover up fluffs and
errors, (they've even

spared us the use of too
much dub). It's reggae
not like It used to be but
reggae like it should be.
+
+
+
+ JAMES
PARADE.

band in the HM / East
Coast vein plus a weeny
touch of the Yesaongs...
I've been trying for the
last week to remember
the title of a very Slarship
- trucker type single that
appeared about nine
months ago. But can't.
'See Forever Eyes' le
the sort of Its father,
however, an Instantly
Impressive second album
with a rather timeless
flavour and a warm,

production. File
under 'Play It Loud'.
(Thing: will Ariola be
using this quote for their
publicity handouts In
years to come?).
From the acoustic
plano opening of 'You're
My Reason', building up
Into Queen
like eym-

clear

phonics, through Nickels
and Dimes' which boogies
on like an old rolling
stone, up to the closing.
title track, all yearning

melodies,

twinkling

general
hard
edge
stratospherics - well,
-

there's a lot of variety.
However, in the long
run, the complaint Is that
Prism stay close enough
for comfort to too many

'Seven

Seals': (Harvest: SHSP
4080).

MATUMBI are certainly

JOHNNY

BRISTOL:

known quantities. That's
not to say that in a year or
two they won't be one of
the really rated ~de of
their type, But, regrettably. at the moment the

'Strangers' (Polydor metal
rather swiftly
Super 2385 611).
wears a little bit thin. +
MOST TOP soul + + SUSAN I LUTH

EVEN GRANDER ILLUSIONS
STYX: 'Pieces Of Eight'
(A&M AMLH 04724)
YES FANS will delight in
the first side of US outfit

Styx's

y

r'

!t

,TITIi

'
THE RED CRAYOLA
(WITH THE FAMILIAR
UGLY). 'Parable Of
Arable Land' (Radar.
Rad 12).
IT'S difficult to say who
the 'Red Crayola' or 'The
Familiar Ugly' for that
matter, actually are.
They reportedly turned
up at 'Andrus studio"
one night In '67 to record
an album of, Free - form
Freak -out, (yes, they're
serious, though it sounds

PRISM: 'See Forever
Eyes' (Ariola ARL 5014)
PRISM are a Canadian

keyboards and

C9-1

MATUMBI:

-%

r
a

latest album

'Pieces Of Eight', with its
generous quota of har
mony vocals, but I doubt
whether hardcore Styx
enthusiasts will be ecstatic about it.
Songs such as 'Great
White Hope' and 'Song
For The Day' just aren't
up to scratch and I
wondered whether the
title of the last album
The Grand Illusion' had
been prophetic.
Side two demolished
my fears and is a killer,

depicting Styx In better
form than ever before,
First up is 'Blue Collar
Man (Lang Nights)', a
recent entry Into the US
singles chart, which grabs you by the scruff of
the neck.

STYX: some devastating tracks

Thesound

representative

more
of Styx's
to

capabilities and Includes
a charming Tommy Shaw
solo.'Queen Of

guitar

Spades'

is black magic.

commencing

with

acoustic guitar before
surging into a pulsating
drive, lead by a solo from
the group's other axeman

James 'JY' Young.
'Renegade', Pieces Of
Eight' and 'Aku- Aku'are
all of the same majestic
quality, performed with
total precision.

I

long

to

hear

this

material on stage and I'm
sure It will be red hot.

This album assures Styx
of success, both now, and
in the future, provided
that other recordings will
avoid the pretentiousness
of the first side like the
plague.

Still. despite its weaker
moments. 'Places Of
Eight' is genuine coin of
the realm and hat( some
devastating) tracks. Side
+
One: + + Side Two.

++ STEVE

OEC

T

I
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NEW SINGLE

Still The One
SPECIAL FULL COLOUR PICTURE BAG
(While stocks last )

Taken from their forthcoming album
`CHILD-The First Album'

'adula
Manso

ANA 528
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Smokle

.vile

to
ka0

what's coming next w I)
that Is that they come ito
the same Category

'The Montreux Al um'
recorded in that
0
resort, features 'For l -A
Few Dollars More

Carol' and the curra-qa
'Mexican Girl', but W.o
lot of stopgap stuff
'Dollars' and the late*
-s.

LEON

FINE
FINER

'Americana'

FRONT picture
shows Leon with a little
THE

dog and It's not apparent
at first which is which.

only
However reviewers when
talk about sleeves
of
think
they can't
the
anything to say aboutright
moving
so,
records

along here
is really just
'Americana'

that; a bunch of purely
Stateside songs put out in

e

the usual Russell drawl.
A lot of them
Russell to be so laid back.
to use a second - hand
phrase, as to be almost
horizontal: tracks such'as
'Elvis and Marilyn'.A
'Housewife', 'When
Man Loves 'A SVoman'
and 'Jesus On My Side'

rl

i

brilliant'.
Pastorius'

Jaco

'River People' for

ekample. A deadpan
burning bass riff, a

r

a little somnambulent
but they generally work
well.
quite
out
Leon doesn't quite fall
into the abyss of schmaltz, although he comes
close from time to time.
You must know the sort of
thing he and so many
others are up to now: lots
of unassuming guitars
and more self - important
horn sections (come in

are

dancefloor handclap, an
amazing, heady sweep of

ti

synth

that veritably

chimes at the corners,
and Wayne Shorter's
discreet, dancing soprano
sax over it all.

Funky for

fe

WEATHER

REPORT:

'blr Gone' ,(CBS 82775)

WEATHER Report have
got themselves into the
enviable ,position of not
only being á highly
popular 'and admired
outfit (remember 'Birdland'?) but one which
actually continues to

make true advances In

music. Where

'Heavy
Weather' was ace, this
one is

... undaunted
post ace. It's
-

sheer

some,

cerebral for others, It
dosn't have to sell itself
into any bag at all.
Or the title track, with
Josef Zawinul walking
out on Oberheim bass,
followed by a cascade of
soft splinters off his many

Marty Grebb, Lee
Loughnane, James

t
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FRANK ZAPPA: 'Studio
Tan' (Discreet K59210)

WITH

'Studio Tan',

Frank Zappa has fulled

Man.,.... .. ..

Side one of the

Zappa humour.
Here his music n. ither
thrills nor exch. me
The rest of the off, ring is

somewhat

You.

,

David Gilmore.
No
Wev Out O1 Hare
Beep h aope, Peggy Su

Aero.mrth.
Thin
bevel

Blond.. l

.

-

theirs will simply be a
round - up of their' most
recent hits, with one or
two future smashes and a
lot of makeweights.

not
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Drugs B
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Elton John,
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oev.w
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'Studio Tan' is 511y
self , indulgence a
Zappa's reputati
find this man at t
a journey back in
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lick,
piano work and la
jazzy instrumental
However it Ian until
'Redunzl' that TepPU
produces a solo malty d
note and this le ' 'nom
Ileo
doubt the least

9op
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Derringer. MMnight
tap
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Dashboard Light. . sass .90p
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90p
Nick Lowe. So It Goes . ... 90o
Stone

000.:

new

album Is a 20 minute
extravaganza, relating
the story of 'Greceery
Peccary', and punctuated
with some low
key

.. 90p

Rd

to

summon up enough M the
effervescent wit and
delightful guitar playing
that made one enjoy 'blot
Allures' and other recent
recordings.

900
'

On

Ganes.. Go Wass Young

PAUL

+ + +

SEXTON

V..n ... 900

tb w Band. No
GB.
Spmbi the Bus

but

'Petesey's Song' is really
as twee as they come, and
both songs were written
by Norman and Spencer
At last they share the
lead vocals around go
they've gained something
from this Montreux
escapade, I know they
must get a kick nut of the
occasional album but
they're better sticking to

EM. Costello. Ties Year'e
Steve

is the

strongest of them, mainly
because of the 14,11 un-

SMOKIE: 'The Montreux
Album' (Rak SRKA 675T)
SINGLES BAND start at
a disavantage when it
comes to albums because
they're being asked to do
more than their usual
three minutes of pop
material. You tend to
think with Hot Chocolate,
Showaddy-waddyg and so
on that any album of

90p

Ace Franlet, New York
Groove
Rolling Stones, Bean

-

'I

(1 50
90p

Pinola. Submission/
New York...
Sex Pilots. SuSm.sron/
Pretty V want

FtiwM

16'1

.,

single have a stoma?
acoustic ring and croSp
chorus. 'Oh Carol' wag
thought one of their beat,.
singles
outrare.tugly
Commercial of Course
but with impudent t harm
and for that reason
second only to 'it'd Your
Life' in the Smokle
singles file.
The other material on
'the album is not weal,
merely insipid. Most a
the songwriting credits go
to Chris Norman and Pete
Spencer of the band, with
a few Chinnichap numbers and two by the
remaiñfng members,
Alan Sllson and Terry

Take You To The P. ash'
This boppy, disco r .Sober
tied
with Its high
loony vocals, is h'1 and
has some nel,l it'
atrumental pieces
'Retrised Musbt Por

See.

Neale....
NTheeded
.l want

sot

M
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Walter

Russell wrote most of
the album with Kim
Fowley, in case you,
wondered what he'd been
doing lately. 'Americana'
doesn't exactly make me
yearn for California any
more than I did before but
with the passage of time
Russell Is shaping up
slightly better than he
might have chine. + + +;g
PAUL SEXTON

Weather Report's distinctive bass player

/,A

Why pay

Pankow and
Parasaider),

'!

keyboards
If nothing else, this is
all living proof of how the
synthesiser can come
II
alive. I ain't gonna say no
more . . , go and join
'em. +++++ SUSAN JACO PASTORIUS:
KLUTH.

REc

(Paradise

1958534)

FI
Take

RUSSELL:

tr

FRANK ZAPPA: unajlurfng studio tan

sink
To

^st
1

K
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Suzi

practical title they have
perrmaded more people to
give their attention to
their recent single 'New

Me', 'Goin' Back To You'
and thousandth song
called 'You'; but the
music stays above the
water with some good
arrangements. especially
on 'Ten's Song*, very
reminiscent of Dr Bul-

Orleans Ladles', a cosy
Southern ballad with the
engaging chorus honk line

settles

"They sashay by." Ill
means they strut and
sway provocatively I.
That track being the
only reason for my prior
Interest to the album, I

for

was

let

down by

-

lard,

the

remainder
basically
American soft rock with

soft

vague hints of Southern
Influences here and there.

It's all very well
rambling on about the
instrumentation and
musicianship but no
matter how proficient
they may be, they're no
different from almost,any

focus
i

If per arm Va_

It's

SUZI QUATRO: 'If You
Knew Suzi' (RAK SRAK

a

musically.
SEXTON.

small

world
PAUL

+ + +

IN WHICH the sofmellow Suzl eon-

cover. +++Ira
SEXTON

not

to

the

complete exclusion of the
old "rocker" Image.
it would have been hard
to Imagine this five years
ago, but I think Suzi's now
more at home on the soft
rock things than she is on
the heavy material.
There are examples of
both here: her recent
singles 'If You Cant Give
Me Love' and 'The Race

Is On' in the first
category, and such as
Tom Petty's 'Breakdown'
and Rick Derringer's
'Rock and Roll Hoochie

Coo' in the second.
Somewhere In between
she covers Ray Davies'
'Tired Of Waiting' more

successfully than I
thought she would,

although she doesn't take
many chances with the
arrangement.
The three songs she
wrote with her husband
and guitarist Len Tuckey
don't fully come off, but
they were worth trytng if
only as an alternative to
covering other people's
material or relying on
Nieky Chinn and Mike
Chapman to come up with
conveyor belt pop songs.
That said, they contributed both of the
singles here and another

very commercial song,
'Don't Change My Luck',
which is the best of the
album and really ought to

PAUL

1:77.;

i...,

.

-

-

9)

A

151,1
I.

BRECKER

keyboards

and his
on the electric
CHERYL LADD: 'Cheryl brother
tenor sax.
ST
Ladd' (Capitol E
I remember they added
11808)
some further class to
MONEY, money, money. several tracks on Elton
Charlie's Angels posters. John's 'Blue Moves'
badges, blow up doilies; album. notably 'Idol'.
products to satisfy the
Here they are with their
needs of a hungry public.
own band. on a record
Now we have one Angel with curiously varying'
Cheryl Ladd
trying tensions. It begins with
her hand at singing. It's a the really tight and funky
rip off; or is It?
'East River' with a
The problem is Miss chanted vocal by what
Ladd may be a bland sex sounds like the whole of
symbol but her vocal New York, and a list of
talents are not so easily musicians as long as each
dismissable, She has a of the following tracks,
sensitive voice which which get further and
unfortunately tends to be further Into the rambling
smothered by the glossy modern jazz you get so
strings,
much of now.
However on the simple
'Inside Out', 'Some
ballads such as 'Lady Skunk Funk' (no relation
Gray' she sounds sur- to Steve Khan's 'Some
prisingly tender. Most of Punk Funk') and
the album Is full of the 'Sponge' have some fine

-

-

usual sophisticated
all
nightclub muzak;
very professional
polished but pointless.

-

pity really as
Cheryl Is not a sterile
singer. If some of the
glitter was discarded and
replaced by a bit of
simple melody as on the
excellent 'Lady Gray'
(I'm begining to like it).
Cheryl Ladd could be a

It's

a

be released as a single. success.
It's very similar to 'If
Oh, I forgot. she
You Can't Give Me Love' already is. + + + PHILIP
in mood and, structure
and it flows nicely as that
one did.
That. I think, Is where

and studied sax playing
but they're a bit too far
off the beaten track for
me. The tension seems to
be slack.
But on

and eloquent jazzy sound.
Incidentally most of
'Heavy Metal Be - Bop'
sounds as If It was
recorded live but the mix
isn't terribly convincing.
Whatever, the brothers
w11í continue to be very
respected musicians. -" +

4LPAULSEXTON.

at the
moment. She needn't
necessarily give up the

metal

o

completely, but It doesn't
seem to suit her so well
any more. * + + PAUL
SEXTON

MI!

Get Off'

THE 82544)
KNOWING LITTLE or
nothing about Foxy. I was
curious to know why this
album and the single
from it. the title track,

are

LOUISIANA'S LE
Le

ROUX: 'Louisiana's ST
Roux' (Capitol E 11734).
I

"

CAN'T understand

a

band choosing a name
like Loulaana's LA Roux,
because however aP
propri.ite and unusual it
may to It'a also very
clumsy and can imly

rl

vynta
I

I

t.

h,.p

their dead
with

more

both in

their

respective Top 20s in
America.
Having played 'Get Off'
those still appear to be
generous ratings, but
there's a little more
talent In Foxy than in
many other US soul
bands They're a six
man troupe, basically
soulful although the
single Is a choice piece of
sparse, rattling disco
exmusic at Its beet
-

citing

-

The themes are tired,
'Ready For love'. 'Lucky

512)

URIAH HEEP'S latest platter 'Fallen Angel' didn't

come as a disappointment, for my expectations of
the band are never very high. What emerges Is
another Heep album, with emphasis on multi backing vocals, excessively precise production and
altogether a totally unemotive 40 minutes' music.
Habitually the group is greeted with plenty of
adverse criticism; when they offer material of this
calibre, it's little wonder.
Among the ten songs, the only praiseworthy Item
Is the opening cut 'Woman Of The Night.' a fast
number, with well handled vocals and appealing
guitar. Had the rest of the proceedings followed this
formula, the album might well have been something
special.
But from the next in line. 'Falling In Love.' the
direction is downhill all the way, and there Is a
distinct lack of excitement throughout. Are they the
prime exponents of impersonal, assembly line HM
the sort of thing that earns metallic music a bad

-

The songs really are
monotonous, droning and
tinny To make It worse
there's a constant elec-

bleep running
through every song It
sounds just like a goldfish. Cosmic, eh? This Is
the music of 'fib.
ff this is anything to go
by that must have been a
bad year. even If England
did a In the World Cup. +
+ PHILIP HALL

tronic

audience will lap up
almost anything they do.
Which Is probably true.
But on disc, minus the
visual dimension this Is
not always the case.
However, they are, at
their best, a very en-

THE 13TH FLOOR
'The
ELEVATORS:Sounds'
Psychedllc
(Radio Records RAD 13)
The
Way Out Man
13th

Floor

Elevators

-

totally

group's future.
With all the experience of the musicians, 14
albums and ten years behind them. UM should have
done better than this.
'Whad'ya Say', the title M one of the numbers,
prompts me to reply that perhaps It's time to call it
a day + + STEVE CETI'.
lacks the spark which
makes Snips so enjoyable
live. He has got talent and
In parts this album shows
it off, but as a whole it

My own favourite Is
Chuck Murphy's 'Rhythm
Hull' which is very nearly
a quarterdf a century old,

somewhat

and

makes

appear

Snips

confused,

disjointed

Jive',

PHILIP HALL.

vocal interplay on 'Java

'Four Brothers'

'Operator' Is
amazing, and 'Je Voulais
fTe Dire Que Je TAU
tends)' Is really powerful
and emotive ballad.
With Man Tren it's a
case of taking the smooth
with the smooth
but
that's showbusiness, + +
r PAUL SEXTON
and

and

+++

meaningless,

f

-k M4ñliy,V1,44)

ARTI5 S:
'CBS Rockabllly Classics
Vol. 2' (CBS 82993)
A SECOND selection of 20
lesser - known rockabWy
and rock 'n' roll cuts from
CBS, recorded in mono by

IT'S THE masters of ritzy
nostalgia In their

element- Over the last
couple of years Man Tran
have probably been more
successful live than on
record, with sell - out
concerts all over the
place. This album was
recorded at Manchester
and Bristol in April, and
the Hammersmith Odeon
in May of this year.
Obviously some surgery
has been practised on It
because the misleading
impression is of one

uninterrupted

per-

14

1.

is

different artists bet-

ween 1954 and

SNIPS: 'Video Kings'
(Jet Records JET LP 212)
SEEN Snips live? Not bad

he.

Powerful,

imaginative rock songs.

lots of energy, lots of fun.
On vinyl, something Is
missing and I'm still not
sure what it is.
The album has Its
highlightings 'Love Is
Blind' and 'Eat It Up' are
Clever pieces of pop.
However most of the

p

/

VARIOUS
MANHATTAN TRANSFER: 'Live' Atlantic

recorded in March 1954_
Work out the time lapse
ace It you think
they'll still be pia trig
'Hurry Up Harry' in
PAUL SEXTON

,yypFxAenn47 P`.

-

tracks just sound too
formance.
Technically the group flashy, glossy and
approach faultlessness restrained.
One minute Snips
All the usual adjectives
apply smooth, polished. seems to think he's Blue
guess he's some trendy
the next
But
too Oyster Cult,
slick
the
confident,
know,
you
prophet
go way over Lindisfarne. Perhaps he
type of guy who strings often theytheir
attempt to is trying too hard, as
the top in
together
create a "period" at- there is never any
meaningless
mosphere, and the result coherent style present
which together with the
several songs of almost here.
floating music makes for is
To my ears he sounds
kindergarten simplicity.
listening.
mind bending
most appealing as a
The band sound like ofa like
superior pop star, and not
they
suffer
from
I
think
version
staled
totally
confidence at as priory rock 'n' roller
the Doom I Stones. and over
This album certainly
that's a kind comparison. times: a belief that the
one
greatest hits, all onband
album- This Is the
that bought us RockyI
Erickson. Who: Well

name?
When one is treated to solos from axeman Mick
Box, they are worthwhile but regrettably few and
far between. And by the time they appear, they are
difficult to enjoy, as most of the songs are rather
heavy going: for Instance 'One More Light (Last
Farewell )' and 'Put Your twin' On Me.'
John Lawton's vocal Chords are no match for
those of David Byron, but are mildly diverting Is It
merely coincidence that the albums since Byron's
departure from the band, have been sub -standard?
I think not.
This one has none of the vigour and force
necessary to create any appreciable impact beyond
the borders of Heep devotee territory where I
suspect many of the fans will be apprehensive of the

tertaining act. Their

K50540)

image,

FOXY

URIAH HEEP 'Fallen Angel' (Bronze BRNA

'Funky Sea,
Funky Dew' it tightens up
again, until on 'Squids'
you've got a really taut

she's going
heavy

1

'Heavy

Randy and Michael, have
long been much In
demand as session
musicians, Randy on the
electric trumpet and

íP"'

1

n.e
.

Metal Be Bop' (Arista
SPART 1070.
NICE TITLE, even
though it's a misnomer.
The Brecker Brothers,

cw4

I'

variety of sounds
Inside but then you can't
judge an album by ft's

BROTHERS:

tinues to emerge.
although

particular their

the

THE

532)

ter,

In

'Cherchez La Femme'
single.
'It's Happening' uses
an acoustic piano intro,
which Is quite unusual in
this area of music, and
follows up with a string
orchestration.
The six macho men on
the sleeve may not match

number of others.
The accappella In to
'Take A Ride On A River
Boat" is something like
the style of the Outlaws
and there is one strange
moment on the chorus of
'Slow Burn' when they
sound distinctly like our
own Heatwave-

V

25

19.59.

The

accurate documentation
of the songs on the sleeve,
with original recording
dates, catalogue numbers
and erudite sleeve notes
by Radio One's Stuart

Colman. encourage a
feeling of the importance
in rock 'n' roll history of
songs like these.
Singled out, they're
perhaps not that special,
but as a collection.
they're almost priceless
couple of
early things by Marty
Robbins, Including his
version of 'That's All

There

are

a

Right', which
recorded

soon

was

after

Presley's, and a couple
by Johnny Horton.
These pieces have more

than simply a period
charm
many of them
stand up well today by
comparison with 1978's
exponents of the genre
The songs don't need
much destriptlun zinc.
they're all atra!, ht - down
- the , middl
1.
n' roll.

-

'

4

ALESSI: 'IJrlftin' lA&M

AMIíi 64713 )

WITH ALL this furore at
present about J M Barrie,
Peter Pan et al. It suddenly occured to me that
maybe Billy S. Bobby
Alessi are two lads
who've never grown up.
Not that it does them
any wrong. Just that
while there isn't another
'Oh Lori' here
the ten
well
crafted, athletic
songs on 'Driftln', their

-

-

third album, are

monuments
to
timelessness
Bobby, or Is it Billy?
can sing "I Was A

Teenage Fool .
? on 'I
Don't Want To Lose You',
and ft's as real / unreal as

any dire episode in
Kensington Gardens or
capering in the Never
Never Land.
No, a judicious mix of
pop ballads ('Just Can't
Stop IT), discoid ditties
I'Dancing In the Halla of
Love' I and a thing called
'Space', possibly new.
accurately titled 'Seaside
Oddity', replete wllk
those angel delight high
vocals
Nice stuff
and so
inoffensive could snarl
SUSAN KL(TRlI
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NOW

I'M commencing to

think that I'm not the sort
of -person that likes to go
around asking too many
questions, it generally
being regarded in this town
that a man that goes
around asking questions 1s
in the process Of looking
for answers.
-

And the best that a law-abiding
citizen is expecting from finding ,
out the answers to questions is a
punch In the shoot, if not worse:
However there comes a time when
even the most public-sptrIted of
Citizens is becoming curious about
events.
One such is the ttmelty arrival of
Third World in Britain. '
Last here In 1975, as support'to
'Bob Marley for his legendary 'Live
I
At The Lyceum' concert (In the
Strand, in London. England)
rumours and even "stories" have
been rife that the band would be
making an imminent return visit.
Last year it was "definite" at
'least twice. with the recording of
'96 Degrees In The Shade' (their
second album) finally taking
precedence.
This year the most recent flurry
came with the announcement of
Third World as support to the, urn,
Tom Robinson Band. Again no dice.
("What is he man?", asks Third
World's Michael 'Ibo' Cooper In Los
Angeles. "I've heard he's a punk,
he's gay, every damn thing)")
Now, finally, It's all happening
at once. Third World are on the
move. One of the year's hottest
singles in the British charts, and
i a new album straight into the
charts as well, they began an
American tourlast week and
they're In Britain and Europe this
week
More by fluke than good fortune
we collided with the band on the
West Coast, almost at the
beginning of the outing. 'Now That
We've Found Love' isn't yet a hit
there, but, as they say, it's causing
I ripples.
And it's going down a storm in
the discos. Not bad if you've been
labelled a technical reggae bandy
"Nothing wrong with disco
music, to dance to,": agrees Ibo,
I
alias Michael'Cooper, altas Third
World's keyboardsplayer, writer
and (on this occasion) spokesman.
Disco music?
"Yeah, dance, dance, dance.
DANCE. DANCE. That; s great,
that's OK Discó music have the
riddim but not the attitude," he

NOW THAT WE'VE FOUND A

1

Cooper- that question.

seemed an age before '96 Degrees
In The Shade' made an
appearance last year. The album
was in fact recorded three times,
once with Chris Blackwell
producing, before the final
band -controlled version hit the

others,aking-similar lines;

shops.u

'Jorney To Addis' has suffered

similar hold-ups, having been in

the pipeline since last year, and
It's recording seemingly the
reason for the band's often -delayed
return to Britain. The final version
was laid down In Nassau this
spring with the band again In
charge
for a "natural vibe".

-

Third World music.
Says Ibo: "I try and listen,
do listen, to all sorts

-

-+t

>,

.

7

- -

-

-

version.
For despite claims that reggae is
"evolving" Stateside
land
where critical raves mean
vtrtually nothing in the lace of
even one local radio station
playlist placing the market
hasn't yet been established. Even
Bob Marley, with big campaigns
and the cover of Rolling Stone is a
naii*wtthout enormous sales to
back him up. The audience he
does go to Is the while rock
audience Peter Tosh, similarly,
attracted a lot of interest in LA

-a

-

Restaterianism? That's an aspect
that people seem especially in
England and America Idellbly
curious about?
If you just play the music
like it goes all over you hardly
have the problem of people not
understanding where It's corning
from. Like, that's the hype again.
"People spend more time asking
about my family, my friends,
politics, the scene every rang
claat thing!
than about the music.
I don't know. English people are
more tree with their political
issues
as long as you don't
mention the Queen", he laughs.
"I don't like so much curiosity

-

+

-

1

"Money -wise it's the most
important country to play, for
what that's worth," says lbo.
Precise and clipped.
"Inspiration -wise It's Africa. And
what's most important to the
artist? No way is it money for me
Jah (the Father) covers for

-me..

.

.

But they're here anyway. And
very organised The tights in the

Stanwood go down on an

impressive staging for a small
(well. smallish) club. !bo is
mounted in the centre of the stage
in between his bank of keyboards,
flanked on either side by a drum

kit t William 'Willie' Stewart) and

multi' -facet percussion (Irwin
Jarrett). The front line is also a

,

thhilee-piece; Bunny Clarke (lead
vocals and guitar), Stephen 'Cat'
Coore (lead guitar) and Richard
'Bessie' Daly (bass).
Beats having a compere, don't
it?
What comes out live is a
combination that works. A mixture
sometimes the explorative
rhythmic directions that the
albums chase and catch,
sometimes the smooth, clear
harmonies that are nearer to soul
than Jamaica (both the same thing
at heart) and sometimes the bone
roots of percussive invention: the
latter the biggest surprise of all.
They're not a band that rest in
any of the aforementioned grooves,
switching tack as they do so easily,
so effectively. Instead of
'heart -throbbing bass" and
"cracking rim shots" and a song
trade they can quickly replace
three-part vocal harmony with
Instrumental work-outs led by
and just as easily
the keyboards
pare down to the bare percussion
with four of the band dancing
across the front of the stage.
Under strobe lights no less
quite a thought, quite an effect

-

-

-

-

- -

-

THIRD WORLD: From left, Richie, Cat, Carrot, Ibo, Bunny and Willie
(the last reggae concerts before
Third World) because of his
involvement with Mick Jagger.
As our own correspondent at the
time pointed out rumours of
Uncles Mick'n'Keef appearing
wlth'Rbsh packed the joint anyway,
Third World, however. with two
nights at the prestigious Los
Angeles' Starwood'( bar, tables and
dance floor how a Texan might
describe his version of Dingwalls
back home straight after Devo,
and press receptions when they
head back to New York seem to be
starting confidently.

no I

of other music. Everything, man.
"Some people get so hyped up on
reggae and the Rasta scene. Then
they, people like you, think
THIS [S IT! And nothing else can
be. That can't be right. There's
a lot of people in Jamaica who can
play all sorts of things, it's still
the best place. That's a positive
aspect of reggae music."
What about your portrayal of

.."

-

-

.

(*ell he' wouldn't would he),
but he managed several

He tails off Into private thoughts,
momentarily. I'm told later that's
he's tossing round some ideas for a
song that he's been working on
since arriving in LA. Soon come.
but we do like to have
people dancing and getting up, it's
what the music Is for," he
continues. Contact restored.
It's aorld's
pityon reflection that
London concert has
Third
only recently been changed from
the hallowed "stand up" Empire
Ballroom in Leicester Square to
good old "sit down" Rainbow
due to "noise restrictions". It'

--

Instrumentals, soul and reggae
most of the tracks on the new
album couldn't be anyone else,
but if one stands out other than the
hit It's 'Journey To Addis'.
"It's just an instrumental
arrangement of one song
chance to stretch out and
improvise. There's no particular
'Third World direction',"
He turns away. "You know
something. we were pioneers.
With 'Explanitation' In Jamaica
this year it was the whole thing.
Reggae theatre. cinema, films and
dance. We'll be doing It again, '79
style with a tot of new vibes.
That's a sort of direction.
land
"It's Just creation, from the
" A raining otf, as
of creation
If this is explanation enough.
The creation hasn't been without
its problems however. After their
first Island album 'Third World' it

-a

says.
We add the attitude, yeah, the
riddim and the attitude. Together
that really amounts to som 'thing

experienced, they're under
pressure
National Front and all
music is still their
those things
communication. Like ours."
All of which could have meant
little or nothing in America
"it's lust one big rags market."
Ibo laughs were It not for the
fact that 'Now That We've Found
Love' is picking up plentiful
radio plays on both coasts. And,
what's more, In the 'stretchin'
out' seven minutes plus disco

-

-

JOHN SHEARLAW 'didn't ask'
Third World's Michael `Ibo'
'

-

cannot stay in the same place.
Like, it's a contrast between living
In the city and living In the
country. If you look at the contrast
between electronics and drums
well, it's a huge spectrum.
"With synthesisers and a rhythm
section we've got something new,
and still a roots vibe

-'WHAT ARE WE GONNA DO WITH IT?

-

was a good try).
"Right now we Jus' play the
music all night long". (He laughs)
"When people ask me about all
them fool other things: I just tell
them, listen to it! That's the scene.
"Reggae music, seen, Is the only
music that is criticising society.
Really feeling it. Wattle same
with British reggae bands they're

Toas'

"Technical isn't really right,"
says Ibo. "We Just like to use
sounds experiment. A man

EGGAE
BAND

'

.

opposite end of the spectrum to
Marley's "commercial" music.
Nearly right. Third World do use
synthesisers and they're not afraid
of cutting loose into virtual
free-form themes (witness the
Instrumental, organ -synthesiser-led
title track of the new album
Addi ).
'Journey

TECNICAL

'

.

vibrant export as, say, the

While they're discernibly "reggae"
(m loping feel) the musical
directions of the band split out all
over the place. In sufficient
quantities, indeed. to make them
widely accessible in Britain
they're unlikely to be the darlings
of only the "roots" crowd.
A good thing too, I hear you say?
Especially with a monster hit
single that's an excellent re -work
of an old Phiily song'
"That's fine, I hope it hit in
more charts, "says Ibo. "Ws for
everybody, y'know. Now that
you've found the answer is love
...you think of your next move.
One more chance to build the
world again.
"We justlike the song. and
we're putting it across in a
different way. Putting music out
how we feel. It's something new.
the unexpected arrived.
"
'Now That We've Found L.ove',
penned by Gamble and Huff, was
an O'Jays song of roughly late
sixties vintage Definitely
unexpected.
But then that's what Third World
have always been about. Often
their name is linked in reggae

-

matters with "technical"
expansion of Jamaica's moat

about things outside the music, but
man is getting used to it. Even
now people want to know what

'dread' Is about......
"That curiosity Is OK. that's
what I want to deal with- Rastafari
is cool. We don't want our part
we want all of it. Like apartheid
you know "a part of it." Not that.
Peace, like 'One Love' peace, is
only a part of It.
"Every man must stand up."
And let the music play?
Under the strobe lights, in front
of the scribes, Third World get
their message across. It's a set
that gets tighter and tighter with
songs like 'No Cold Vibe' and 'Fret
Not Th seif' standing up alongside
'Now That We've Found love '
Those and the instrumentals.
including the magical 'Journey To
Addis'
On this viewing it looks like their
stage presentation is likely to
improve with each gig, and after
the American warm-up they look
set to cause a surprise over here.
The musical scope la limitless
and they're up to matching It.

-

-

-

Reggae got soul. Reggae gut
technical ecstasy. Third World will

repay further investigation
without any fear of a bust in the
beezer!

1
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if you follow thé An.rkan,
charts, Nick Gilder's new single
needs no introduction.

Nick Gilder's latest singlt''Hot Child'In The
City'
CHS 2226 is currently the hotest record in the
cities of America.
It is currently sitting on the
number one spot and
has already sold over 1,000,000 copies
making
it Nick's first gold disc in America.
Not surprisingly we are intimating that with
increasing airplay in the UK backed by press
advertising and promotion that this success
can make an atlantic crossing.
If you listen to it you will see why.
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Three years ago most
girls would have given their
all to know where the
Bay City Rollers were
going. Now they don't give
á damn. Or do they? The
Rollers are in a new era
and heading in a new
direction. Could this be ...
\.

N

Tm°1

ERICFAULKNER: "the band are no longer five toothbrushes"

REAISS NCI

.

j

or..
R5 .

RONNIE GURR thinks so

"IN DUBLIN'S fair city,

where the girls are so
pretty," hummed the ace
cub hack as he strolled
over O'Connell Bridge and
down -towards the street of
the same name. He
hummed the tune to

create that certain
romantic atmosphere and,
well, because the lyrics to
the tune are still as
precise as ever.
Cbuid this happen again

Martina. Lisa and la belle
Jeanne stow all the classic
signs of youthful paranoia as
they stare our red-jacketed hero

down. He stops humming and
observes the three nubile
colleens. They're waiting for
their men to wine and dine thefts
In a Sat'day night fever. That's
their escape now, but a few year*
back these girls and, Itterally,
millions like them were part of
a tar greater plan.

"Three years ago those same
three wenches would have given
their all to know what I know
or go where I'm going ,' mused
the red -coat. That thought made
him happy. "Now." he
Concluded, "they couldn't give a
damn." That thought saddened
him. I know It did because I was
that red jacket

Record Mirror, October 28, 1979

Let me explain
Pm In Dublin to speak to
someone who was part of the
biggest pop phenomenon since
the Fab Four. Dublin. city of
the Republican dream, slums
and drunks, and home, for the
next six weeks, of Eric

Faulkner alias Rlkky Fender.
Mr Faulkner is one of the

Bay City Rollers_
Whaddyamean Hay City who?
They sang 'Shang-a -tang' as
they ran with the gang doing
doowopbeedoobeedoowye, with
the juke -box playing and
everybody saying that music
like theirs Couldn't die.
Remember 'Remember'?
Shimmy shammy shorn they
used to makeup songs,
remember? OK, now forget it.
"We don't ask for any
great favours
all we ask
is that we're given a fair
hearing," states the Moredun
lad who has come a long way
from delivering potatoes in his
native Edinburgh. It's Clear from
the tone of his voice that the
basic good manners that he
craves for have, up until now,
not been granted to any of
his work. Which is the reason
I'm here; his work; his music:
the BCR's.
The first thing one notices
about Eric is his weight. To
the casual observer he would
appear to be grossly overweight
but, when It Is explained that
in the hysteria heydays here, he
kept the kilos of f thanks to the
various pills which made the
dreadful pressure bearable, one
can appreciate that the Eric
Faulkner of today is very much
his own man.
The second thing one notices is
the huge stetson which sits atop
the famous spiky barnet. When
.

.

such a character informs you
that he is in the studio laying

down tracks for a projected
album based around the poetry
of William Blake, it's then you
begin to think that. hell, maybe
the pressures of being a Roller
have scrambled his brains. Over
the next couple of days I was
to discover that nothing could be
further from the truth.
While the other four Rollers
have, to quote Faulkner,
"pissed off on holiday," he
Is spending a hefty four figure
amount on six weeks studio time.
The object of this exercise
Is "to do something (he has)
always wanted to do" and to get
some ideas down for some of
the next Rollers album which,
hopefully, should surface around

Christmas.
The man's desire is to go in
and do a work based around a

literary theme. "I

was going to
do something based around 'The

Odyssey' but David Bedford beat
me to it.' So now Faulkner

trying to create an expressive
interpretation of the poetry of
Blake an artist, in the real
Is

sense of the word, whose

contemporaries thought him to
he mad.
No doubt there are parallels to
be drawn with Faulkner, and
indeed the progression from the
Rollers' shuffle beat to the
grandiose koto-laced
instrumental which I heard in
the studio In Dublin which seems
slightly difficult to comprehend.
Hopefully this music will
surface as a solo album at a
later date, although the man
emphatically states that he
wouldn't release a solo album If
it Interfered in any way with
the future work of the band.
"The Rollers are," he states,
"a democracy not a

dictatorship." Which leads us
nicely Into a discussion about

the Internal politics of the
Rollers.
The first evening we met.
Faulkner, myself, and Julie,
Arista's artist relations lady.
convened In Falk's modest hotel
room for an informal little thte
a tete. He spoke freely on
personal matters concerning the
band and their trials and
tribulations of the past few years
and said some things which are
far too personal to be committed
to paper. The basic gist of the
conversation was the shift in
the balance of power in the
Rollers' camp, the currént
personality problems therein and
the band's stifling record
company contract.
In the early days of the
Rollers, it appears, there were
two overpowering personalities
dominant. Now, as all the band
mature, a new power axis is
on the rise and, as a result,
there has been trouble. Which
prompted me to ask about Les
McKeown and the stories of
strife which have been filtering
back to this country. On this
matter Faulkner simply states
that "I think people can See
the forest from the tree, but
I think we're past all that
I'm past all that. I think It'll
be cool."
Things, however, had been
heavy between the two factions
nest -ce -pas? "Yeah, they were
heavy because we were living in
Hollywood and Hollywood's a
funny place. There's a lot of
.

.

prettylieavy people out there

who can put things in your head.
Like you should have three
maids, a butler and somebody
who can shine your shoes in the
morning because you're a Bay
City Roller. and that's a bit sad,

It's sick really.

"You get to know these people
and you eithhr avoid them or
get friendly with them and,
unfortunately. Les got mixed up

...
..."

with some of them
but I
'
think he sees them
he
trails off optimistically. "Hopefully the rest of them will
drift over here after their
holidays and It'll be cool." he

as he insists on calling It,

English Rollermanla. and
especially how be felt listening
to, say, 'Rollin' in retrospect.
"Looking back !think It was
naive, but that's how we were.
I think it had a certain energy
'

concludes.

Hopefully it will, and as
Faulkner shows no sign of
animosity to McKeown, It seems
likely. Indeed on the evening
of our first meeting he spoke
warmly about Les stating that
"I need him and he needs me."
Anotherfactor which seems to

and roughness which the tans
could feel. Yeah, I think It
had a certain naive charm," he
concludes.
On the hysteria: "I would
never knock it because I'm
grateful to the fans. But I
think the whole image thing was
Just too strong and I don't
think the songs that we were
doing were helping much. It's
like you think back to things
like 'All Of Me Loves All Of
You' and you wonder if it
would have been a hit without
the whole Image thing? Or should
we have been more adventurous
with the music, and maybe It
Could have sold because It was

have put pressure on the band Is
their record contract, which they
signed with Clive Davis shortly
after the 'Wouldn't You Like It'
album.
That album showed just how
prolific the Tartan pretty boys
were, with Faulkner and Wood
penning all but one track. The
exception was Phll Wainman's
'Give A Little Love' which
was only flung on after the
powers that be deemed that the
band's own songs were not
strong enough. A strange fact,
even stranger because Eddie
Kendricks covered one of their
songs. After this album, which
contains the hilarious
ibtentionally so 'Derek's End
Piece'
get it?
the band
re-signed to Arista US and then
came more problems. This deal
only gave the band 50 per cent
artistic control this was later
upped to 85 per cent
which
meant that every Rollers album
had to have a set number of
cover songs which were
published by Arista's publishing
company.
The band still have no say to
what is released singles-wise.
A situation which I reckon will
not last much longer.
Faulkner has grown up. He

-

-

-

Us?

You have to remember though
that we weren't In Control then
and there was a lot of hassles
to gain control."
How does he feel about the

situation now? "Well, It's taken
a long time to sit down and
try and convince people that
you're not crazy and that you're
not rushing off blindly in another
direction, we've had to fight the
'I'm making money, so why
should you change it?' attitude."

-

- -

he

relates.

Now, with a new direction
established and with a
blossoming maturity in all
aspects of the biz, Faulkner
feels the Rollers can be a success
under their own terms. "We have
to prove it to ourselves because
we've never had anything else,"
he explains.
I. for one, hope that the
new album 'Strangers In The
Wind' can force the British
public to accept that the
Rollers are actually a good
band and not the Dodos everyone
seems to think they are.
Faulkner, however, is wary of
the Great British Public. "It
would be nice to be succeessful
In Britain again, if only so
our parents could stick it up to
the next door neighbours and
say 'look, they're not dead'.
He believes the British market
is still geared towards the
gimmicky levels which brought
the Rollers to fame and this
seems to be an anathema to
him.
"I know people just don't
listen, they still relate to songs
Like 'Shang -a -Lang' which we
stopped doing years ago."
He, and the rest of the band
don't feel the needto rush back
1n a blaze of tartan because he believes that "It is not in the
British public's mentality to
forget the past and give

now seems to realise fully all
that went down during the peak
years in this country and seems
determined to enjoy a certain
amount of autonomy. The band
are no longer, as he put It.
"five toothbrushes." With such
a deal Les' and Alan's songs
are forced to take a back seat
to Arista's songs, a situation
which causes more strife within
the "grown-up" Rollers.
What's needed is a swift live
album of material of the band's
choice. Faulkner played me a
tape of a recent live gig In
Japan where the hysteria lives
on.
As one who regarded girls'

screaming with contempt during
the early years. this tape, you
would think, would be a complete
and utter turn off. Yet, curiously,
the sound of 15,000 Japanese girls
singing every word of every song
sent the little hairs on the back
of my neck a -tingling.
I asked Faulkner how he felt
looking back on the British, or

something a fair chance."
Likewise with the press. "We'd
sooner live in the States because
there's less aggravation and
we're accepted for what we
are Okay, maybe some of the
critics don't like us but they
realise we're successful and they
don't slag us for It. But in
Britain it's a kind of 'I
hate the Rollers so you should
too' or 'Bay City Rollers record.
make it into an ashtray'

attitude."
For these reasons the band are

merely going to put out the
new album In Britain and leave
it. Faulkner thinks their faces
would "just get In the way"
and as he said, "the Rollers
stepped chasing markets years
ago '

Not that they need to chase
markets. They are currently
starring in 'The Kroft Superstar

Show' in the States A
programme which goes coast to
coast. Saturday prime time for a
season, and is nothing like the
embarrassing 'Shang -a -Lang'
The new platter has huge
advance sales In the US, Japan
and Germany, and as Faulkner
says they can he accepted In
these countries as a good
live band with Little or no
aggro.
Faulkner: "What we're really
aiming for Is to be commercial
and substantial. We'd realty like
to have the hysteria and
.

credibility."

To my knowledge only the
Beatles and the Stones achieved
that that's not to say I
place The Bay City Rollers In
the same league yet I have
a feeling and a vision that.
given time, Britain will come to
accept the band in much the
same way as the A.O.R. t Adult
Orientated Rock ) public In the
States.
To paraphrase a song from
'Strangers In The Wind'. The
Rollers have been stuck in the
middle/now you know how it
feels. They've been wasting
time/You've been chasing them/
Now you're out of their mind/
Time has set them free/And
they're . . back on the street/
Back on the heat.
If you like good melodies.
harmonies, and pop music. you
should steal your little sister's
copies of 'Dedication', 'It's A
Game' and buy the new album.
As Eric, a man who's now
Into my own living god, the
ever -excellent Jackson Browne,
said, "I don't think anybody
should be ashamed of owning a
Roller's album or going to a

-

-

Roller's gig."

Catch the beat kids, the

Roller renaissance
begin.

t
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do. Anyway, thanks Steve for giving
Slade an honest review. Us Sladists
will stick with you
even though
you may get the sack in the mean.
time for committing such a sin
Dave Kemp, West Hampstead.

-
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At least somebody's happy.
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The Smith

write t° Acre,

regime (cont.)
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ALTHOUGH I have only been
buying RM for a few weeks it Is
patently obvious that many people
dislike (nay hate) Robin Smith. This
is clear because hardly a week goes
by without somebody complaining
about his album reviews, concert
reviews or the way he combs his
hair. To avoid wasting valuable
letters space why not have a page
devoted solely to complaints about
Robin Smith (or other reviewers

uk

It

Jean Jaques
cuckoo fever

SYLVESTER: inspiring?

I WAS ever so thrilled to read the
interview with my idol Jean Jacques
Burnet. Isn't he sweet? I am really
sorry I didn't get to see him and his
merry little band when they played
Lancaster. That girl must have been
Cuckoo to hesitate about going to

Morecambe with him. I would have
gone without any hesitation. Oh, how
romantic it would have been. He
could have serenaded me with 'No

More Heroes' as we strolled along
the prom The next day he would
have come to my house for tea.
Later he could mow the lawn for my
dad and feed fish In the pond. In the
morning we would have taken him to
church and he could have practised
his choral singing.
Some things are never meant to

RONSTADT: brilliant?

Come to

WE ACCUSE

Y

Y

A

+ Come round -here and

- RS

IQUEEN:

Creet stredibility

Sweet FA

HAD a good laugh when I read your
interview with JJ Burnet of the
Stranglers. Those silly bastards sold
out along time ago and now they're
trying to say they have street
credibility. All they were ,ever in It
for was the money. Well they're
fighting a losing battle they're old
hat now. Thanks for the great
Buzzcocks interview.
Michael Tyrell, Poplar.
But would you say that 'to his

on Sweet
I NOTICED that Steve Gett's A-Z of
heavy metal stated that all bands
would be featured. Although he did
mention great bands al yet
unestablished like Riot, Sammy
Hagar. Reo Speedwagon etc, I feel
he made one glaring omission. The
band I mean is, of course, Sweet. He
mentions Generation X earning
their place on the strength of three
minutes of a certain track. If that's
the case, what about 'Desolation
Boulevard', or 'Sweet FA'?
David Hales, Merseyside.
Hmm.

face?

,

weak (sic).

%AI

YOU BITCH Rosalind Russell.
Thanks a lot for ruining a pretty
good week. Tye lust got the very JEAN JACQUES:
album you tore to bits: Linda
Ronstadt's 'Living In The USA'. I love or money?
expected a rave review over this
great record and within a few
seconds I had thrown up my lunch on
the biggest load of crap I have eer
how dare you.
read. One star
Everything Linda has done or ever
will, deserves six stars. Double
chinned Indeed. I'll bloody double
chin you if I ever have the misfortune to come within one hundred
miles of your filthy habitation. I'll
smash every bone In your body, tear
you limb from limb and teed you to
the rats In London's sewers and
when they've puked you up again
then I will be satisfied. The album is
brilliant. Of course she gets into
'Back In The USA' In a convincing
way. You don't like It cos It's "easy
listening" eh? Well why compliment
'When I Grow Too Old To Dream',
that's as easy as the rest. So Russell
get back to reviewing those lesser QUO: prettier?
known drop out bands
slag them
apart if you want, but, by God, say
his facts right. 'Some Enchanted
another wrong word about the
Evening' was recorded at three halls
greatest female being on earth and
in the USA and one in Britain,.I read
you'll regret it.
that on the cover so Mr Gurr must be
Simon Walker, Edinburgh.
in need of glasses. As for Gurr
I wouldn't tangle with Russell.
stating that BOC are of "lower
She's eft 21n and likes to weighUlft In
cerebral capacity" than the
her spare time. Cairn down, you
Stranglers, I advise him to ask any
excitable little man!
normal person which of the two is
for I have
the better live band
seen them both and BOC came out
on top by light years.
Not content with this, Gurr has
knocked just about every song on the
album (particularly 'Astronomy'
Blue
Cult
and 'RU Ready 2 Rock' ). He makes
me sick. Why could you have not
JUST THOUGHT I'd write and let given the album to Tim Lott (What's
you know that I think Ronnie Gurr is happened to him anyway?) to
a tit. I can't understand why he did
review. He reviewed 'Spectres' with
not just put "I think Blue Oyster Cult no bias whatsoever and he Is by tar
are crap" ~lead of extracting the your best reviewer.
urine from them in the most The Lone Car Crash Victim.
pathetic, one aided review I have Grantham.
read It wouldn't be so bad if he got
Gosh thanks
TL.

-

-

Gurr against
Oyster

-

A Roller fan
writes at last

ELVIS: not silly

-

r

I HAVE to admit I don't Idolise the
Bay City Rollers like I -did when I
was la years old an 1975, I now have
different tastes in groups and music
but I still enjoy listening to the
Rollers and I congratulate Ronnie

Gurr on the Rollers latest album
review. I totally agree with him in

ría

saying It is about time some people
dropped their musical snobbery and
associate the Rollers with music and
not the teeny
market as they
were associatedbop
with in 1975 Like
their fans they have grown
up and
are quite capable of producing
music well worth buying. Well sald
Ronnie Gurr and keep up the good
work Rollers, even If 1t Isn't in this
country.
Susan Henby, Wakefield.
Hey Ronnie,
your eyes
somebody's writtendry
you a nice letter,

SWEET: omitted

/Brotherhood
bestiality
I

SEE you're taking the piss out of
Brotherhood Of Man. I am a true fan
of there's and have all their super
record§. I find your mag repulsive.
Steve Morgan, Glaston.
Then don't read it.

Quéen /Costello

kick

horrible.

not spotty

Treat of the

I'll

HOW COME Travolta gets a bloody
four page bit In your snot rag eh' All
Quo get Is a one page Interview.
Don't you know that Quo are the
best?
Maybe, but John Travolta is
prettier. Are there any literate Quo
fans out there. II took me 10 minutes
to make some sense out of this letter.
And some of the language was

I

,

be a

Travolta/Quo
beauty debate

be.

Ann Anonymous, Newcastle

Bright Spark, Shoreham.

your head in

F.ND

Ah well, at least somebody loves
him .,:. Now let's move on to some
hatred.

that) I'm sure It would

success,

Elvis Costello being a "silly little
man" made It blatantly obvious that
he is unaware he is one himself. I for
one will never listen to another Tony
Blackburn show again. Love and
peace to all the RM staff (even Tim

Lott).
Mercuria Lap Of The Gods,

Sur_

biton.
Two mentions for Tim Lott. What
about a line or two about the equally
gifted Robin Smith? (Uh? Ed).

-

Glittering silence
WHAT HAS

happened to Gary
Glitter. We have
heard any
sinjglgs`r any albumsnot
this year?

Paul Bho
Isn't that somethingn.to be thankful

tor?

Good reading

guide

radio snipe

Gett this Prophet!

DID YOU hear the remarks Tony
Blackburn made about the new
Queen single on 'Kid Jensen's Round
Table'? I, as a dedicated Queen
fanatic. have never been so offended. He Implied that they are
"spotty faced kids". Obviously he
does not realise that none of them
are under 27 His remark about

RIGHT. own up. The editor's gone
mad hasn't he? He must be crazy to
employ that gorgeous young starlet
Steve Gett who actually writes fair
reviews of Slade's new releases I
thought Alf Martin only employed
people who had Sheila Prophetitis

-

the disease whereby the person
slags anything and everything Slade

AFTER
Melody

buying Sounds, NME,
Maker and RECORD
MIRROR. i have to say RECORD
MIRROR is surely the best Keep up
the good work RM.
A mental fan. Geordieland
We keep telling the Editor he
won't get more money by writing
letters.
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SUSANNE GARRETT.
Send your problems to Help, Record
Mirror, 40 Long Apr, London WC2E
by

VT.

HOW SEX
MY GIRLFRIEND and I
are planning to get
married in February and
all her family, {and
mine), are talking about
It a lot of the time. Her
mother is the worst. Some
of the arrangements have
already, been made. This
irritates me a bit, but I
love her very much. She

BEFORE

MARRIAGE
GOES COLD

was my first -real married people but
girlfriend. Our problem is general adviceoffers
on
that we don't enjoy our emotional and
sexual
sex life as much as we difficulties
In
any
used to and I'm not sure relationships.
They wi l
whether it's because of discuss your experience
her or me.
in complete confidence
When we make love and can also put
nowadays, I can't seem to touch with medicalyou In
help
come properly. I do come Pluck up the courage
to
but I don't seem to make make that appointment.
as much semen as I used You owe It to
your future.
to either. Really, I don't
feel much, even when I
masturbate. I used to Misery
masturbate a lot and
wonder if this Is
something to do with it?
dole
This is very em- on
barrassing and I don't I'M A 28 -year-old guy,
know where to turn. What have been jobless for over
can I do? Am I just going five years and feel
off her?
isolated as I have no
Richard, Liverpool.
friends and no self My patience
If you love your confidence.
at leading such a solitary
girlfriend as much as you life is getting
exhausted.
say you do and are Since I saw this girl who
looking forward to your works in a shop though,
marriage next year, I've felt much more alive;
despite the plethora of I am totally infatuated by
parental innuendos, don't her and feel like asking
doubt your feelings for 'her out. She's 17 by the
her or your chance of way.
making it together. But, if
what's the problem?
you are starting to worry I wouldn't know where to
about your future take her, or what to say.
together, then you must I've never really talked to
be honest and open the .a girl -to me they might
talk things over.
be another species. My
Have you even mum says she feels It's
discussed your current unwise to ask the girl out
inability to reach a full 'while I'm jobless. Even U
climax. You must. Your she did say yes, I'd be
girlfriend Is probably lost. You see I've never
feeling equally tense been to a disco and have
about the whole scene. If only been to the plcturea
you can't be totally once.
honest with each other
What should I do?
now, the communication Martin, Loughborough
barrier will be even
Pull yourself together
harder to break when
and make a determined
you're married.
to climb out of your
effort
And forget your
rut, that's what.
masturbation theory. present
positive and
You're
our
medical
to
According
to realise
enough
aware
advisor, what you would that your life could be
seem to be experiencing
a large;
with
richer
much
now may be a form of
of self - motivation
"partial ejaculatory slice
some people never do.
This
Incompetence."
You've never tried It
means that while you do
reach a kind of climax before, but, as you admit
during Intercourse and yourself, you'd feel a lot
when you masturbate. more confident In asking
you don't experience the any girl out if you had a
sensation of total release job behind you. Resolve
normally associated with to find one and get back
orgasm, but only achieve your self - respect. True,
almost the UK is blighted with
a "half' climax
a large
like coming without unemployment onare
jobs
scale, but there
Another
realising It.
prepared
Indication of this con- around if you'resome
shoe
dition is a slow seepage of to wear - out
semen rather than the leather and look. Your
usual strong ejaculatory employment exchange
can offer work training
spurt
you might
Partial ejaculatory schemes, and
find one of them inis
usually
Incompetence
only a short - lived con- teresting enough to try..
dition, It can happen Pages of job vacancies
when you're physically or can be found In the daily
mentally exhausted or and evening papers Once
under great emotional you have a job you'll start
strain. or It can be a socialising with people
symptom of a physical again.
illness such as diabetes,
Meanwhile, steel
as yet undetected.
yourself and go to a disco.
Make an appointment even ti its' only to stand
with your GP. to check on the sidelines. You'll
that you're medically OK.. feel better for having had
is more

of
romance
the

Girls' clothes
an obsession

around the streets in drag
for your own sake,
don't, unless ycu happen
to know a place where
other transvestites go.
You could find yourself In
trouble with the police
for causing a breach of

the peace or "insulting

behaviour". Dressing - up
In the privacy of your own
room Is harmless enough.

You

know

your

girlfriend best, and if you

feel shé wouldn't understand if you told her
about your interest in all

things traditionally

"feminine", don't break
the news. Alternatively,
she might already know
you better than you think,
and if the subject comes

SINCE I was a small boy. up naturally and easily
enjoyed dressing - up talk about it.

Ive

-

In

women's clothes. I
If you want to contact a
don't want to be a woman, counsellor
who'll give you
I just, get a kick out of It. constructive
advice in
Recently

I've started
confidence,
experimenting, with my complete
contact the Albany Trust,
girlfriend's make - up and 18-20 Strutton Ground,
she thinks this is a laugh, London SWI. (01 222
but doesn't realise how 0701). Albany offers help
serious I am about It.
and information to
who feels they
I know I'm not gay, as I anyone
don't feel in the least may have a sexual
problem. Send a
attracted to other guys. Identity
addressed enI'm really into girls in stamped
fact
I work in a velope for further details.

-

womens boutique, which
Is great. I don't want to
break - up with my
girlfriend over this, but
feel that if I can't talk to
someone soon, I might do
something silly. Can you
help?
Dave, London

It's also worth contacting the Beaumont)

Society, BM Box 3084,
London Wei,/ 630(
another free help and
counselling service
for

transvestites.

-

-

Don't confuse transvestitism, (the desire to
"dress - up" In the clothes
"something of the opposite sex) with
silly': you mean 'you're homosexuality. The two
likely to start walking aren't the same.

If

by

FEEDBACK answers your questions. Send your letters
to: Record Mirror. 40 Long Acre. London WC2E VT.
Please don't send a stamped addressed envelope as we
can't answer your letters individually.

,

-

-

lem

the courage to take the

he
Try out the
specialist plunge.
cinema some more. See
sexual counsellor for some gigs. Work - out
therapy, if necessary. what your Interests are.
Alternatively, you can We're sending you some
both go along to your fax on informal social
nearest Marriage
groups nearby
uncil at 7 contact
Council
Guidppae
who'd welcome you
Hill,
Cop
along.
Give
'em a whirl.
2068)
5L
(161 709verPoo,
You'll find friends, and
Make an appointment
once you
a
girlfriend,
to
9.00
weekday
any
6.00 pm. Marriage start to like yourself
Guidance Isn't just for again.

deeplyIf pnooted,
refer you to a

-

MANY readers seem to be taking a more than usual
interest In the vast range of talents. (great and
small!) displayed in the current singles charts.
Noting that the resourceful Police, Stewart
Copeland. (drums), Sting (bass & vlcals),. Andy
Summers, (guitar), are currently hitting the high
Forties with latest slice o'sound 'Cant Stand Losing
You', Dean Parker of Liverpool wants to check - out
all Police
even more of their material. OK fans
material is still available, if not Instantaneously, on

FaO
dl,ur

-

Singles
local
gr(
Achl
Records
%Nothing Achieving'
AMS 7348), 1978, and,
n o1). 1977, 'Roxanne'. (A (I M(A&M
AMS 7381). Their
of course the current climber
fist album, as yet untitled at the time of going to
press, but likely, by a vast flight of promotional
imagination to be called 'The-Police' will be released
by A & Mon November 10th.
Third World supporter Glenn Green of Addington,
also hot on the trail of hot wax wants to know some
more about album tracking, courtesy of Island's
brown - eyed boys. currentlytouring the UK for the
albums
first time in three years. The band have three
to their credit, Third World, (ILPS 9389), 1978, '98 In
the Shade' (ILPS 9443), 1977. and 'Journey to Addis',
singles
1978.
(ILPS
before 'Now ThaWe Foun d Love' are deleted-

APPRECIATION organisation requests for people in
the chaarts, (fan clubs to the unpretentious), are
week too. Any chance of a
coming in thick n'fast this
asks Sue Miller of
Boomtown Rats set - up vanishing
fast under a
Rothertuthe? Almost. Ensign,
long - accumulated pile of letters trro punter land
is
tion service
a
are about to organise
to Johnny
for the anxious multitudes, as a followts up
to
rate an
Incelf. stuous
but
valiant
Fingers
to tBoomtown Rats /
Info service on himself. WriteaWI.
bump(
place,London
ye on
Press Office. United
on
Artists. 37 / 41 Mortimer Street, London Wl. Junk
Station.
the Jackson from PO Box 849, Hollywood
e/ o
Hollywood. California 90028. Rap on Rose Royce
on Leo
Warner Bros. 20 Bond Street, London WI. Stuff
Sayer at his fan club c / o Angela Miail, 22 Sutton
stamped
Lane, Chiswick. London W4. large ish
addressed envelopes are welcomed by record
companies and individual adulation secretaries

c

alike.

XTC
HE

Y¡O+U+
F.
NEWARE
SING

Chi THE NEW

HIT

RECEIVING ME
NOT FEATURED
ALBUM tt GO 2"
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SO THAT'S dew drop ..
No, no, no. That's doo

WOP.

Dó what?
Doo wop! The slumshadow
alternative to barbershop
harmony. Harlemette jivers on
sweaty Sunday nights swelll'ng
with sweet, sweet sinful lattice
work lullabies that burst in the
heat and float up to some little
tiger's window and she just
out of the bath and all...
Doc wop.
But ain't the Darts doo wop?
Sure they are. Maybe there is a
kinds corpulent, tourist class
detachment about the music. But
that don't stop them from being
juke dukes. They opened the
freezer door where the sound has
been on choc Ice for 20 years,
gave it some heat treatment and
eased It into an iron lung.
Dart for Darts sake. Á fusion
of good of metrofied midden
melodies with an all that
glitters, pre-packaged pop -sickle.
On the biggest-band-tn-the-land
abyss
then Den Hegartyl the
Marty Feldman of honky tonk,
quit. The sword of Damocles
merchants got the knives out
and predicted disaster. But the
remaining members have an
unshakeable confidence that the
idiosyncratic Irishman's exit
ain't gonna screw 'em up.

-

1=u,

-

They're auditioning now.
`'We've seen 300 bass singers in
a month but we still can't find
a replacement." Rita Ray told
me in her sloppy grey jumper
In her poppy publicist's office
1n

Victoria.

"Some days we saw up to 30
hopefuls. But so far nobody has
really caught our eye yet. The
main trouble is they all want to
be another Den. What they don't
seem to realise is that he's

irreplaceable."

Maybe the elusive Mr Bassman
will materialise in New York.

The band are going there shortly
to check out the local talent who
ain't likely to come on like a

surrogate Hegarty.
"We've given this country a
fair crack of the whip," said
lovely Rita. "We even put ads
upon bWboards all over South
London."
Brixton even.
"But we'll get one. Even If
there's a disease that wipes out
all the bass singers in the
world we'll still find one,
somewhere."
That was a Griff Fender
special. Ex -pilot and just 24. He
was seated next to Rita and
watched with some interest as
she rolled a (haha, thought I
was gonna say joint didn't you?
Well, you're wrong. Just a plain
old fashioned R1zla roll -up).
Bob Fish played with his
,
bobble in the other corner. He
appeared to be a perpetual
hobble fondler. Maybe he should
buy a cap that hasn't got one.
Now, the three were gathered
together there that day

-

ostensibly wary, acutely critical

of the question and answer
routine article by Tim Lott (a
spinster of this parish),
"He thought we were boring,"
said Rita. "Yes/we are boring. Us
boring people haven't got much
to talk about ..."
"Except boring things."
interrupted Bob.
Cutting wit, what. Now, I,must
be honest (sorry Tim). I didn't
find them boring at all. Not
even slightly tedious. But then
again ...I am a crawler.
So et' why did Den depart?

(Pause for predictable 'Oh no,
please don't ask us that again'.
Surprisingly there's no such

pube popularity).
"The public demands colourful
bands these days," she continued
in that laughing voice.
So that's why you look so
succulent and tender on stage
Rita. yeah?
"Look. if I really thought I
came across sexy in front of
audiences I'd lose all my
confidence. It would make me
feel so damned uncomfortable.

"Touring doesn't suit his
personality y'see and he used to
get so low on the road
sometimes. So he handed in his
notice."

Gonna miss him huh.
"Obviously," said Rita keeping
her fingers firmly on the papers,
"but the way !see It when you
lose one of your senses the
others automatically become
stronger. We'll continue to
develop as a unit And maybe
we'll end up a better band.'
A paradox. Den was certainly
entertaining. Den was certainly
the focal point of The Darts'
'presentation'. But after the third
or fourth viewing his antics
could become antiquated.
Climbing curtains and wandering
around with a tea cheat on your
nut is okay to lift a band but
ultimately it will only lead to
detraction and so annoyance.
The Darts are pretty good now
.

"But I guess to some people
I do shape up as a turn on.
When we first started I always
seemed to attract lesbians to

our shows. They used to sit
right up the front and make
eyes at me like I was a bloke
or sun9thin' "
At least someone In the band
can get the girls to concerts.
Cos' the rest of them ain't
exactly peaches. Not my word of

course.
"A girl once came up to me in
the dressing room after a gig",
said Bob, "and said: 'None of
you lot are peaches, are you?
You wouldn't have a chance in
hell of getting Into Child'.
"So I squirted shaving foam
Into ringlets all over the top
of my head and said 'Howzat'?"
(Got a great sense of humour

and maybe they don't need the
ape walk no more.
So, far from being in abeyance
The Darts are r-r-rrarin' to go.
"I think we could be even
more entertaining in the future,"
said Griff who had nothing to
finger for the duration of the

interview.
Well, that's what the band are
all about ... enter Rita.
- "Even in the old days, when
we used to get f100 for a show

"We're a showbiz band and
proud of it. When we dress up
and goon stage it's Wte we're
steppin' out for a night on

-

wonderful. But if people come
along demanding The Darts to
make them laugh, well that's
another matter."
Who's laughing?

So now they're of f on the quest
for a Boy from New York City
to fill the yawning gap. Will they
find him.? Will he be as
popular as Den? Will Dart to
Dart chats be a thing of the
future? Will Rita (Ind the right
man? Will Bob and Griff find
the right women? Will Bob forget

sag.

"The other night after a
show," recalled Griffin that
tone peculiar to late thirties
movies when the star, looking
positively moribund, resumes an
incident from his gay exciting
life and the scene ripples back

the town. And if we have a good
time the kids are gonna have a
good time. Right?"
Right Rect.

(Thumbnail biography. African
born. Then zipped across to
States with her family. Then
across the pond to Britain. Then '
across the wild blue yonder of
pubescent presentirhent into post

itinerary," said Bob the bobble
fingerer

"Call that entertainment?"

-

money.

about his bobble and concentrate
on singing? Will (fade Into

into the past...
Again "The other night
after a show a hundred kids

-

oblivion

'1

They're' not sweet but the Darts have fun all the time.

1
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RITA RAY: she's the one on the

left. Bob Fish, he's the other
one.

I

Rita has rolled! Surfing in on
the wave of that particular
success she goes over the top.
"We're having a party, all the
time."' she says. "We all really
love touring and being together.
Why, the three of us even live
in the same block of flats In
Clapham. Now that's what I call
friendship.
"But just because we have a
party on stage that doesn't
make us a comedy act. II we
make people laugh that's

Ed).
"SWI,.I don't mind. Mick
Jagger and Johnny Roten are
regarded as sex symbols these
days" (Huh!? Ed) "and you
certainly couldn't describe them
as 'peaches'."
But despite the withering glam
galvanism the Darts' fan
following is fan-atical, tactic,
dango (? I. I mean here's a little
scene to make your heart strings
these boys

to be shared between 11 of us,
even then we always made sure
we looked good. And it cost us

retort.
"We had one of our monthly
band meetings and it was
decided to tour for eight months
next year. Now, Den's an
epileptic and he decided he just
couldn't handle such an extensive

stood outside our dressing room
door and serenaded us with
'Come Back My Love' ... In
harmony would you believe!"
But Bob, whose bobble was fit
to buret, claimed that adoration
on that scale was always around
The Darts.
"Even before we signed a
record deal it was We came
along when the music biz was
really stale, when tt needed a big
shot In the arm.
"People were sick and tired of
going along to concerts and
watching introspective bands
whose faces you couldn't see
because of their lank long hair.
"Those guys would get out of
their limousines, walk on stage
without bothering to change
their clothes, play for a couple
of hours, strictly to themselves,
walk off, get back into the limo
and drive to the next gig.

.

... )

BARRY CAIN
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'What a Night'
First 50,000 in blue vinyl

<

,

Single 6059 211

Following on from heir 'smash hit 5-7-0-5
here's the next number from the album
"Book.Early" by
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OZZY OSBORNE makes a spectacle of himself.

ISTHISM.

RROT?

A

ROSALIND RUSSELL forgets to ask. OZZY OSBOURNE provides an answer anyway
BLACK SABBATH have
had it with the insults.
They are sick to the back
teeth with people making
cracks about Brummies
being thick.
Toni Iommi took it to
the limit and punched a
reporter from another
music paper, after certain
observations had
appeared in print.

"I wouldn't have taken
those measures," Ozzy
Osborne told me. "We don't
need all that sort of stuff.
But Tony said he'd punch
him in the mouth and he
did. U we take time out to

Interviewed, we don't
expect to be made to look
complete fools.
"I'm a Birmingham bloke,
be

I'm a human being. To say

that all the people from
Birmingham are thick idiots,
well, you just can't say that
sort of thing.
"A lot of people have
admired the fact that we're
fighting back, but I don't like
It. I don't want the fans
fighting. We'd'rather they
took out their aggression at
the gigs, rather than
mugging some old lady in
the street.
"It seems that the Press

have got a book of bands
they like to slam and Black
Sabbath's in it. Well. I don't
think I'm thick. I don't
think you're thick because
you've gota Scottish accent.
I don't care if you're Chinese,
as long as you don't make
me look a fool. We're not
zombies and don't insult me
by saying I'm a drip. I
don't want people to think
we're good for a fight."
A change of image isn't
something that Sabbath need.
After 10 years, they've
found their market and are
surviving well. Ozzy's still
wearing his fringed jackets,
long hair and flashing the
peace sign onstage. And
somehow, they keep finding
new fans that have got
frozen in an early seventies

time warp.

"Black Sabbath are not

a

musical band," admitted Oz.
"In fact, the band nearly died
because we got branded as
heavy metal. I don't
understand that. What's
heavy metal supposed to
mean? People in divers'
boots? It's the trendies that
screw everything up by
giving things labels.
"It's tike the punk
movement. It was a great
Idea, tremendous. But it was
cheap to manufacture and a
cheap money return for the

record companies. In the end
they were forgetting what
they were putting out.
"I don't like being branded.
I don't think I'm a star.
I'm a rock and roll singer. I
only let it Influence me once

- I used to believe what
I read in the Press. But

not any more. I never
expected to be a successful
rock and roll singer."
Oz admits that the
pressures got to him, no
matter how hard the band
tried to avoid getting
involved in all the excesses
that the rock biz entails. It
got so bad, that he split
from the band at the
beginning of this year. But
not for long.
':The initial reason I left
was because my father
died," said Ozzy. "He was
64 and he had cancer. There's
a song on the new album

-

-

'Junior's Eyes' that's a
farewell song to my father,
about my grief. We were
very close, we were like
brothers. He died on my

daughter's sixth birthday, in
the same hospital she was
born in. It was weird.
"It's only now that I
can talk about it to anyone. I
made a fool of myself at
the funeral, it was awful. 1
thought he was just tit, Thad
no idea he was dying. I

just couldn't cope with It.
We were planning to go

to Canada .
The death of his father was
the last straw for Oz, but
his problems had been
building up fora long time.
.

"There were other
reasons," he told me. "I
needed a break This is like
a 24 -hour -a -day job. I

couldn't sleep, I was
drinking, taking a lot of
pills. I would have ended up
as another rock and roll
suicide. Life isn't worth
putting yourself through such

agony. Now I'm even trying
to give up smoking. I was
on uppers and downers,
going round and round. I've
had two nervous break downs
in the past 10 years.
"So I threw all that junk
in the dustbin and came back
to Sabbath. I knew in the
first week after leaving that
I'd made a mistake. And
they were finding it strange
too. But when I came back,
they helped me get over my
father's death. They helped
me. held me and talked to
me about it. They were
beautiful. Now I can talk
about it. He wouldn't want
me to be upset. My father
was an inspiration to me."
The'Junlor's Eyes' track is
taken from the 'Never Say
Die' album and Ls part of

a resurgence of Interest in
the Sabs. Their European
tour has been pulling them
in huge crowds and they've
been playing well
despite

-

Geezer Butler having

dysentry.

"Illness just goes right
through this band," said Oz.
"If one person gets 'flu we
all get it. We have our ups
and downs in this band, but
we don't dislike each other.
"One thing that freaks me
Is people that tell me to act
my age. What's that
supposed to mean? I'm 29
but I don't feel it. I feel
so young. Some guys that

age have got their mortgages
but they never go home to

their wives. All that stuff.
How do you know what age
xou're supposed to be
acting?"
Oz is married himself
his wile Thelma was out on
tour with him and he

-

has three children, the eldest
of whom is 12. But as
he's discovered, giving up
the band Isn't as easy as it
looks. And the Sabs without
Ozzy just doesn't work.
And if you've any doubts
about the fervour of the
fans: let me tell you they
went berserk In Frankfurt. I
still have the bruises to
prove it.
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Chris Gent and Baggy Lewis. of the Autographs sign in
with KELLY' PIKE and they certainly left their mark.
and a pair of contact
SCENE 1: A midnow." continues Raggy.
support itself - and
lenses (possibly to
had finished long
summer eve in the
acting how I want to
auspicious, and
well trodden
surrounds of The
Nashville. Upon
the hoards a
young, new and
highly professional
pop band can be
seen going through
their particular
motions. Their
name is
Autographs, and
judging by the
performance and
reaction, seem set
to receive more
than their allocated
15 minutes of
stardom.
Scene 2: A

later and

tar chillier autumn
evening at that well
known dimly lit dance
hall, Dingwalls, where
the same band are
playing to a medium
size gathering at ear rending volume. By now
they have been snapped
up for instant fame/
recognitionipromoUon
by notoriously
successful arch
entrepreneur of popular

music Mickie'I-Can
Spot -A -Hit -At -Fi feen.

Paces' Most.
They have by now
recorded their debut
single, 'While I'm Still
Young', a truly
wondrous little ditty
for Most's own RAK
label, and are in the
midst of their grooming

for superstardom.
Through the gloom,
several adolescent
females shake and
wiggle in front of the
stage, and in particular
the clashing vocalist.
A few more brave
souls manage to remain
around the edge of the
dancefloor, but most of
the punters are slowly
blasted towards the rear
of the hall Thegigthrough PA overkill
suffers
Scene 3:. That lovable
bggers pub. The Ship. In
one shady comer I am
flanked by vocalist,
sextet and tithe
lrontma' Chris Gent.
and a w.vamped version
of amiable in.iterist

-

á1,.0
t

15

't nips d
row

as iv

sports a rather rampant
perm to his brown locks.

blame for his
perpetually bewildered
look I. instead of his
more studious straight
hair and Robin Day
glasses which so
earmarked him for

acclaim/criticism in

The Stokes.
Yes, the Stukas! It is
a period in the band's

history which (though
definitely not life)
they seem rather
reluctant to discuss,
particularly (and

understandably) Chris.
who along with guitarist
Dave had little more
than a passing flirtation
with the aforementioned
band.
"Dave and I were
never full-blown
members of The
Stokes," explains Chris.
"We stood In at the
end of the band's
career, but never
managed to completely
get into it mainly
because It got to a point
where the band
suddenly sat down and
thought about the
situation it was In. and
realised that it teas
never going to make It
together. To get away
from the usual pub/club
circuit there would have
to be a reappraisal of
and that
the situation
was where Autographs
came together."

-

-

Dave, Chris and
Baggy split from the
rest and formed
Autographs in the
summer of '78. Unlike
many bands they
decided to get out on
the road, gigging and
gaining experience

Immediately, rather
than waiting for the
world to come to them
and
-a common,
fatal mistake

usually
among bands.
"As soon as we found
the line-up we were
truly happy with, we
wanted to get out and
working the only way
to get attention is to
grab it." Chris
emphatically explains.
leaving no doubts that
with that attitude,
attention had a poor

-

chance
of escaping.
,
For nie it was just
great to feel really at
inane with a band

with Autographs I've

gut an extra confidence
'think all of us dowhich I've never really
had before.'-'
"The Stukas are dead

-

They%

before Chris and Dave
arrived so It wasn't a
case of them breaking
up the band. It had been
fun to begin with, but
by then the fun had
gone completely.
"It's only natural that
everybody associates us
with them even
though musically there
are few, If any,

-

similarities. The Stokes
were more R&B
inclined, whereas we
play on a more standard
rock basis. Also there's
a lot more scope now,

with Chris taking a
lead with sax more
often."
It's true. The sax
does play a prominent
role in their music.
Chris is an
accomplished player,
often having guested
upon other bands' shows
and albums, in

rather than need to'
"We're a far more

visual band now,"
interjects a suitably
resplendent Raggy.
"I'm the one who likes
to have all the girls
screaming at me It
makes me feel like a
pop star. I look a lot
better like this than I

-

used

to."

CHRIS CENT

and RAGCY LEWIS.

There are an awful lot
of pop bands around at
the moment, I offer in
an attempt to change
the subject.
"No, " quips Raggy,
"there are a lot of
awful pop bands around
Who, I continue. are
trying to become a
success in the pop

world. What makes you
think that you've got a

better chance of success
In such a competitive
field?
"I think we're
stronger than most
Other bands," says
Raggy simply. "We've
got stronger material,
and we're a very tight
band because we re all
perfectionists. Also
we've got good backing
"On the single we've
got Tommy Boyce, the

-a

similarities.
"I think people only
see similarities because
we both choose our
material very carefully,
making sure we use the
best, and most
Immediate we can."
defends Chris, a frown
spreading across his
brow. "Also we used
to have quite a bit In
common in the way
Andy and I used the
stage, we were both
extra active, and used
the equipment and
anything else available
in our acts. Now though
I've calmed down quite
I mean,for a
a lot
start It's not that easy
to clamber around with
a sax strapped around
your neck.
"Another reason Is

-

that I used to rely

upon the antics to get
attention and make up
for the deficiencies m
the music. It's difficult
to entertain people when
you're on stage,
(mowing that as the

frontnlan you've ot

most of the attention
focused upon you, unless
you've got total
confidence in what
you're doing which
t nail now ,1 never had.
Now I don't have to
-on. rurally worry
whether I m Moving
around enough I c
play it by ear. knowing
that the music can

-

-

guy who produces
Darts, for instance so I
think that stands a
good chance of
charting," adds Chris.
"It was made with the
charts in mind, but then

I think singles should
be. I wouldn't want to
bring out a single if
I didn't think it

-deserved to be a hit
what's the point?"

Oinnucle sounds
Plovin on u,!
(

particular those of his

old friends Radio Stars
band with whom,
many are quick to point
out, there are clear

o

,
C.

COLORADO

'California Dreamiri
PIN 67 FIREBIRD/PINNACLE
7&12 inch Limited
12inch edition available in
coloured vinyl and full
colour picture sleeve

-

39

:

FLINTLOCK
You) You're Like a Magnet' PIN 65

7&12inch-Limited 12inch edition
available in coloured vinyl and full colour
picture sleeve

-

KELLY PIKE

'
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Dr Feelgood have had their;úps
and downs, their knocks and praise
but that's what kéeps.them going
say Lee Brilleaux and Gypie Mayo
in

IN

a

the

cocktail lounge of a
Newcastle hotel, the
Feelgoods look out
of place. Amidst the

ripening women
trying to drape
t

h e m s e

.

N
I must wash under my arms sometime

STANDING

huddle

.

l

v

e s

`delicately across the
furnishings, and the
balding men with
their starched white
shirts and starched
white faces, the

Feelgoods' presence
is more than a little
incongruous.
With fine disregard for
the disquiet roused by

their descent,

Lee

Brilleaux poses one of the
questions Dr Feelgood
have become famed for
"What do you want to

-

drink?"

From above the hubbub
of orders, their publicist
does the gentlemanly,
and

foolish

thing,

and

offers to stand the first
round.

"Mine's a large vodka
and tonic then," replies
Lee simply, taking up the
offer with commendable
speed and retiring to a
nearby corner, where,
amidst a fair jungle of
plastic potted plants, the
interview Is to take place.
Joined by guitarist Gypie
Mayo and a bevy of
beverages, we begin.
The opening gambit is a
fairly obvious one, the
current single, 'Down At
The Doctors' which Is
securing a place for itself
in the charts, playlists

and popularity, My
opinions of it however are
less favourably inclined,
a fact which is openly
known to the band before
my arrival due to a rather
cutting review. Without
any attempt to change
my view, but merely put

forward their own ;case
for the defence opens.
"I don't think It's a
work of art, but then
that's not what we set out
to make," points out Lee.

"It's a change in the
sound from some of our
recent stuff, like 'Wind

,CHECK OUT

-

Up' for instance, but It's
still very Dr Feelgood.
Lots of people have
compared It to 'Back In
The Night', and in the
tempo point of view I
agree, but I suppose the
main similarity is that
it's a crowd pleaser, it
always goes down well at
gigs, without making us
lose our edge.
"I don't think we'd ever
go out to make a con-

trived 'hit single' like
Abba for instance,
because if we did then I'm

sure we'd be inclined to
fall But if we went lido
the studio and started
laying down something

which

very

sounded

poppy, and we believed In
what we were doing, the
fact that it was commercial would probably
help us carry on.

Commercial

>

wasn't for rhythm

"It

and blues there wouldn't
be anything else." (A
short pause follows as

Irate readers scrabble for

paper and

pen..

Mailman's address)
"If It's real R&B your
talking about, we're not
strict adherents anyway.
I mean, much as we like
the music,

love It

an'

everythin', we don't try to
copy real 'fifties and
'sixties R&B. We don't
look upon It as a past and
finished, music style, as

far as we're concerned
It's still living today

faithful
reproductions of old R&D
-style.
we do It In our own
it's goodtlme

we're no museum piece

doing

music, and dance music
is fun music. It's not to be
taken too seriously.
People don't usually bear
that in mind." finishes
Lee.

Why should It
"I'd love to have a Top progress.
If It did It
10 single, If we make a
Commercial rock record{ wouldn't be R&D. It's
It'd be great; but we
wouldn't just make a pop
(he spits the" word out)
record for the sake of It. It
must be oft our own terms
not because we're

-snobs -

but

for

spontaneous, and though
that can be a good or bad
thing, you Can lose the
essence of It If you try to
get too Clever," adds
Yple.

straightforward business

Inspiration

reasons. There'd be no
point In us making a

record if we couldn't play
it live on stage
we'd
lose as mañy fans as we'd

-

"We're influenced by

everything

else that
happens around us. We
have this tag of being a
A pause, and then he
'rivvum and blooze' band,
adds, with ,a demon- but although
instration of Canvey Island spiration comes the
from it,
logic, "It's like asking a we're not 50 years
old
bricklayer to do a black geezers from
plastering lob. he could Chicago." Cries Lee.
do It, but It wouldn't be almost spilling his
drink
very good
and with a with emotion.
bad name he wouldn't get loves to put "Everyone
a tag on
any more work as a music, even if it's
only for
bricklayer."
convenience sake. If we
That parable led us
called an English
very handily Into a get
rhythm and blues band,
counter attack against then that's all
right by
the criticism most me. I can't think
of a
frequently levelled at better name without
R&B
it's all very well, going Into
winded
but does It actually, and analysis of ait lotig
here's the magic word. think we're aallgroupcosbyI
progress?
ourselves, for better or
"Well, when people say worse.
progress, what do they
don't think we're
really mean? Rhythm
and blues is a very basic
form of music." stresses

gain

-

from

GAPITOLTOWER AND
DIÓGO INTERNATIONAL MAGAZINE
(NOVEMBER ISSUE ON SALE NOW !)

BEST ON
GET DOWN TO YOUR LOCAL DISCO NOW AND HEAR THE VERY
THE 'NEW TOWER' SERIES BEING PLAYED ALL NIGHT. NOT ONLY
WiLL YOU GET THE BEST IN BLACK FUNK MUSIC, BUT ALSO HAVE A
CHANCE TO RECEIVE FREE BADGES, T-SHIRTS, BASEBALL HATS AND
MANY OTHER GREAT GIVE-AWAYS, COURTESY OF DiSCO INTERNATIONAL,
THE WORLDS BEST DISCO MAGAZINE, AND CAPITOL RECORDS. CHECK OUT
.YOUR LOCAL DISCO INTERNATIONAL TOWER NIGHT
AND HAVE A GOOD TIME!
OCT -

ri IIGHTSOB. TAUNTON
SCAMPS NONWKH

CHILIES PARK NALL WNITEFIELD
TOTES. BECKENHAM
75 CASAFIET CLUB NEWOUAN
zo TIFFANY' S. PURLEY
TO THE ORCHARD SPOT. MAR]STONE
7T
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SOJANGLES.STENENADI
VILLA GE. SWRNE MOOTS

CALAIS, NOTNGHAM
TIFFANY S POCHDALI
TOP RANK. SOUTHAMPTON
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F SADIES. DERBY
' ECHFSHISE CAT. NANTWICH
9 FUSION. LEICESTER
10 PIPS MANCHESTER
CROCS. RAYLEIGH
11 HADES. MARGATE
17 E ACM SIOR HOTEL. GLASGOW
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19
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ROOM AT THE TOP.ILFORD
CLOUDS. PRESTON
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EVES. BURTON ON TRENT
IT POTTERS. STOCKPORT

CARNABY'S. YEOVIL
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I

Gypie, remonstrating
wildly with his. by now

empty, glass. "The way
we play It there are no
frills, but if you take it out
of its basic form, you can
find progression in the
form of maybe disco
music ..."
"Disco music did come
out of it-" reaffirms Lee.
" , or reggae, because
that came out of It the
same way as everything
.

else.

ever gonna

get stale, as

long as people are being
turned on to the music,
When we started in '72 noone wanted to know, it
was like a kind Of
bravado. 'we'll do what
we wanna do', Now, to see
kids of 14 turn up at gigs,
It gives us a great buzz.
Obviously there are times
when I've gone up on

stage and thought 'Oh no,'
but they're only flashes.
I'm a lucky man to he
able to gel up there In the
first place. There are
probably times when
you're sick of being a
journalist, or when Fred
Smith's sick of driving his

train, It's only natural.
But If it lot to the stage
where I was Just going
through the motion I'd
knock It on the head "

Standards
"There'll always be a
place for us, as long as we
keep standards up,"
continues Gypte, catching
the uncharacteristic
melancholy In Lee's
voice. "The more adversity we get the more
likely we are to stick

-

together
as long as the
enthusiasm's there, we'll
carry on, regardless of
external troubles.

"It's true," 'concludes
"our secret Iles In
the Internal comLee.

munication,

Everyone

said we were finished
when Wilko went, but we

proved

them

wrong

because we were so
determined and because
we found the right
replacement In Gypte. We

couldn't have gone on

as a

band the way we had been
before that, cos the fun
had gone out of It. Now
though we have a good
time, and we really work
hard. The only thing that
would finish us now, as
Gypie said, was If there
was a big ruck within the
band. The more the world
treats us rough, the more
we'll stick together "

KELLY PIKE

Tit F

TITN
first vinyl of er n9
The Alien Record Company ALIX
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There éxistsso
some schools of thoughtthat
believe that onl black Americans are
of producing good soul music
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invite you to....

t OUR WORL!D

TO BE RUSHED RELEASED .NSPL 18587 CASSETTE ZCP 18587
REAL THING STEP INTO OUR WORLD' ALBUM
APPEARING AT
OCTOBER

Wed

18th

Fri. 20th
Sat. 21st

Sun. 22nd
Mort. 23rd
Thur. 26th

Fri 27th

Georges Hall Blackbtirn
City Hall, Salisbury
Assembly Halls, Barking, Essex

Sat. 28th
Sun. 29th

Festival Theatre, Paignton
Winter Gardens. Bournemouth
Spa Pavilion, Cleveland (Saltburrr)

NOVEMBER

St.

-Mayfair Ballroom, Newcastle
Town Hall, Walsall
Willows Leisure Centre, Salford

Sat. 4th

Sun 5th
Tues. 7th

Wed 8th
Wed. 1st
Fri. 3rd

Thur. 9th

Salon Ballroom, Northampton

Fri. 10th

Sports Centre, Crawley

Sat. 11th

Alfred Beck Centre, Hayes,'Middlesex
White Wheat, Maesteg, South Wales
Néw Theatre, Hull
Civic Centre, Whitehaven
Civic Hall, Winsford
St. Georges Hall, Bradford
Playhouse, Manchester
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PAUL SEXTON breathes deep and
talks to Eddie Henderson

JOHN WISHART talks to Elaine Page
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EVITA'S

.Jf

EDDIE HENDERSON

HOLIDAYS
IN GREASE
jacket to wear for the final scenes where Sandy
dresses up as a rocker to get Danny."
That wasn't the first time Elaine had played

IT WAS not so very long ago that the
now high flying adored 'Evita' star
Elaine Paige was belting out 'Summer
Nights' six nights a week in thé London
Stage production of 'Grease'.

Ms Paige, who incidentally appears
bare -chested on TV next Wednesday In a stripper
saga 'The One And Only Phyllis Dixie', spent nine
months playing Sandy Dumbrowski opposite Paul
Nicholas as Danny Zuko. the Travolta role.
'It was a great show. I loved It." a suntanned
Ms Palge enthused. Surrounded by plush comfort
at the South London home of her EMI record
producer Brian Wade. the diminultive 29 -year -old
ash blonde sipped a soft drink and took her time
answering questions. The interview took place at
midday. Any earlier and it might not have taken
place at all, for like many singers with taxing
roles it takes her a bit of voice exercising in the
morning to get back into shape.
Well then. why was 'Grease' only moderately
successful here whereas It is the longest running
stage show in America?
"I think the reason it didn't last so long here
was because It was so thoroughly American . r .
the dialogue especially."
Millions are now acquainted with Olivia Newton John's characterisation of Sandy. How did Elaine
see the part?
Sandy's a bit wet really rather a prim girl
who doesn't go out with boys. It seems odd that
this Sandra Dee type girl should hit if off so well
with a bunch of girls (the Pink Ladies) who are
much more sexually aware than she is."
Elaine had not seen the movie at this stage so
could not comment on ft. But more of the stage
show,
"I had a genuine fifties leather motorcycle
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'tarty' ladies.,in another West End musical 'Billy'
she got to play the tough broad again. And as
everyone knows, this year she got to play the
toughest lady of this century . -Eva Peron.
Since Fleet Street (with the exception of the
News of the World) dubbed her an 'overnight
star".she has coped with the attendant adulation
with mixed feelings. Some of the follow-up stories
about her voice problems were gross
exaggerations. She still hopes to be chosen to play
the role of Eva Peron In theAmerican production
Meanwhile, she's been busy recording the
original cast album of the stage show as well as
of the
completing a solo album for EMI. OneYou'
tracks 'Don't Walk Away Till ITouch
last
the
charts
of
reaches
the
nether
made it to
week. Another track from the album will be
heard on the soundtrack of a soon to be released
movie 'The Boys From Brazil'. No slings from
'Evita' will be on the EMI album owing to
copyright reasons.
Brian Wade explained that EMI have
to
"researched the market" for Elaine. She IsNo
be presented as a "contemporary" artist. be
period songs for Peronist pop pickers. But
.warned. The whole enterprise Is being promoted
by EMI's MOR division.
Elaine herself gets off on the likes of Stevie
Wonder, Millie Jackson and Aretha....
"I like most kinds of music even some punk I
like." She offers no names.
Perhaps that's not so surprising considering her
period as a West End hippy in 'Hair'. Even then
she ivas a member of a recording group called
Sparrow. The other four members were all boys
from the Hair cast. She still knows them.
A couple of years ago she recorded a country
song for EMI. Neither she nor the company were
pleased with it and It was never released.
Naturally, she's apprehensive about the future.
She would like to do concerts and perhaps get into
movies (would everyone please forget about her
appearance in 'Confessions Of A Window Cleaner'.
she requests(.
I think I've aged m the past three months." she
confides. But she looks fine. The price of fame
has so tar been a tar from enervating whoosh of
adrenalin. And there the dates with Dustin
Hoffman and that night after the shore when the
proprietors of The Viceroy Of Indio restaurant to
Clentworni ct.tket recog tiled her aril re -ripened
apeaaity agape end her friends could eat like
That's when I thought if this Is fame I
it "
t:W_;f
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THE DISCO appeal
of 'Prance On'
looks like providing
trumpeter Eddie
Henderson with
something of a

breakthrough In
Britain.

Until now the Finnic

Surgeon has been a
specialist taste over
here, as well as in the
States. But through the
medium of the discos,
which has made a name

although often
-transitory
- for

só

many artists, he's
beginning to arouse
interest. His new album

'Mahal' is a skilful

blend of funk, jazz and
disco.
So how does It feel
to be a disco star all
of a sudden? On a line
from the Bronx Eddie
explains: "I'm learning
to enjoy it, but

remember I didn't write
'Prance On' anyway. It
was written by Mtome,
who also wrote 'Say You
Will', which was out last
year.
The fact that he
wrote both of these
songs and that they're
both disco tunes is
probably no
coincidence. He makes
a conscious effort in his
songwriting to compose
catchy tunes."
The two tracks are

actually back to back

on
a new single, which you

should hear In full 1.2
Inch version for best

effect
"The new album's
doing very well it's
certainly my most

-

successful so far. We
didn't aim to make It a

disco album but It's
probably more

commercially attractive
than previous ones.

'Prance On' and
'Cyclops' seem to be
the two tracks most
people are picking up
or

'We put the album
together in alxnit3
mprati, width i. giure

fat

I

List...rdtt

best people I could on
it. Mtume is a very

talented musician who's
worked on my last three
albums, I think."
Somebody else who

was quite influential on
'Mahal' was Herble

Hancock, who has
indeed played a large
part in Eddie's musical
career as a whole. He
played with Hancock's
Sextet/Septet between
1970 and 1973.

How would Henderson
describe the music he's
playing now?

"I really don't

know

how to describe it. You
can't call it jazz because
the word jazz means
different things to
different people It's

just contemporary
music."

Eddie's debut album

on Capitol was last

year's 'Cotton'
Through', but he'd been
around on vinyl for a
while before that. His
first solo album was
'Realization', which
appeared in 1973. Three
more followed
'Inside
Out', on Capricorn like'

-

the first, then onto Blue
Note for 'Sunburst' and
'Heritage'. He's actually
averaged an album per
year since he left
Hancock.
Henderson is called
the Funk Surgeon
because he is a
qualifiedd docto r, and
also has a degree In
Zoology. There's always
been a conflict between
the two.
"Music and medicine
are both subjects which
you have to do full-time.
You have to give
yourself to one or the
other. But at the
moment I still practise
medicine because I

can't afford to stop
Until things really

happen for me in a
big way f'I/ carry on
Medicine can be a tar
more lucrative
profession but I'd moth
rather play music all

nicotinic:*
(h

Eddie began to play
tr}rntpez'L. iI air

aleo plays (luegelltorn
at the age of 10

-

-

although with little
Interest His passion for
music began to grow
when he was at medical
school.
"In 1970 Herble
Hancock came to San
Francisco needing a
trumpeter. He wanted
Woody Shaw but I knew
Woody very well and he
did me a favour. He
told Herble he could
play for some of the
time but that he should
call me. He did and I
played with the group
until It broke up In
1973.

"I'm currently about
three weeks into a twomonth nationwide tour
of the States. I did a
small East coast tour
last year but this Is
my biggest tour so far I
enjoy touring and
recording, but I don't
think I'll ever become
a session musician. I
used a lot of them on
Mahal' but that was
be cauaethey were good
musicians. For example
Hubert Laws came In
and played for about an
hour of the whole
month we were In the
studio. 1 don't think
I'll ever do that, even
though that's where the
money is.
I really like
songwriting as well but
1 Like to
slower
tunes,"
Eddie wrote three of

the seven songs on
Mahal' and the very
titles of them seem to
prove what he says.
They have light, breezy

titles: 'Emotions'
Ecstasy' and 'Mahal'
Itself, and they all
feature Henderson's
distinctive style
Prominently

"I'm

hoping to do a

foreign tour in the
Spring. It would
probably have to be a
European one to justify

itself but I hope to
tame to En tl..pd
r' rr,piby then
',

1.
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And there's no
competition for Biddu.
In the disco stakes,
as a producer, he's No ,1
BIDDU TALKING "On the.
Continent you've got Frank ,
Farrten, Giorgio Moroder,
Cerrone. In America you've
got.... well, a lot of people.
But here, to be very honest
you've got my name and
you don't think of anyone
else when you're talking
about disco and dance
music. However, that
doesn't really help me. If
you had just a couple of
others who had that tag,
good or bad, then at least
you'd have a British sound.
But as it is, you don't."

don't have much of'an outlet for It.
I mean, you'd have one hour a

:

Biddu is leader in a field of one.
The No. 1 UK producer of dance
sounds. Probably best known for
his work with million -selling Tina
Charles (they're off to Japan
shortly for her entry In the World
'

Popular Song Festival '78 with a
thing called 'Love Rocks'), he was
also behind Carl Douglas' hoary old
'Kung Fu Fightin' ' which was
one of the songs in early '74 that
really put the British disco scene

back on Its feet again.
131ddu's also had a run of albums
under his own name with The
Orchestra, most recent being
'Futuristic Voyage'. The tradition's
been somewhat broken however
with the fun marathon of his latest,
'Disco Gold', of which more anon.
Unlike the Image projected
by many of those publicity shots.
Biddu is rather less of a soft
romantic than you'd expect and
more of a snap, crackle and pop
realist. Right down to his title:
"If I was going to change It for a
stage name," said Biddu of Biddu,
"I'd go for something exotic like.
ah, Rock or Tab or Duane. But even
in India there's nobody called

Biddu."

Because, as probably most of
y'all know, the guy who's sewn up
black music and British audiences
isn't quite either black or British
himself. His only qualification:
"I genuinely like pop music!
"I come from Bangalore,"
explained Biddu, "a little town in
the south of India, but moved over
to Bombay when I started singing.
What I used to do was basically
Trinl Lopez type material, all the
old American folk songs, the
Byrds....I came over to England
in '89 thinking I was gonna set the
world on fire and found I was at
least three years behind the

times!"

The music scene wasn't too hot
back home? 1 asked, remembering
back to the Beatles trucking off
to the maharishi and everyone
suddenly brandishing sitars
"Sure. there are some great
musicians in India, but for Indian
type music. But over there It takes
20 or 30 years for changes to
happen, and we still don't have
any tudlos or other facilities.
The primary occupation Is still
trying to teed ourselves, keeping
away from floods or the heat
Really, music or anything like
that, is so secondary that we really

N

.

week of Western music on the
.
radio, and half the damn songs
were Jim Reeves."
Having wound up friendless,
penniless and prospectless In
London, Biddu worked In a
hamburger joint (he's a great
fan, incidentally, of junk food) for
six months, saved some money and
cut his first record.
"I'd never heard soul music or
anything in India," Biddu
confessed. "But It just happened
the kind of records I made, you
could always dance to."
So what about 'Disco Gold' with
Its 13 -minute segue of oldies you
have loved, and TV -advertised,
what's more? (Well, let's face It,
it's one way of getting your stuff
heard if you don't go on the road
and you can't trust the radio

U.

I

BIDDU: can you Imagine him as Tab?

playlists.)
"Basically," explained Biddu, "I
was getting a little jaded with
what was happening and decided
to do an album of what had been
my favourite songs over the last 15
years. The list was enormous but
eventually I whittled It down to 20
Including 'Telstar' and 'Jallhouse
Rock' which weren't necessarily
disco records at all, gave them a
dance treatment I prefer saying
'dance' to 'disco' and segued the
songs Into one another.

--

"If you listen," he continued,
"you'll see that I've also tried to
change the songs to an extent
without taking anything away,
infuse a certain amount of
imagination. People don't always
appreciate what a lot of work goes
into an arrangement. The trouble
in this country Is, everyone's
alwaysdrying to copy what's been
happening. I'm trying to create
something different in the context."
Biddu Is readily accepted as an
arranger and producer (as he is on

'Disco Gold') but you'll remember
too he was a singer back in
Bombay. The vocals on the album
Is pretty economical, but credits
must go to Tina Charles, to a
Charles
guy called Tonyharles
and to Biddu himself.
with this
"If I'm successful
I'd like
one." said our lad,
use It as a stepping stonecome o
out myself as a vocalist. People in
tend to get put Into certain bags If
this business, and It's very hard
with
you're a producer or involved
instrumentals just to turn round
and say, hey, I want to sing!
"On 'Disco Gold' the rhythms
are generally fairly well laid down
because that's the way people are
dancing at the moment but I
wonder if In a few months we
won't be doing It differently
slower beat. I personally would
like to go back to some of those
loping South American rhythms
that we used on some of Tina's
records. Maybe also something
with a slight reggae beat Who
knows?"
Anyway, Muth knows one thing,
and that is, If 'Disco Gold' makes
the charts In the next three weeks,
Biddu has It on oath to take her
out for a meal. Knowing his taste.
It's liable to be McDonald's.
SUSAN IG tY H
Over to you
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ROB HALFORD

-; Photos by Fin Costello.
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STEVE GETT kneels and listens to a lesson on Judas Priest from lead vocalist
Rob Halford and guitarist K. K. Downing

ON A bleak, grim

October afternoon
In outer
Birmingham, I
visited Rob
Halford and K.K.
Downing to discuss
the present state

of Judas Priest.
An apt location as
this is the corner of

the world from
which the unit

emerged: the full
depths of the
Midlands.

The silence of the
lead singer's house is
broken by the
occasional purr of a cat,
stalking around the

living room. Turning

away from his massive

book collection. Rob
gazes out of the window
and speaks obliquely:
"It's like the lull before
the storm."
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Ton true, as the Priest
are about to set off on a
30 -date tour of the
country. This coincides
with the release of their
new album 'Killing
Machine', which already
boasts advance sales of
silver status.
Yet their success has
not been accomplished
overnight and it is only
after four albums and
what must have seemed
an eternity on the road

that the band now
rank as one of Britain's
primary heavy metal
concerns. Their fll'st,
'Rocka Rolla'. dates
back several years and
Is the one with the
Coke botie top cover
design.
Judas Priest had
existed as a group long
before then, although
with a very different
line-up from that of
today: and Rob dates
their real development
from the time of that
recording.
"We've always said
that Judas Priest got
together with 'Rocka
Rolla', There had been
numerous personal
changes up until that
time. when the name
Itself existed but little
more. Making that
album was an
interesting experience:
the songs are great
but frankly the
production is not very
"Yes, I'd love to be
able to do It again,"
adds K.B. "Just to take
It round to the producer
and say 'that's what h
should have been like'."
So in 1975 with more
sense of direction they
approached their second
studio venture, 'Sad
Wings Of Destiny',

which has subsequently
turned out to be a cult
Classic. It is enhanced
by such stage favourites
as 'Victim of Changes'
and 'The Ripper'.
"As you know we co -

produced that album",
explains Rob, ';because
we thought we must
avoid what happened
to the first It's very
Important when you are
recording to capture
what the hand is about
at a specific time. 'Sad
Wings' did Just that and.
in fact, when we go
out to play those songa,
we do so in very much
the same manner as
they were recorded. I
love the way the kids
demand the standards,
We'll always go ahead
and do them because
we enjoy playing them
as much as they like
to hear them.
"We were especially
surprised that people
In Japan knewfhem.
Even more astounding
was what happened
when we went over
there this year, for the
first time. We were
headlining two or three
thousand seater venues
It was incredible".
Another Japanese tour
is scheduled for the New

-

Year as well as a third
Stateside trip. America
is also enthusiastic for
the band, with
popularity increasing
with each visit. This
summer they found

particularly strong

response from
audiences in the Mid West, and there seemed
to be good Initial

reaction wherever they
went.
The 'Sin After Sin'

album followed 'Sad
Wings' and also saw a
switch in record
company, from Gull to

CBS. Rob recalls their
days spent In the hands
of the former with a
cynical eye.
It was only a small
record company and we
were the best band they
ever had. They should
have realised the fact
and put their money
behind the right

than go for a studio
effect we've aimed
more for a Concert
spontaneity".
The four tracks that
Rob played tome
certainly managed to
reflect this in the same
way that LIFO did with
their 'Obsession' album,
yet still retaining the
full flavour of the band.

Roger Glover was the
producer but his
involvement came at a
late stage. Again
problems arose, due to
the fact that Glover
wasn't too familiar with
the band or how It
sounded live. So here
also the set-up was

wholeheartedly with my
opinion,
'I think that It
differs from our
previous work mainly
on the production side.

product."
Ex -Purple bassist

unsatisfactory,
The last offering
'Stained Class'
completed earlier this
year was much nearer
to the kind of recording
style that the Priest
were striving for, and
possessed more

memorable moments.

One track, 'Beyond the

Realms of Death', is

masterful, commencing
with an acoustic
passage before leaping
Into some stunning
rifting and a pair of
lightning solos.
That album also saw

the beginning of the
group's association with
producer James
Guthrie, who handled
one number, the single
'Better By You Better
Than Me'. K.K. feels
that he made sufficient

impression to merit his
working on the latest.
"We've had a change
of producer on every
album, having struggled
to sound as exciting and
as heavy on disc as we
do live. James Is
adopting more of a live

feel, more so than on
'Stained Clays'. Rather

Rob agreed

Musically the songs are
shorter and we've tried
exploring different
fields that we've not

entered before. I played
all the albums the other
day and there's a

continuity running
through the lot. From
the first album to this

one, they are all Judas
Priest songs: there's

nothing diverse or
weird. Reverting to
what K.K. was saying
about James's work, we
got on really well with
him and Pm sure we'll
use him again. He's so
.efficient, so quick and
has very go-ahead
ideas".
The recording was
executed within a
relatively short space of
time, five weeks to be
precise, and this has

doubtless contributed to
the Immediacy of the
music. Most of the
material is fresh, and
there were only a few
Ideas from 'Stained
Class', which Rob
doesn't feel were
concrete enough to work
on.
"There were a few
things, but nothing In
the form of a complete
song, Just ideas put
down on tape to set
us off. We always do
a demo album first and
so go into the studio
knowing pretty well
what we're going to do,
although there are
dangers along the way.
In the past everybody's
said that Priest on stage
and Priest on album
are two completely
different matters, but
I'm sure that 'Killing
Machine' will change
quite a few people's

minds,"

I share their
confidence that this
album will prove to be
the necessary catalyst
in elevating the band
to the heights of major
rock.
Right now Judas
Priest are on tour,
preaching the heavy

metal gospel and these
'Saints from Hell' will
have the headbangers
on their knees In no

time.

free 6" f/edri disc **ft
first ten tbenssnd
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Johnny Guitar, guitar

Paul Baibi, drums

SCENE ONE: Pushing
open the huge, creaking
wooden door, they slowly

march

thrdugh the

hallowed halls, footsteps
resounding from the cold
stone walls. Reaching the
altar they ascend, backs to
the assembled thousands,
and a great hush falls.
Suddenly they turn, guitars'
in hand and but" st intb
'Route 66'. The Bishops
live at Westminster Abbey!!! A publicist's dream .
,

-

'

Scene two; As they stroll onto the
tamed stage the crowd Is awash
with hysteria
fans are carried
out, and those who survive the
incredible heat and excitement
scream in worship (geddlt?). After
a scorching set they are brought
back for 15 triumphant encores.
and yet still the milling millions

-
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Dave Tice, vocals

Lw

JS

ll

Oliver Reed, machine
gun and silly hat

Pat McMullen,
and sillier hat

bass

KELLY PIKE hears THE BISHOPS' confession
are not
sated. The Bishops play

... a band's dream.
Scene Three: Back to reality.
Backstage at the Music Machine
The Bishops are trying to pass the
time before they take to the
again

hoards,

Tonight they are hot a happy
crew, for the previous week both
band and roadies managed to
leave all the guitars behind after
playing the Nashville, with the
result that they were unaccountably 'lost' before they could
be Claimed.
At Music Machine, those
guardian angels Motorhead come
to the rescue, lending their gear, so
temporarily the problems are
solved; with only bassist Pat
McMullen getting wound up
fearing that some Indignant
Motorhead follower (a terrifying
sight will think that his Lemmy
has been ripped off, and fight his
way through to kill, wound or
maim the culprit.
While McMullen quivers singer

'

45

Dave Tice sits in one corner
discussing the situation with
various members of BF and The
Heatwaves, who have perpetrated
the security. whilst the remaining
three Bishops try to get themselves
Into a reasonable frame of mind.
for the Interview,
"I think we play more the newer
style R & B, it's more progressive
than the older type R & B rock 'n'
roll, a little more contemporary,"
says drummer Paul Balbl, making
his first and last contribution to the
conversation.
"Rhythm and blues is a very big
field you see," adds guitarist
Zenon De Fleur (I kid you not).
"Even the stuff half the punk
bands are doing is R & B hiding
under a different name.
"You get any funk song, and put
BB King's rhythm section behind
It, you' I get the meanest blues
around," finishes American Im
port. Johnny Guitar (guess what
he plays folks!).
"There's always a market for R

& B because there are always
people, particularly boys, who Just
wanna go out on a Saturday night
and hear some real live head banging music. The thing Is,
whether It's cool for them to go and
listen to an R & B band in the first

place.

"But basically It's Just down to
having a good time, whatever the
rest of the crowd say," he drawls.
- It was the feel which the music
gains from live performances
which prompted them to release a
live album as their second.
"In the beginning we had just
recorded the Roundhouse date so
that we could put a couple of tracks
onto a Chiswick compilation
album, but when we heard how it
had turned out we decided It would
make a better release than if they
were redone in a studio," explains
Zen.

"In

the set we tend to do about

half our own numbers and half
cover versions. I think It's im
portaiit to maintain that balance.

Zenon De Fleur, guitar

and silly name

because a lot of people come along
to hear the classics alone, as well
as those who come for your

original stuff.
"We've been playing most of the
material for a few years now,
taking the songs In and nut of the

set every, so often, The new single
is really old. 'I Want Candy'; It's
on the live album, but we released
a studio version as the single.
"We've made tt more commercial too," concludes Johnny.
"Although the last one was getting
qutte a bit of airplay, It didn't
exactly leap into the top five. But
we're hoping for more success with
this tine because we've used a
producer who makes songs
specifically aimed at the radio, It
isn't some kind of candy -pop song
but It Is just that bit more acceptable.
"Besides." he says, throwing all
artistic integrity to the winds,
"What's the use of bringing nut a
single If you haven't got the radio
and charts in mind?"

ohn Paul Young
Brand New Single

T e Day That My
Heart Caught Fire

.n

ARO 134

Is In The Air'.
Taken from his forthcoming album `Love

l;l
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bearded, own, and guided by rock mogul
guitar manager Dee Anthony (of Peter
prodigy who has recently become'. Frampton fame)' Al is 'finding
the widely toasted wunderkind of the touring fun, but airplay scarce. This
jazz world. He joined Return 'to month he visited Loindon for one gig
Forever five years ago which thrust only. HANNAH SPITZER spoke to
bespectacled

is

a

24 -year -old

him into the spotlight. Now, on his

HE STRETCHES back In the armchair and stares Intently through Is
owlish spectacles. He has an air of

someone who's had a busy year.
In July AI Di Meola and his six
piece band were touring America

-

with Renaissance, mostly

headlining. Next month they begin a
tour of Europe.
"It's really good," he says,
"because it allows more time to
perfect sound and get everything
staged properly, no rushing. I've
played Europe before, twice with
Return to Forever and I did one
short little thing with Stomu
Yamash'ta.
"I joined RTF when I was 19. It
was pretty much of a surprise. I
didn't even audition. I had gone back
to Berkeley 'School of Music after
playing with Barry Mlles for about
six months. Then I got a call from
Chick Corea who was my favourite
musician and an idol of mine. It was
like a dream come true.
"He was desperate for a guitarist
and he had heard a tape of mine and
loved it. He wanted me to join. He
said 'Come on down tomorrow', for a
gig. He didn't tell me he had Carnegie Hall sold out for three nights
until later!
I didn't back out, he wouldn't let
me. So I packed up my things and
never saw my Boston apartment
again. And now it's been five years."

How did you go about starting a
solo career.
"I was nervous, but I had to do it
and whatever I did- had to be
something really special. It was a
great opportunity for- me, but I
didn't want to do another fusion

him in New York before he left.

album, there was ,too much of that
happening and that kind of music
has been getting a bad name. Also. I
did what my roots led me to, I ineluded a lot of !attn. Pthink that the
music because of that concept and
Its harmonic concept related to the
latin really helped shape a different
form
within progressive music as
such. I think that makes It klnda
special."
How did a jazz performer such as
yourself link up with a rock manager
like Dee Anthony?

"Dee was aware of me through
charts and stuff. At the lime I didn't
have a manager and my album bad
just entered the charts at around NO
80 which Is pretty high to enter. So,
anyway, he came down to see me In
a show In New York. He liked It and

_

.

came to see another one In Santa
Monica. I was impressed that a
manager rot his stature liked
someone outside of rock and roll. He
has Emerson, Lake and Palmer, Joe
Cocker and Peter Frampton, of
course.

Judging from the crowds. It seems
If a lot of the rock audience are
becoming fans.
"Well, I like that of course, I still
have to prove to a lot of people that

"Yeah, some heavy rock and roll,
rock jazz, latin, you just know that
there is a lot, I'd rather promote the
latin than the jazz because jazz Is
what everybody calls It right now,
you know.

Rock jazz?
No, I don't care too much for that,
either. There are so many other
artists and groups that fall Into that
category. When I listen to them I feel
they are quite a distance away.
There's not too much jazz happening
today like real jazz.
ere's funk, or
R and B but as for jazz-rock, how
could I fall Into that category as It's
so different from what I do?
"That's why I'd rather promote
where I get the Inspiration from. I
get it from composers and certain
countries. They happen to all be
Latin countries. So, I guess it's
because of what I know about that
kind of music and what I'wrttc I can
call my music progressive latin. I
think It's because people are not too
familiar with the music I like personally, and that's the reason they
call it Jazz. But, I try to maké it more
familiar to them through my music.

7

Í
J

as

it's not jazz, because its not. It's
really not rock and roll either. It's a

progressive sort of music. I mean, it
blends other kinds of music in Itself.
It's really percussive In the latin
sense, so I call It progressive.

But you have other sounds blended
in there, besides latin?

NE

Have you ever played rock music
professlonaily?
"Well, when I. was younger I
i
listened to rock music and I played It
but my style was so different. I used
all my fingers to play rifts, rock
riffs. I really wasn't accepted and
'
one thing that turned me off was that t
everyone was playing the same
style.
,
- ,
"And they still seem to be doing
the same thing today," he adds.
AL DIMEOLA:

h7
the word Is Latin

\ GE

DON'T WALK AWAY TILL I TOUCH YOU
THE NEW SINGLE
BY THE STAR
OFEM12662VITi4

AVAILABLE IN

A SPECIAL LIMITED EDITION
COLOUR BAG
EMI Records (UK)20 Manchester Square London W1A lES
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PHIL THOMAS of Crown Heights Affair: his only vice is women!

EXCUSE MY naivety, but I always thought
most US soul black outfits weren't slow in
enjoying the benefits of uh = modern
science. Y'know, not afraid of indulging in
the of amoral delights of the chemical and
distillery worlds.
Not that their caucasian counterparts were exactly
clean, no stree, just that the whole black attitude seemed
a little more carefree.... I mean, even their vocabulary
reflected the indulgences esoteric, ring a ding springy
and distinctly stacatto.
Now, either I've been labouring under a delusion for
some while or we are entering into the epoch of black
abstention.
Recently I've interviewed Earth, Wind and Fire, The
Commodores and comparative new boys Crown Heights
Affair. And you know something? Not one member of
those bands partakes in anything stronger than coffee in
a chipped cup.
It appears that glorious era of the spaced out,
Afro-barnet, metre stud doyen of 'grit it on' flash has
been overtaken by a whole generation of entertainers
who see their salvation in the bible rather than a line of

-

-

coke.

Weird huh?
So how come this new found straightness? Walter
the 'people'
'Sweet' Orange of The Commodores reckoned bombers
(I guess that's you) got sick and tired of black
when
screwing up through various nefarious compounds
money's
on the verge of greatness. They demanded their
worth not tired limbs in tight trousers going through
ever decreasing motions.
Interesting theory. But altogether erroneous. Affair,
Phil Thomas, lead singer with Crown Heights
has a more convincing notion about the metamorphosis.
"Music simply reflects the times. Take your punk rock.
Its ramifications in the States are meaningless because
the socio-economic structure is on a higher plaen than it
is here.
"In the sixties many had the opportunity, for the first
time, to tell the world of their depressions, which were
N the
much more evident than they are today. Colleges
States now are pathetic. They have reverted to the fifties
attitudes everything is done in the name of superficial
escapism.
`Music has to be easy to listen to. It has to be easy to
dance to. It doesn't require much effort to make It or
hear It. Music is like energy, you can't change its
character but you can channel it. It can never be
destroyed. Everything is more free and easy. No hassles,
no worries. In this climate who needs drugs?
"I've never desired them. Okay, I come from a
religious background anyway. My old man was a trip I
minister In Brooklyn. Even during that whole acid
managed not to disgrace them. I've met doctors on
Valium, psychiatrists that are manic depressives. All this
stuff about blacks freaking out to get away from their
poor lives is rubbish.
"I never even knew I was deprived till somebody
mentioned it on television. And I came from Newark.
New Jersey which makes Harlem look like
Beverley Hills."
Phil is short, stout and smlley. His bushy, quasi Zapata
(or is it David Essex) moustache makes him look a little

-

-

.

older than his 28 years. In fact, he's the eldest member of
what Is, ostensibly, a very young band.
The nine piece set up have just scored their first UK hit
with 'Galaxy Of Love' which is essentially little more
than a down to earth re -working of an EW&F style
number = high voice, high hats, high horns, high society.
In fact, everything about the song is high except, of
course, the band themselves.
It's competent, in a flamboyantly flaccid way, but it
doesn't mean anything. Still, that's exactly what Phil was
talking about in that achromatic hotel suite on his first
visit tothis country for the band's short tour.
"We started out with the original 'disco sound' which
has been connected with black people since the early
sixties when we had house parties. You'd pay a quarter,
gain admittance and in the red light gloom you'd dance
till your legs fell off. 'Saturday Night Fever' ain't nothing
new.
"Disco has become clinical, formularlsed but that's
the attitude of the public. Once you start programming
and marketing a particular product nothing Is sacred.
Why, they've even disco-ed our national anthem.
"People take anything provided it's marketed right.
Like, everyone thinks Muhammed All is the greatest
fighter in the world. Much as I love the guy that's
bullshit. He just ain't anymore and I wish to God he
would retire."
Crown Heights is the name given to a rather seedy
looking area In New York from where most of the band
originate. The Affair bit was added 'cos when the band
first started up the movie 'The Thomas Crown Affair'
(remember the theme song 'Windmills Of Your Mind?)

-

-

was doing the rounds. Cute huh?
any of the band have had formal musical
iwitraining, a trend that is becoming increasingly
more synonymous with black artists, when once,
backstreet blues brothers required only a
rudimentary feel and a slovenly dedication to
band.
a
to join
"The things I do musically," said Phil, "are based on the
1t is
training and education I have received. So
are gonna be called quasi predictable that guys like me tastes
too
wide
to
are
be
is,
my
white musicians. Fact
categorised like that.
"All the band's ideas about music are developing.
people's interests too.
Maybe it's our place to expand
to 'She Loves You'. That
Hey, I can remember listening
whatsoever.
me
on
made absolutely no impact I was 11 years oldItatwas
the
and
trite with no Imagination
old for It 'cos I sang in my
time. I guess I was a littlethetootime.
at
choir
father's church
"But The Beatles developed. See, there always has to
be a vacuum in music." dontcha FISH, sucking up all
You mean like a cleaner
garbage that piles up month
the dross, all the mindless
out of the RECORD MIRROR
after month and teemsbeats
It sweeps as it cleans.
singles' cupboard. It are as
lively, competent and bound
Crown Heights Affair
a little low on ideas
They're
successful.
term
short
be
to
'em time. It's just that the video
at the moment, but give
acerbic on the
too
is
sometimes
all
It
of
cassette-ness
tongue.
smoke, you don't
don't
you
drink,
don't
you
Hey Phil
take drugs. Atntcha got arty vices at ail?

-

^Women."

BARRY CAIN

'IC

o'

ICE
Drink, drugs. Who
needs them say
Crown Heights Affair
This month in
Hi Fi for Pleasure
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On Tour With Bethnal
5v

OCTOBER

27th
28th
30th

DUBLIN Trinity College

NOVEMBER
3rd PLYMOUTH --Metro

1

7

4th
8th
9th

LUTON-Luton Tech.
LIVERPOOL-University
PORTSMOUTH-Polytechnic
13th CAMBRIDGE-University
15th, BRADFORD-University .
16th NORTH STAFFS-Polytechnic
17th NEWCASTLE-Polytechnic
18th Manchester-University

22nd LOUGHBOROUGH-University
23rd LEEDS-Polytechnic
24th SHEFFIELD-Polytechnic
25th 'LONDON-Hammersmith Odeon
29th WEMBLEY ARENA-Great British
Music Festival

9

Doors singer (3)

4

1966, Hollies No

5

Former member of Eric Clap
ton's group who caught night
lever 17)

They can't stand the rain (8)
Jam debut (2, 3, 4)

13

Lennon/McCartney composition,
that was a hit for The Fourmost,

1,51

(2.2.41

Edmonds or Redding (4)

6

15

8

19

John Martyn's world (3)
The Stranglers wanted to drive
their very own ... (4)
Led Zep guitarist 14)
Steve Marriott had a Humble

22

one (3)
He had

17

18

a 1969,

No

1

with Dizzy

(31

25

27

They went through the desert
on a Horse With No Name (7)
Mick Ralph's company (3)
Country rockers who had a Rose
of Cimaron (4)
Mott the Hoople classic (4, 4, 3.

1

(1,

4.3,2/

16

1968. Turtles hit (7)

10

Kate Bush label

21

Joe Strummer's group (5)

11, 1, 1)

22

Label used by 5 down (1,
Bob Marley album (4)
26 Mr Travers (31

1, 1)

23

5)

LAST WEEK'S
SOLUTION

"I'M NOS REA Y"

ACROSS
Just One More Night 9 A Day At The Races.
10 Ayres. 13 Flag, 14 J. J Cale. 15
Maddy. 16 Anna. 17 Chelsea. 21 Rutles. 23
Dee. 24 Stooges. 28 Identity. 29 Dovo
31 Give Peace A Chance.
1

dell

o tt os

1966.

14

THE SINGLE IS

i

Andrew Lloyd Weber album (10)
Well known track oil Bridge
Over Troubled Water album_(2,

12

26

f

2

1978, hlt for John Paul Young
(4, 2, 2, 3, 3)

11

2nd WARWICK-University
'This date without Bethnal

Á

1

51

3

24

.

Sweet's last UK hit (4 2, 4, 6)
Roxy Music's debut single (8,
The Kink's man (3)

Who classic 12, 1, 3)
Japanese electronics wizard
who had a Firebird in 1976 (6)

10

DECEMBER
1st
NOTT1NGHAM-University

PURE POWER FROM
THE BERNIE TOME BAND

DOWN

ACROSS

CORK-Arcadie Ballroom
BATH-University

RIllitol;
DOWN

Dlstribured by CB.S.

Joan Armatrading. 2 Space Oddity. 3 O'Jays,
4 Elton John 5 Rory. 6 Nice z
Gasoline. 8 Thing Called Love.,11 Jail. 12 Pete.
18 Spooky. 19 Alley. 20 Red. 22
Stay. 25 Anne. 26 Life. 27 Dean. 30 E.C.
1
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PERTH, St Alban Hotel, The

Apollo (Sunday) and Brighton Dome (Wed34 -dater Stateside tour, including sell-out performances at Madison nesday).
Whole lotta AC/DC, opening a mid-autumn
Square Gardens. YES. armed with the ultimate
PLYMOUTH, Metro (013281, in stage effects, a revolving centre platform for
marathon at Liverpool Empire (Monday),
Mattunbl
Odeon, (Tuesday), Glasgow Apollo
Edinburgh
celebrate
PORTHSMOUTH, Locarno singer John Anderson, and more,
their tenth anniversary with four gigs on home (Wednesday). Nubile knees heavy rock.
(25191). XTC
SUZI QUATRO hits the road again, with one
PORTSMOUTH. Polytechnic territory. The venue? Where else but London's
(819141),M
Wembley Arena, (Thursday, Friday and .new addition, keyboard player Bill Hurd,
READING, University Saturday). Due to popular demand, a special 3
packing most of her micro trek into this seven
(8082221, Slade
days. Ipswich Gaumont (Friday), PeterSHEFFIELD, City -Hall pm matinee has been added for Saturday afbcrough ABC (Saturday). Manchester Apollo
(22885), Gordon Cutrap
ternoon:
SHEFFIELD, Josephines,
(Sunday), Sheffield City Hall (Monday),
SANTANA, comprising the line-up featured
Muscles
Civic Hall (Tuesday).
Oldham
on
at
alburh,
follow
SHEFFIELD, Limit (7300401, on their new 'Inner Secrets'
Nashville sounds a plenty from Cavalcade
Wembley with mucho Latin rock, (Monday,
Wire
SHEPTON MALLET, The 'Tuesday and Wednesday). And, if you're into
queen BILLIE JO SPEARS and entourage,
Centre, George Melly
bringing that other kind of music to a spectrum
STIRLING, University black roots, veteran soul man ISAAC HAYES
of carefully -selected cities, starting Ipswich
(3171), Micky Jupp / arrives with a cast of millions for his longGaumont (Saturday).
Wreckless Eric / Rachel
which
kicks
-off
at
Manchester
awaited visit
Sweet and The Records / Free Trade Hall (Tuesday). HOT BUTTERED
BETHNAL, BOOMTOWN RATS, BUZZLene Lovlch / Soria Lewie
COCKS, ANDY DESMOND. STEVE
TREFOREST, Glamorgan SOUL SINGERS, no less than 36 musicians,
plus special guest EDWIN STARR make-up the HACKETT, LEO SAYER, SPIRIT. THIRD
Polytechnic, Dawnweaver
WATFORD, Carey Place full revue, billed as the Isaac Hayes Movement.
WORLD are still travelling the gig circuit. And
of new tours
1282431 Apocalypse / Helix
John Lord, ex -Purple keyboards whizz, joins November marks the beginning
WOLVERHAMPTON, Civic
for SHAM 89, Edinburgh Odeon, JAM, LiverWHITESNAKE on their first major tour, with
Hall (21359), Judas Priest
Bradford
STRAITS,
DIRE
and
YORK, University (561281. 19 dates in all, going thru, November. Catch
pool Empire,
the best of
The Yachts
'em this week at Newcastle City Hall, (Thur- University, (Wednesday). Check-out
week.
sday), Edinburgh Odeon (Friday), Glasgow the rest before you go. Good
BACK FROM a

Tcols

PETERHEAD, Rendezvous.
The Valves

-

THE /nformatlnn here was correct at the
going to press- but it may )1e subject to changetime of
so we
advise you to check with the venue concerned
before
travelling to a gig. Telephone numbers are given
when. possible.

7881)

Acacia

Marionettes

/

The

LIVERPOOL, Wookey
Hollow

(051-263

2796),

Black

Bull,

Spankey

LONDON,

Lewisham

1026),

(01.690

The Streets

OCTOBER 26

LONDON,

ABERDEEN, Russells,
Zones / Skids
AYR, Caledonian, The

LONDON. Bndgehouse,
Canning Town (01.476

Camden

Pleasers
BATH, Forrts Banquet Hall.
John Spencer's Louts
BATLEY, Crumpets, Bram
Tchalkoveky's Battlease

BELFAST, The Pound
(29990), Bethnal
BIRMINGHAM, Barrel

Organ (021.622 1353). Ricky
Cool and the Icebergs

BIRMINGHAM, Odeon
843 6101).

China Street

Steel

BLACKPOOL,

1021-

/
Tiffanyu
Pulse

(21572), John Otway Band

BOURNEMOUTH,

Village
The Pirates

Bowl (286361.

BRADFORD, Princeville
(76845), Jab Jab

BRADFORD. St Georges
Hall (32.518). The Buzz
-

cocks

BRIGHTON.

Alhambra

Nlcky and the Dots
/ The Smarties
CANTERBURY, University
of Kent (65224). World
(27874).

Service

Market

Hall
CARLISLE.
122232), Mike Harding /
Hedgehog Pie

CHELTENHAM, Shsl.

tesbury Hall, Roy Hill Band
CORBY, Stardust Centre
(27411, Screamin' Lord,
Stitch

COVENTRY. Hand & Heart
124284), The Utensils

COVENTRY.

Warwick

University (20959). Third
World

DEAL,

(61181),

Helmet

Brecknock,

2889), Zaine Gruff

Dingwalls,

LONDON,

The

&

Large

LONDON. Golden Lion,
Fulham '(01.385 39421,

Simon Towmshend Band
LONDON, Hope & Anchor,
Islington (01350 4510),

Fischer -Z

LONDON,

Nlghtrlder

27
University

(40241), The Enid

Gardens

BATH, Brllllg (84364). After
The Fire
BATLEY, Crumpets. The

Flights

3245), Cheap

(01.603

LONDON, Marquee, War dour Street (01-437 6603).
Champion

LONDON,

Middlesex

Polytechnic, Enfield
521 90361, Overseas

(01-

LONDON,

Music Machine,
Camden (01-387 04281,
Doctors of Madness /

Cabaret Voltaire
LONDON. Nashville,

sington

101.603

Supercharge

Ken60711,

LONDON. Oval Cricketers,
Kennington, Manyana
LONDON, Pegasus, Stoke
Newington 101-226 59301,
Young Bucks
LONDON, Rock Garden,
Covent Garden (01.240
3961), The Method
LONDON,' Royal College of
Art (01-584 5020), John
Cooper Clarke / Ed Banger
/ Gordon The Moron / Giro
Mac Curtis

LONDON,

Royally.

(01.886

4112).

Thomas

A

(4626), Jasper Carrott

FARNCOMBE, Three Lions.

ABERDEEN,

ABERYSTWYTH, Univerally (4242), Radio Stars /

Street
Revelation
LONDON, Kensington
Russell

OCTOBER

Club, Oxford
101-638 0983),
100

Gaumont
Beckett, Old Kent Road
101-703 7394). Immigrant
DUNFERMLINE, Glen, LONDON, Trafalgar,
Minds
LoungeSimple
Shepherds Bush (01440
DONCASTER.

n

Camden Lock (01-267 4967),
Rico

Astor Theatre LONDON,
Berlin / Harry
Southgate

Portions

30739,

(01-485

Tennis Shoes

5005). The

VIP's

LONDON, Wembley Arena

Reaction

Bishops

BIRMINGHAM,
University

The Adverts

G

Hr

Aston
6531),

(021.350

BIRMINGHAM, Barbarellas
(021-843 0113), Brent Ford

and the Nylons

BIRMINGHAM.

Festival

0

/ The
BRIGHTON, Alhambra
Suite, Eelipee Roots
Prefects
(27874).

Nightrider

o

BRIGHTON, Falmer

Polytechnic, Nicky and the
Dots / Vitamins

Colston Hall

BRISTOL,

(291788). Wishbone Ash

University

BRISTOL,

(24181), The Smirks

BURNTISLAND, Halt Circle
Ballroom. Pallas
BURTON ON TRENT, 76
Club (81037), Little Acre

CAMBRIDGE. Corn

Ex

change (88767), Motorhead

CHATHAM, Central Hall
(Medway 4038681, The Four
Tops

Trinity

DUBLIN,

(772941). Bethnal

College

DUDLEY. JB's (53507), The
Neon Hearts

DUNDEE, Technical College
(27225), Jenny Darren

DUNDEE.

(23181), Zones

1-a.

University
/ Skids

GLASGOW, Amphora (041(01402 1234), Yes
EDINBURGH. Napier
3322760), Underhand Jones ,MALVERN, Winter Gardens
College. The Tools
GLASGOW. Apollo (041.332
(2700), Radio Stars
EDINBURGH, Odeon 10316055). Steve Hackett
Reaction
887 3805), Wnitesnake /
GLASGOW, Strathclyde MANCHESTER, Kellys Club.
Magnum
University (041-552 ,.1270),
Frantic Elevators / Not EDINBURGH. University
Jenny Darren
Sensibles
(031.6171290), The Pleasers
GRAVESEND, Prince Of MARGATE, Winter Gardens)
/ Simple Minds
(22795), Barbara Dickson /
Wales, Reunite
FARNHAM, Old Vets, Club
Nags
Max
Blue
HIGH WYCOMBE,
(Bolton 203561, Bobby Sox
Head, London Road MELTON MOWBRAY.
and the Prise Guys
Painted Lady (612121), FELTHAM, Rock Club,
(21758), The Smirks
Johnny Johnson and the
IPSWICH. Gaumont 153611),
Matchbox
'Bandwagon
Boomtown Rats / Reggae
GALASHIELS, Talisman,
Regular
MIDDLESBROUGH, Teeside
Underhand Jones
Polytechnic (244174). The GLASGOW, Apollo (041.332
KEELE, University (6254111.
Enid
Andy Desmond
Slouxsle and the
6055).
Norfolk
Canteen,
LYNN,
-NEWCASTLE,'The
KINGS
Banshees
Steve Brown Band
College of Art, Dawn GORWAY, West Midlands
weaver
NEWCASTLE, City Hal)
College, Benny and the Jets
KINGS LYNN, Tiffanys
(200071, Whltesnake /
GUILDFORD, University of
Magnum
45075). Kangaroo Alley
Surrey (71201). Slade
LEEDS. F Club, Brannigans NEWCASTLE, Dolce Vita
(883 252). Wayne County &
1267931. The Cruisers
Polytechnic (381581.
The Electric Chairs / NOTTINGHAM. Commodore,
Penetration
Agony Column
Suite (71746), The Four ILFORD, Odeon (01.354
LEEDS. Ftorde Green
Tops
2500). Dr FeelgoOd /

e

I11
YES: London's Wembley Arena, Thursday, Friday and Saturday
LEEDS, Trinity & All Saints
College. Salford Jets

LEICESTER,
150090), 999

LIVERPOOL, Erics

Lurker.

LEEDS. Polytechnic (4U011.
Rich Kids
LEICESTER De Montford
Hall (22850). Leo Sayer
LIVERPOOL, Erics (051.236

NOTTINGHAM,

Sandpiper

(54381), Benny and the Jets

/ Directors
OXFORD, New Theatre
(14544). Dr Feelg000 /
Squeeze

Squeeze

IPSWICH. Gaumont (53641).
Sus! Quatro / Shooter

I(INGHORN, CiOnxie Nook.
Medium Wave Band
KIRKALDY, Dutch Will,

(051.236

7881), The Yachts

LIVERPOOL.

Polytechnic

1151.238 24811,

Rich Kids

LONDON, AM( lam Hall,
Porotobellow Road (01-960
15901. Prag Vee / Pam /
Nestor Liz Christian /
Clapperclaw
LONDON. Basement, Covent

HUDDERSFIELD.

(623470). The

University

Garden, Random Hold

LONDON.

Breéknock,

Camden (01-485 3073). The
YIPers
LONDON, City Polytechnic

(01-247 14411. Sore Throat
LONDON, Deptford Arms,
Deptford High Street. The
Monitors

LONDON, Dingwalls,
Camden (01-287 4967). Jab
LANCASTER, University
Jab / Live Wire
(652011. Steel Pulse
LEEDS, Haddon Hall LONDON. Duke of LanSirocco

AJ's
NIGHT CLUE
HIGH STREET, LINCOLN
Thu

day

hrday

GAFFER

IMMIGRANTS
Seven Piece Reggae Band

Ex Otis Waring Band and Gonzales

11411

caster. New- Barnet 101-449

Zhaln

VILLAGE BOURNEMOUTH
GLENFERN ROAD

0202 26636

STEVE
HACKETT
and
in
his band

8.00 pm

ODEON HAMMERSMITH
Tel:01-748 4081
Tickets: C3.90 f:3.O0,C2.50,C2.00.

mmAY lhh
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"ADRIAN LOVE"

WtDNE50AY 27nd NOVEMBER

aduar,.
TUESDAY

Metros Q 5ov.rea.crpv,
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'

from the

LINDISFARNE

WITH SPECIAL GUEST "CHRIS REA'

Arrwmc. nB.,.

42 50

-

Islington (01.359

Juice On The Loose

LONDON,

Boni Now

4510).

Kensington

Russell Gardens. Dead
Ringer
LONDON, Marquee, Wan
dour Street (01-437 8603),
The Movies / Street Band
LONDON. Music Machine,
Camden (01-367 0428),
Supercharge / 29th and
Dear Born
LONDON, Nashville, Kensington (01.603 8071), Star

Jets / Fun
LONDON.

Theatre,

New Rosy
Craven Park.

Harlesden (01 965 69461,
John Holt / Bill Frederick.
/ Rico / Tito Simon / Alton
Ellie / Vivian Weathers /
Stella Star / Raw Funk
Band / Kirk St James /
Norma White / Blackstanes
/ Kandldate / Ken Slolwy
LONDON. Notre Dame Hall.

-Vn.w.

Southgate
CM1s HW

LONDON,

Polytechnic

White

(01-886

4112),

Bank

MANCHESTER,

101.261

The Late Show
17'0

LONDON,

South

1575),

LONDON, Wembley Arena
101 902

SUZI QUATRO: Ipswich Gaumont, Friday
Willesden, Houndog Horse,
LONDON, Windsor
Castle
Harrow

Royalty,

LONDON,

"THE
CLASH"
PLUS SUPPORT

the nKEMaE11n.

Odeon 101.748 4801), Judas

Priest
LONDON, Hope & Anchor,

Whirlwind (lunchtime)

BRAZILIANAE BLEND

gLASE

Electric

LONDON. Pegasus. Stoke
Newington (01-226 5930),
The Mono.
LONDON. Queen Elizabeth
College (01.937 54111.
Bouncer
LONDON, Rock Garden,
Covent Garden (01-240
1961), Son Boy.

00

rSLTOTIER

SANRDA Y M,h

Jerry The Ferret

Ballroom. Camden (01485
9006), Tribesman
LONDON. Hammersmith

Leicester Square,

THURSDAY MTh OCTOBER

RAW DEAL plus
DREAM WEAVER

I ,nnaOHuGerHaLGuuunl

concert
MONDAY 30th OCTOBER at

17511151.

-0487),

LONDON,

,

Yes

OGas

Ardwlck

Road 101-286 94061.
(0161.273

Buzrcocke

MANCHESTER
The Edge

MANCHESTER. Mayflower
(001.523 42311, Bram
7Thalkov.ays' BatUHraae

MANCHESTER.
11161

Apollo,

11l2) Thy

Factory

N

238

0114)

UMIRT
Rlchatd

SFI El
lineal NorHotel 19NrYM]ek

thern

3603' The

MELTON

Vyyee

MOWBRAv
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Passengers /

Lady (812125),
Johnny Jolmem, and the
Bandwagon
Painted

Feelgood

/ Squeeze

W111DLESRR000H, Rock
Garden 1211908), Wire
NEWCASTLE:, Duke Vita
(20793). The CruMerit

LONDON, Hope

Thing
Polytechnic
NEWCASTLE, Belle
/ Sandy
(28;81 L Cado
& The Backline
`NEWPORT, Village (811949).

Co(01.677llage,1473),

NEWCASTLE,

(231091, The Real

The Iaurkere

Sandpiper

NOTITNGHAM,

(51381). Wayne County and
the Electric Chairs

bXFORD. Caribbean Runrlae

40141).

Backline
ATHERTON.

Youth

celerators

New Theatre
(44544). Leo Sayer

Oranges

OXFORD.

Drive
READING, Merry Maidens,
Tokyo

WoolpaCk,

RUGBY,

Daanweaver
SALFORD. University (061716 7811), The Pirates
PCARBOROUGH, Penthouse
163204), The Clmarons

Third World.
Immigrant
SHEFFIELD, Josephines,

SEAFORD,
Muscles

KGB Club,

SHEFFIELD,
Revelation

SHEFFIELD, Limit (730840),
The Only Ones

Polytechnic,

STAFFORD,
North Staffs (595831. John
Grimaldi's Cheap Flights /

Sucker
STOKE HANLEY. Victoria,
Hall (246411. Hawk lords
STEVENAGE, Swan (54721).
Zalne Grief
STOKE ON TRENT, North
Staffs Polytechnic (412416).
Roy RU) Band

STRATHPESSER,
Pavilion

Valves

Ballroom,

SUNDERLAND,
makers Arms
Limelight

TELFORD,

BARKINGSIDE,

(334681. Slade

15893.4), Soft

University 144144

The

DERBY.

Oakengates

Town Hall (4113111, Flintlock
WALSALL, West 'Midlands
College (29141). Benny and

9291). Sucker

The Buzzcocks

EDINBURGH. Herrist Watt
University (031 229 3574 ).
Jenny Darren
GLASGOW, University (041
339 8855), The Pleaaers

GOSPORT. John Peel Hotel
(Fareham 281883). The

Executives
HAILSHAM; Crown Hotel.
Vagrant Rock Band

Youth Club, Scratch

WOLVERHAMPTON,

HALIFAX,

John

Otway Band / N.AV.10
YORK. Revolution 120224),
Samuel 'Goodnight and the

Bram

Tchlakovsky's Batueaxe
DERBY, Kings Hall (31111).

WINCHESTER. Riverside
Inn (4556), Sta. Mara
WOBURN SANDS, Fulbrook
(28285),

(5149111.

Good MOodt John

Otway Band

HAMILTON, ACies Club, The
,

Zones
HOPWOOD.

Square,

Fischer-Z

School

LONDON,

of

Economics (01.405 19771,
The Smirks
LONDON. Three Rabblta,
Manor Park, Jerry The

Ferret

AC/DC: Liverpool Empire, Monday

h

Bishop Lansdale

College

the Jets

Lafayette

39011,

and the Jets
CORK, Arcadia, Bethnal

'

15043).

Nylons

HOVE,

Brent Ford and the

LEICESTER. University
(50000), Steel Pulse

Adur, (Brighton
Marx

LINCOLN, AJ's 130874). The
Automatics
LIVERPOOL, Erics 1051 238
78811. Penetration (two

4134021. Stria

HUDDERSFIELD,
Polytechnic (38156), Wire

HULL. University
Budgie/Strife

Sy
LONDON,
Hollow

IPSWICH, Gaumonl 153641),
Bulle Jo Spears
KINGS LYNN, The Fairstead. Kangaroo Alley

LEEDS,

Cherry

1453383), Red Eye

LEEDS, University
Wishbone Ash

LEICESTER,

Tree

LONDON,

139071).

283

(051

Inmates

LONDON,

Fulham

Golden

101.385
Cheap Flights

/

The

Lion.

39121,

Brecknock,

Camden

Polytechnic

Nobody's

101.267

LONDON,
Chelsea

Overseas

Whealsheaf.

3535).

101.736

LOUGHBOROUGH,

Plumstead (014454 0873).
Thief
LONDON. Haldane Room,

Matchbox
MANCHESTER, Mayflower

LONDON,

4967),
/ The

Green

Man,

London

School of
Economics, Houghton

Dingwalls

Buslnese

Leopards

LONDON, University, Malet
Street (01-580 9551). The
Only Ones / Patrick Fitzgerald / Ethos Trapp /
Bust Furnace
LONDON. Wembley Arena
101.002 1234 I. Yes (2 shovel
LONDON, Western Counties,
Paddington (01-723 011851,

Lewisham Way
(01-6920211), Belt A Braces

College.

27,961.

Camden 101 485 30731, Out
Of The Blue
LONDON, Chelsea College
(01-352 64211, Black Slate /
The Panties

127632). Redbraas

Caravan Park

9006), The Blehops

101-485

LIVERPOOL, Wookey LONDON. Goldsmiths

Plume,

NWIO

Ballroom, Camden

ho, 5)

142431).

HUNGERFORD,

Electric

LONDON.

Street, The Smirks / C. P.
Lee

LONDON,

Hammersmith

Odeon 101.748

(081),

Dr.

NUNEATON,
1388323).

University

(631711.

LUTON.Kingsway
(081 223

999

in 1), The Lurkers

MANCHESTER,

Russell's
1081 226 6821).
Matumbl
MANCHESTER. IIMIST 1061

Club

2969114), Rich Ktda

MELTON

MOWBRAY.

Club

77

Dawnweaver

OXFORD.

University

(5117321. Scratch

OXFORD,

Leicester

e

Johnson's Solid Senders /
Left Hand Drive
Nene
Colleg1te. After The Flee
NOTTV4GHAM, Boat Club
1869032). LitUe Acre
NOTTBVCHAM, University
1559121. Third World

NORTHAMPTON,

OXFORD.

LONDON, Pegasus, Stoke
Newington 101.226 5930),
Big Chief
LONDON. Rock Garden.
Covent Garden 101-240

)

XTC

Castle Hotel 152441), Benny

title1267115),

Raw Funk Band / Kirk St.
James / Norma White /
Blackstonea / Kandidate /
Ken Sloley

Whirlwind (lunchtime)

BLACKPOOL, Norbreck

and the

Garden 1211995). The Edge
NEWCASTLE., The Canteen.

Simon

Walthamstow (01.471 0571.
The Night
LONDON, Notre Dame, Hall,

T'

Essex

),

8916),

101-965

LONDON. North East
London Polytechnic,

University

Boys

/ Aswad , /
/ John Holt / till

/ Alton Eels / Vivian
Weathers / Stella Starr /

HI F1

Spa

(737241.

..T1:

University

COLCHESTER,

Matumbl

Frederick. / Rico / Tito

BRISTOL. Crown Cellar Bar.
The Wild Beasts
BRISTOL, Granary 1282671,

CAMBRIDGE,

New Rosy
Craven Park,

Trlbesean

1822851,21 Shades

BRADFORD,

Theatre.

Harleeden

BATH. University (6911),
Fabulous Poodles
BIRMINGHAM, Barbarellas
(021.6439413), CGaa 5
BIRMINGHAM, Odeon 1021.
643 6101). Spirit
BIRMINGHAM, University
(021-472
/ Reaction1841). Radio Star,
BLACKBURN, Set End Inn

COVENTRY, University of
Warwick (20359), World
Service
CROYDON Red Deer 101-688

Boller -

LONDON,

Old

Maypole, Freddie Fingers
Lee

Si

Lemons (429001, Left Hand

188948).

Steve Hackett

Moonlight.

Jab
LONDON, Music Machine.
Camden (01-387 0428),
Ramrod / Bombshell
LONDON, Nashville. Ken.
eingta (01.603603 6071). Sore
Throat / The Stickers

Friars.

Maxwell Hail

18121211,

Rb

(land

Railway, Went Hampstead

the

Briar Cross
Club, The Ac-

AYLESBURY,

Club. Met),

OXFORD,

and

Lady

Johnny Johnson
Bandwagon

Omamns
NEWCASTLE, Uolee
The CrWeere
NORTHAMPTON, County
Cricket Club 132917)- WUko

Maria Grey
Twickenham.

LONDON.

University

Sandy

Painted

Anchor,

MIDDLESBROUCH, Rock

Simon

OCTOBER28

-

Islington 101.359 4510),
Merger (Albany Empire
Benefit)

Mayfair

ABERDEEN,

51

Agony

Column

New

1445141. Lao Sayer

Theatre

Oranges and
Lemons ( 42660). The VIPs
PETERBOROUGH, ABC
(35041,

/

Quatro

Suel

Shooter

PETERBOROUGH,

Focus

Chestnut Avenue, The
Lurk ers
ROYSTDN,; Old Bull Ono.
Hazard

SHEFFIELD, Josephtnrs.
Muscles

SHEFFIELD,
17309401,

Polytechnic
Richard Digance

SHEFFIELD.

University

(24078), The Pirates

SOUTHAMPTON, Gaumont
122001). Boomtown Rats
Reggae Regular

/

ST ANDREWS, University
(18931, The Adverts
STOVES, Curlews. The Fall

SUNDERLAND.
Polytechnic. The Vye

TORBAY, Festival Theatre
1558941), Hawklords
TWICKENHAM, Marla Grey

College. Simon Townahend
Band

WATFORD, Carey
Crisis /
1232431.
(EAR).

('lure
Oama

WENDOVER, Corporals

Club, R,hF Halton. Dory
Beaky Mick k TiCh

WEST

(2031.

RtÍNTON Paslllon
Billy J. Kramer and

the Dakotas

WEYBRIDOE, National

College of Food Technology

142120). Star Jets / Squire
WEYMOUTH, Cnliere
1729111, Scene

Stealer

WOLVERHAMPTON,

CONTINUED
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THE PIRATES,

BERNIE TORME
PATRIK FITtGERAID
SPECIAL GUESTS
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C. QUE5a(;aqy ACCOUNT vnrlt
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NOV 1.,

BANDIT

THE MOVIES
NICK van EEDE

MIKE ELLIOTT
SPECIAL GUESTS

JOHN
MILES
A

3

SPECIAL GUESTS

REAL
THING1

94
,.

021,

PRESENTATION
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is6lL
L31111,

NICK Y HORNE ROGER SCOTT
MIKE SMITH

£S
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500pm.
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1

ABINGDON, Kings
The Streets

19P111°111.
I

NOTTINGHAM, Club Malibu
(254758), The LuAtere
OXFORD, College of Further
Education (46318), JOhn
Otway Band
POOLE, Arta Centre, Wessex
Hall, Hawktorde
REDCAR, Coatham Bowl
(74420), Budgie / Strife

f

FROM PAGE 51
Polytechnic
Gonzalez

WRITTLE,

128521).

Agr'lcultural

SHEFFIELD,

College, The Late Show

't}

PolLy}technic

(7389541. Richard Dfgance
SHEFFIELD, Tiff:tye Rich
Kid.
STOKE HANLEY Victoria
Hall (246411, Judas Prleet

i

1

g

t t

{

`"'(

anh

.

(021-236 2392), Motorhead /

Strife

(29203), Limelight

BRADFORD,

Your'
Gi
e towin
:

the latest

Royal

dard

Stan-

(27898), The
BRIGHTON, Alhambra
(27874), The Ph -althea
BRISTOL, Coleton Hall
'

-

Automatics

Steel Pulse

SHAM 69: Edinburgh Odeon, Wednesday
LONDON.

Kensington.

LONDON.

Moonlight

Russell

Gardens (01.603
3245), Jerry The Ferret

New Theatre
(231411, Buzzcocke
CROYDON, Greyhound. The
Doomed

Pendergrass
Album

Another Record Mirror give-away
This time'we'reoffering six of Teddy
Pendergrass' latest inscribed album 'life is a Song Worth Singing'
fast becoming a collector's Item

,PLUS

runners-up 'Only You'and 'Close the
Door' and 'Musique'
if you think you know all there is to know
about Teddy Pendergrass
Have a go at our questions below and YOU
could easily be on the receiving end of our
competition this week. .

-----COUPON--=--

HALIFAX,

Civic

Pavilion (644511; ETC
HIGH WYCOMBE, Town
Hall (26100), The -Pirates /
Blast & The

HOVE,

Adur (Brighton
Marx

413402), Otaa

Apollo (041.332

GLASGOW,

/

6055),, .Whlteenake

Ma um
GLASGOW,

Douse Caste

Simple

2745).

Moulds

GLASGOW. Strathclyde
University (041-552 1270),
Third World
HULL, Groucho's Place, The
Vold
LARGOS, Royal Hotel,

Underhand Jones
LEEDS, Gaiety Show Bar
(624902), The Crullers
LEEDS, Viv as (456248).
Agony Column

Sportsman
29th' &

LIVERPOOL.
(051-709

3757).

Dearborn
LOCH MABEN, Balcaste
Hotel. Jenny Darren

Camden
Sucker

Brecknock.

Merger
LONDON,

Answer the 3 questions below:

2) What gtoup did he sing with belore starting his solo

Underhand Jones
HARROGATE. Royal Hall
(3849), Jasper Carrott
LIVERPOOL, F.inptre (051.
709 1555). AC/DC/Blazer
Blazer

LIVERPOOL.
Cuddly Toy.

Kirkland.,

Kahn'sVillains
LONDON. Lyceum. The
Strand (01.838 37151.
Matumbl / Quartz

PETERBOROUGH. ABC
(36011 Billle toSpears

PLYMO1LyrH, Wood. (25136).

Wayne County

Odeon (01.748 40811, Steve

Iatliigton

Matchbox

01-359

45101,

OCTOBER 31
ABERDEEN,

LONDON

Flnehley

Ov AN°
{O petit
<

R ftr-

o
,1

Ballroom, Camden (01-485
9008), The Radiators / SUfr
Little Fingers
LONDON, Hope & Anchor,
Islington (01 359 4410). Joe
Jackson
LONDON

4405),

(01.437

LONDON,

lMime1

dLIB

Club,

Street

0932(Oxfor,

09331.
Stoke
5930),

TennisShNeoes (01-226

LONDON, Rock Garden,
Covent Garden (01.210
3941), Split R)vvft

Upstairs

01-73

Wtndaor CasUe,

FTELDohows)
Eight Bell.,

)

N WCASTLEe,

Leo

City

Hall

NEWCASTLE,
IWC ),4L ' Cooperage
NEWCASTLE, Goat orth
Hotel (856817), Black
Dlamo
NEW MILJB,na Bees
The Times
OLDHAM. Civic Hall
0505 ), Sur! Quatro
PENZANCE, The

Knees.

/ (06142+
Shooter
Garden

(2475), Wayne County
The Electric o

&

Town
Hall (2454321. Slootsie &
The Banshees/ SOO.011

in
PLYMOUTH, Wo
podd.s(25136)

Hall- Bram TchlakovskY'a
Battleaxe

SHEFFIELD, Limit (72
f.73opapl.

MIDDLESBROUGH,

NEWBR!DGE.

The

NEWCASTLE, City

(243551,FFIThe

Hall

(2001171. Motorhead
NORWICH. Theatre Royal
t 282061. BW a Jo Spear.
NOTTINGHAM. Boat Club
13090.921. Spoonhll

MoviesRand

/Street Rand
PORTSMOUTH,
Guildh

Memorial

Limit

Dawn

SHEFFIELD, Top
(21927/,

Rnk

Sioux:de and

Banshees

JAM: Liverpool Empire, Wednesday

Collegiate

LONDON,

Dingwalls,

Theatre.

Euston 00i 387
8629). Andy Desmond

Camden (01.287 4987), Chas
A Dave

Watch

LONDON. Hammeremith

SHEFFIELD,

Astern & The Ants

Member.

/

The

LONDON, Notre Dame Hall,

Lalc4aler Square,
WhirlwInd
(lunchtime)

LONDON. Pegasus, Stoke
Newington
0) 225 56301.
Salford Jets
LONDON, Rock Garden.

Covent Garden (01.240
3961). Interview
LONDON, The Venue. Vic
torta (61.834 5600). Gra)ere
Parker and the Rumour
LONDON, Wembley Arena
101.902 1264), Santana

MANCHESTER,

Blighty'

(Farnworth 792022)
Desmond Dekker

Harrow Road (01.288 8403).
The Automatics
MANCHESTER Free Trade
Hall (061-834 0943), Isaac

Radio Stan

LONDON,

Moonlight, Odeon (01-748 40611.
Railway, West Hampstead
Hawklords
(0167) Ú73L UK Subs' / LONDON, Hope & Anchor,
Neertrmantz
Islington 405-388 e5)0), Leee
LONDON, Muele Machine,
Lewis Rand
Camden (01.387 0428), LONDON,
Moonlight
Immigrant / Magnets
Railway, West Hampstead
LONDON, Nashville,
(01-0T1 1476), Parlares /
(01.e
0071), Doll
Pink
Part.
B Doll
d03
LONDON, Muele Machine,
LONDON, Notre Dame ltallCamden (01.387 04381,

LONDON,

0

LONDON, Battersea Arts
Centre (01.223 5356), John
r Clark

LONDON, Greyhound.
War. - Chadwell Heath. Dog

Marquee.

Streeta
Orr

P

MANCHESTER, Mayflower
(041.2^73 9021),

Electric

LONDON,

at
Ronnie., Frith Street (01439 0747). Hot Rumours
LONDON. Wembley Arena
01-902 1231). Santana (Iwo
hows)
LONDON, Western Counties.

4710),

I

(OM

708 4744),'XTC

Duke of Lan. LON ON. Brecknock,
caller, New Barnet (01.418
Camden (01-455 3073),
0467) Sucker
Salase Grill

LONDON,

/ Shooter

/ Reaction

Soft Boys

Hall, The University

/Rgtun

1

MANCHESTER. Apollo.
Ardwlck (061.279 1112).
Boat Quatro

59.

(01.445

Chertsey Misters
Two Brewers,
Ctapaa n (01-8744178). Live
Wire

Camden Lock (01-2474987),

LONDON,

Weapon Of Peace
Pegasus.

LONDON, Roundhouse.
2584),

Essex CM1 7 OHE
to reach us not,later than
6th November

Dingwalls,

LONDON.

LONDON,

(01-240

East Ham (01.472 0371).
Dog Watch
LONDON. Tbrrington. North

/

..,-11110

3961), The Suckers

Teddy Pendergrass Competition,
PO Box 16, Harlow,

3073),

(01-484

Scarecrow

Lelcester Square,

-

Chalk Farm (01.267
Penetration
LONDON. Ruoking Arms.

Fusion

Ballroom. Cado Belle
Sitting On The Fence

Whirlwind (lunchtime)

Mirror/

Camden

LONDON,

LONDON, Half Moon, Putney
(01.480 6465), The Echo
Mountain Band

Leicester Square,

Cut out the coupon and
send it to us at Record

The Adverts

Brecknock, LIVERPOOL, Mounlfle

LONDON,

deuTalase

LONDON. Marquee, War
dour Street (01.437 6803).
The Yachts/ Dead Ringer
LONDON, Nashville, lien.
singlon (01-607 60711 The
Brakes / Ray Morgan

Covent Garden

The

LONDON, Dingwall..
Camden (01-267 4067),
Embryo/ Burrn/Top Moro

LONDON. Pegasus, Stoke
Newington (01-226 '59301.
The Vipers
LONDON, Rock Garden.

3) What was the title of hisfirst solo LP?

&

Moonstone

Quartet
LONDON, Notre Dame Hall,

career?

/

Tiffany's

(40398), The Only Ones

Gaffer

(061.7095888), The Eddy

Hackett
LONDON. Hope & Anchor:

Hammersmith

(50978), John Otway Band

NOTTINGHAM,

Electric Chain
RAYLEIGH. The Clocks,
Freddie Finger. lee / Wild
LIVERPOOL, Sportsman
Wax Show
(051.709 3757), WNtffre
LONDON, Basement, Por- SHEFFIELD, City Hall
(22885), Suzl
Qratro /
tobello Road, The Streets
Shooter
LONDON. Breakneck, SWANSEA.'
Circles, Bram
Camden (01.485 30731,
TcMlkoveky's
Battleaxe
'(delito ten

LIVERPOOL,

LONDON: Hammersmith

101-287 4967),

Odeon (01.748 40811. Dr.
Feelgood/Squeeze
LONDON. Hope & Anchor,
' Islington (01.359 4510).

1) By what nickname Is Teddy Pendergrass known to
his fans

Penetration

HUDDERSFIELD,

30731.

Camden Lock

021.443 8413).

New Theatre
BIRMINGHAM. Odeon 4021- COVENTRY,
(23141), Wishbone Ash
643 6101), Budgie / Strife
Odeon 1033)BISHOPS ST`ORTFORD, EDINBURGH,
69
Triad Leisure Centre 667 3005), ShamUsher
Hall
EDINBURGH.
(58333), Howard Like

((131-228 U55). Leo Sayer
BRIGHTON, Dome (882127).
EXETER, Routes ( `+86(5),
Judas Priest
Wayne County and the
Odeon
CANTERBURY.
BATH, University (6941),
Elect Choir,
Electric
(62480), Radio Stare /
Crossbow,
Bethnal
FALKIRK,
Reaction
BIRMINGHAM, Old Crown
Necromancer
Top Rank (243.38).
Leicester Square, CARDIFF,
and Cushion, Dawnweaver
FARNHAM, Coach & Horses.
I('IC
Whirlwind
(lunchtime)
BOURNEMOUTH, Winter
Nightrider
Stoke. CHELTENHAM, D's Disco,
Gardens (26446), Wishbone LONDON, Pegasus,
GLASGOW Apollo (041-112
The Piranhas
Newington 101.226 59301
Ash
0X6 AC/DC/BlazerS
CLIFTONVILLE, Bowlers
Electrotunes
BRENTWOOD, Hermit Club
GLOSSOP, The Trap, The
Arms, The Magnets
LONDON, Rock Garden.
(2170841, Salford Jets
Eddy
Junction,
Grand
(01-240
CREWE,
Garden
Covent
BRIGHTON, Alhambra
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD.
The Eddy
3961), The Look
Micky
(278741, The Executives
(64451).
Upstairs at DERBY, Assembly Rooms Pavilion
BRISTOL, Colston Hall LONDON,
Jupp / Wrecklewt Erie
22551, Gordon
(01Street,
(31131
&
Ronnles,
Frith
(2917681, The Hawklorde
Sweet A The
Rachel
.3907471.
&
Soul
Heart
Gutrap
CAMBRIDGE, Kelsey LONDON, Wembley Arena DERBY, Bishops Lansdale
Records / lane Lavtch /
Kerrldge Hall (687911, The
Jona Leone
College (514911), Strange
(01-9021234). Santana
Four Tope
Days
Windsor Caste,
CANTERBURY, University LONDON,
Polytechnic (35055), The
(753371).
(01-288
Stadium
Harrow
Road,
DUBLIN.
of Kent (652241, 999
Smirks
8403), Overseas
Billie Jo Spear.
CASTLEFORD, Round ill MANCHESTER,
Odeo/Blan (Oark- KEELE. University (625111)
Apollo ED887INBR),
Club, Zhaln
Radn Stars / Reaction
ze
38íUk AGH
C4 /DC
Ardwfck (061 213 1112),
CHESTER, Smarties,
Birkegate
Budgie/Strife
EXETER, University KIRKALDY.
Juggernaut
Hotel, Online
(77911),
Steel
Pulse
Band
On
MANOIESTER,
CROYDON, Red Dear,
The Wall (081 832 64231, The, GLASGOW, Tiffany's (041 LANCASTER. Vol cereal
Nightrider
and the
Slouxale
(65201),
332 0992), The Tone.
'Fall
DONCASTER, Outlook NEWCASTLE,
Banshees
City Hall GREENOCK, Victorian
(64434), Chelsea
(39071),
University
LEEDS,
&
The
Carriagqe,
Necromancer
(20007),
Blotutele
DUNSTABLE, Queenaway
Third World
Banetreee / Spire 011
H2TCHIN. Red Hart, Qua.er
Civic Hall (80302(1). Judas
NEWCASTLE, Cooperage' ,LEEDS, F Club (Bran- LEEDS. Victoria Hntel, The
Priest / Lea Hart Band
Kidda Band
(28286), Sabre Jets
tgg ns). (6663252), 999
EDINBURGH, Tiffany. 031NEWCASTLE, Gonforth.: LEEDS, Vivas (45112491. John LIVERPOOL, Empire (061
556 6293). Third World
709 11956). The Jam
Hotel (8566171. Backdoor
Hedley Haggett Band
EXETER, Routes (58615),
Montford
LEICESTER.
De
Masonic 1061
LIVERPOOL.
Man
The Movie. / Street Band
Hall (228501, Wishbone Ash
427 64761, The Germs
GLASGOW, Douse Castle, NEWPORT, Stowaway

OCTOBER 30

Dingwalls,

(01-485

LONDON,

ADDRESS

Centre

(51158), Jasper Carrot

HEMEL HEMPSTEAD.

LONDON.

NAME

!Cinema

Ballroom, Zones / Skids
DUNFERMLINE.
Roadhouse, The Zips

(041-648

two great 12. singles for

Whitehart

Hotel, Spookey
DUMFRIES, Stagecoach,
The Adverts

DUNFERMLINE,

Marc

1473),

Gaumont / Laura Logic
LONDON, Music Machine,
Camden (01.387 0426).
Slade / Nick Van Eede
LONDON, Nashville, - Kensington (01-603 6071), Joe
Jackson /COAS 5
LONDON. Notre Dame Hall,

BRIGHTON, Top Rank
(23895/, Budgie / Strife
Top Rank (26530).
BELFAST, Polytechnic CARDIFF.
Pulse
Steel
Aawad
(&51311,
University.
BIRMINGHAM. Barbarellas COLERAINE.

/

BURNLEY, Bankhall
stitute, Zhaln
COVENTRY,

Te

(33466). Dire Straits
BRIGHTON, Dome (082127),
Whitesnake / Magnum

6),

(291766), Gordon Glltrap
BRISTOL, Locarno '(26193),

DONCASTER,

University

BRADFORD,

(01.577

OCTOBER 29
BIRMINGHAM, Barbarellae.
(021.843 8413), Rainmaker
BIRMINGHAM, Odeon (021643 6101). Steve Hacket
BLACKPOOL, Jenklnsons

One of

(021.443 (1419), The Platters
BIRMINGHAM, Town Hall

Railway. West Hampstead

'.11'

Head,

BELFAST, ABC (22484).
Mule Jo Spears
BIRMINGHAM. Ilarbarellas

Ile

University
(2400,6). TabWorld
s work)

NEWCASTLE, The Canteen.

Bram

Tchalkovaky'e

Battleaxe
NEWCASTLE, City Hall
(20007), Spirit
NEWCASTLE, Cooperage
(28234), Junco Partners
NEWCASTLE, Heaton
Club. Deep Freeze / White
Heat f Byker Benefit)

Bur

NEWPORT. Stowaway

(509781. Penetration
NORWICH. Boogie )louse.
Jahn Otway Band
NORWICH, University of

East Anglia (52046). 74W10
POOLE. Arta Centre 170611).
The Four Tope
PORTSMOUTH, Guildhall
24386), Judas,

Prtas

READING Unlveralty
(906:^2). Ater TTe Ara
SOUTHAMPTON, University
(556291).
Poodles

She

rabid..

TORQUAY. too Club (261001
The Larson
'rREFOREST. Polytechnic d

Wales. The Pirate. / R11es4
5t1mana And ,
WILDERSPOOL, Leisure

ljntre,

Made

YORK, Pop Club. Ws
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DoWS

A

the ringing guitar tones of
the Flantln' Groovies,
and that still doesn't do
them Justine.
Overall, their stage act
impresses with Its simplicity, the sympathetic

across ft. The bulk of the
material flows from the
pens of Simon Milner and
Nell Fitzpatrick
the

the music perfectly, as
the Minds build layers of

a

-

Impenetrable duo,
guitarists / vocalists /

frontmen, who lead the

lighting complimenting band. To say it is varied
textured melody

that

-

seem to come in 'Sen.

Two

BITTER night

A

th

Dundee, home of the
Beano and McGonagall
the poet, and the Match of

fanfare heralds
that the Boomtown Rats Low Rent tour
has arrived- The Capacity
crowd who till the
cavernous Caird Hall
the Day
the fact

start

tapping their

collective feet as Simon
Crowe lays down a solid
backbeat. They gasp 'as
Garry Roberts slashes
out gargantuan Chords,
rise up when Pete
Brlqueette and Gerry
Cott join him in the
pulsing wall of sound.
sweat when Johnny
Fingers bounces on and
begins tinkling and
scream when Bob Geldof ,
hurtles to the mike. Yes
folks, Rat mania is here.
The first thing' one
notices about the Caird
crowd is their appreciation, the second
their age. Despite the fact
that the Rats' latest
single, 'Rat Trap' is a
calculated attempt at
wooing what could be
called an adult rock
audience. and despite its
success, the crowd here
contains more young girls
than I've ever seen In a
Rat audience. Love or
hate the Rats, one simply
has to commend the boys
for being the best en-

tertainers

currently

doing the rounds. They've

worked

harder

than

almost anyone and have
given the country exactly
what they wanted: and
let's face it, when you get
past all the bullshit. Joe
and Jessie Public need
entertainment more than
anything.
Dundee lapped up the
Rats completely and

the
utterly fromopening

aforementioned
of 'Blind Date' which Is
designed to start the
adrenalin bubbling and is
the beginning of a
calculated attempt at
milking the hysteria, to
the band introduction /
audience participation of
the last encore Mary of
the Fourth Form', the
crowd wallowed in the
sweaty palm of Geldof.
I
The rest of the show
do not use the word
is basically the
lightly
same as the one that you
know and love (or hate).
Of course the Rats are
the same, the preening
and pouting calisthenics

an old 'Generation
Game'. I felt a change of
some kind is needed. It's
up to the Rats to decide

how long the fans will
take the same kind of
showmanship.
All these little 'riticams, however, are made
redundant by the fact that

the

, crowd
paid -their
money, got hysterical and
had a fab time. Most of
these kids were seeing
the band for the first time
and I would venture that
they would kill to see
them again after such a
show. RONNIE GURR.

JOHNNY' THUND E R S
AND
FRIENDS

Geldof

and

and

surviving noises. The

audience

haven't
the

choreographed,

Songs like 'Clockwork',
which I now find unbearable, 'Do The Rat'.
'Mary' and even 'Number

sounded

dated,

slightly

played

Johnny

-

though young Briquette
is becoming more of a
personality these days,
playing as he does
Geldofs cuddly fall guy.

One'

-

Thunders is or does, now
or in the future, he is
destined to be one of the
eternal names in rock 'n'
roll, to be cliched, copied
and drawn upon for
image and style of the
everlasting punk.
Despite whispers to the
contrary, Thunders is
not, by far, past his
prime, If his new album,
followed by Thursday
night's performance are
anything to go by. It
seems that he has
(though this may not be a
strictly accurate term)
matured in his outlook.
yet without losing any of'
his own inimitable brash
Charisma.
The conditions for his
one and only solo concert
in his current visit to
London. were far from
perfect. The equipment
seemed doomed from the
as a series of
start
disasters swept through
anything that emitted
sound, whilst feedback
raged delirious over the

simplistic terpsiehary of the
others still looks stifled
changed

Lyceum,

WHATEVER

-

-

of

fourteen months and the
show is begining to look
like a repeat of a repeat of

London.

and
alongside the Likes of Rat
Trap' they were shown up VAL
to be songs of yesterday-

'The

strongediversest

¡

I've seen the group about.
eight times in the last

The

numbers

-

RAT

Dundee Caird Hall.

Is

gross understatement
- one
only has to listen to
the
charms

Island Sea',of th
of their two
reggae numbers (a kind
especially characterised of Cleopatra meets Nattysay
the band's direction and Dread) and the new
style; the superb 'Chelsea single, 'Rosemary',
Girl' which is going to be possessed of hooks and
a classic, believe me, lines the Beatles would
showcasing their sense of have been proud of.
dynamics with a middle
The vocal range of the
passage featuring Just pair is pretty unbeatable
bass and hi -hat that too
from the yodelling.
escalates until al) six. of 'Streets' through to my
members are brought personal' favourite "Pro
back In, and the closer Pro', a haunting ballad
'Pleasantly Disturbed'. with lots of shimmering
For this Charlie Burchlll deep, I ... o ... w lines,
discards his guitar for an
The essence of the show
electric violin, and while' is pure undiluted FUN. If
he had a few technical they can successfully
problems on this , oc- transfer the magic of
casion, the song still their performance to
contained enough vinyl
I see no reason
emotion to convince.
why they shouldn't
Minor flaws such as no monopolise the playlista.
0
song
inbetween
-es
But then. I'm in love ...
troductions merely made KELLY PIKE.
BOOMTOWN RATS: need a change
me wonder just how good
BARBARA
can become and why
ceptionally stolid, Memory' were there and 'tired cliches. Doll by Doll they
aren't better know DICKSON
refusing any par- a couple of album tracks are the real HM of today. they
Is
ticipation, except for the' and two old Heartbreaker true progressive music of already. The big time so
just around the corner,
occasional showcase songs, 'Born Too Loose' the late seventies.
Croydon
you
now
if
them
catch
pogo. and soaking up the and the inevitable
One of their many
atmosphere with the 'Chinese Rocks', but assets is Jackie Leven's can. JOHNNY WAI-I.x'R THE CROYDON
bourgeoisie were not
energy and enthusiasm of elsewhere the set voice, which can be
quite prepared for supa sodden sponge.
featured standards, from
mature and vibrant as on THE SMIRKS,
port band Blue Max
The show itself the classic 'Be Bop A 'Lose Myself', or soulful London Marquee
(spelt your name right
however, was, to repeat a Lula' through to the as on 'Janice' further
SMIRKS are one of this time, lads!) but they
weather - beaten term, trashily superb 'These along in the set. In the THE
bands
those
rare
breed
of
their attacking set
played
electric. Aided and Boots Were Made For vocal partnership with Jo who evoke true emotion
well, as they did last time
abetted by Only Ones' Walking'.'
Shaw, the lead guitarist, within people
you I saw them. However Ms
Mike Kettle (drums) and
With .'band, friends or he sounds rather like a either fall hopelessly in
a pouting Peter Perrett plain souls
Thunders stronger version of Elvis love with them, or indulge Dickson was the lady
they'd all really come to
(guitar), Rumour sexist proved; with the variety Costello.
in bitter hatred. For- see and she gave a
As for guitar work,
John Earl and keyboards' add, style he' demontunately, most people
man James Honeyman strated during the show, there are some fruitful seem to fall Into the first suitably cultured perScott, Thunders strode that, whatever the trend, moments, of partnership category, but either way, formance' was based on
The set
through a set which, If he will always have a there as well.
not the kind of her new album 'Sweet
Eminently notable Is they're
fate had been a little place for himself in the
band one can ignore.
which sounds as
Oasis',
'Butcher
that
Boy'
kinder, would have realm of rock 'n' roll.
The extent of my though it Is In the same
features all their strong foolhardy
literally brought the KELLY PIKE.
passion really mood as previous efforts.
points
excellent
double
house down.
home the other With a tight and squeaky.
vocals, multitudinous hit
Though the band as a "-DOLL BY DOLL
as amidst clean band behind her she
guitar phrases In the Intro evening,
whole, In all fairness, London Roundhquse
swarms of other con- can achieve at will a
and
Dave
McIntosh's
were not totally together,
battled mellow sound or a
verts,
I
gamely
not top of this untheatrlcal but solid
they pooled their THOUGH
a front line view of the raunchier one. Her voice
Recorded for
respective talents, to Sunday night bill, Doll by drumming.
show.
sometimes resembles
from this band
come up with one hell of a Doll were far and away product something
How the sight of four Linda Ronstadt's.
be
to look
performance. Thunders, the most Interesting band will
young men merrily
'St Joan' was one of the
forwa,d
ALEX
to.
Inapof
the
evening.
of course, was the main
hlghklcking their youth- most successful of the
'SKORECKI,
man, commanding at- propriately sandwiched
ful heels in gay abandon new songs and 'Sweet
merely
between
two
tention with an aura as pleasant reggae bands, SIMPLE MINDS,
can fall to capture Oasis' itself and 'Second
powerful and potent as their evocative / Dunfermline
imagination I Sight', with which she
Car- anybody's
the music itself.
do not know. It may be won the Tokyo Music
music
provocative
However, the one seemed a bit wasted on negie Annexe
choreographed, they may Festival earlier this year.
person on that stage who lukewarm, modest -sized THE MIDDLE section of do It every show, but it were also attractive.
managed to steal, or at audience.
the threatening 'murder still captures my heart. Naturally she played
least take equal shares in
by the ex- 'Answer Me'
and
Formed 10 months ago, story', the incessant and judging faces
the lime light was raven they
in The 'Another Suitcase In
white strobe light pression on
been gigging
have
haired Patti Palladin. pretty consistently flickering, throwing into Marquee, everyone else's Another Hall', but it was
When the pair teamed up around London for the shadow exactly one half as well.
on other early songs like
the combination was last three or four. of each of the four front
In
'Who Was it Stole Your
at Its best Although originally
magic
men's faces, surreal showmanship must come Heart Away', 'Party In
Kiss',
Big
'Great
the
amazing
aura
they
during
My Heart' and 'Morning
dubbed as rather severe remembrances of the
not so much an Comes Quickly' that she
her shrill screech a in tone, It is really just cover to the Beatles first emit
untouchable charisma, as excelled.
perfect match to his Noo their serious manner that album
not that Simple
Yawk drawl, truly a gives that impression. Minds sound like the Mop a Ready-Brek glow
One reservation is that
couple made- for one The music itself Is ac- tops. you understand, totally accessible, with a she tends to occasionally
another.
cessible as the best heavy although they are not great, apontá neous overstate her singing;
between she could take it a little
averse to absorbing
The material was a rock has always been.
softer In places. But
mixed bag of old and new,
Their songs contain various influences and audience and band.
However, these factors that's a small point
as
with surprisingly little elements of the more adapting them to their
must take second place to an entertainer her conemphasis on Thunders' 'creative aspects of own style.
Imagine then, a the music a sparkling fidence is growing and a
an
solo numbers. The singles earlier heavy metal
'Dead Or Alive' and the appellation that has since sophisticated hybrid of collection of tunes, each hit single would really
excellent 'You Can't Put become derogatory as the Only Ones, Ultravox with a definite Iden- bring her back into full
Your Arms Around A that music decays into and Cockney Rebel, with tifiable Smirks hallmark view. PAUL SEXTON.

surround'.

BOOMTOWN RATS,
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Sights in white satin

VAN HALEN"/
BRAM
TCHAIKOVSKY
Rainbow
"PLEASE WELCOME

special guests on the Van
. Bram
Halen show
.

Tchalkovsky's Bat-

tleaxe", heralded the
start of the evening's live

music at the Rainbow on
Sunday night, as the ex Motors guitarist and,his
new three piece outfit hit
the stage
wasn't an
It

ideal
situation for Brant, and

he and his group made
limited impact on the
audience. They didn't get
a

particularly

bad

reception, but the sooner
Halen came on, the
better.
Personally. I was very
disappointed In the

Since that Sabs UK trek
support act, and felt that
they weren't ready for an Van Helen's stage show
outing to a hall 01 the has become more
Rainbow's capacity. spectacular with the use
The music is heavy / of dry Ice, elaborate
pop / rock, and l feel a lighting system and a
all part of
decision must be made mirror ball
about which direction growing up in the heavy
they are to head in. As it metal world.
David Lee Roth was in
was I found them
somewhat dull and prime posing form.
displaying the latest In
lacking real bite.
On the other hand The black and white satin
Mighty Van Halen were trousers, which revealed
winners from the word a distinct lack of ungo. Bouncing onstage, derwear
He did come undone
David Lee Roth enquired
"How are y'ail London?" (Roth, not the trousersI
and they launched into however, during his
'On Fire', a number acoustic guitar start to
dynamic enough to set the Icecream Man' where he
Rainbow ablaze. In a strummed away.
very short space of time sometimes without sound
a mere technical fault
entire rows of seats had which
our Mr Cool had
been destroyed with
everyone surging for- little difficulty in over
ward to obtain a Closer coming.
Axework from Eddie
view.

-

-

Van Halen was dynamic
and at its liveliest on his
lengthy solo number

'Eruption'.

Whether or not one
likes their music, Van
Halen have to be admired

for their complete
showmanship and
professionalism land

David Lee Roth's tot, T
arrogance).
Their success, in this
country at least, depends
very much on a full scale
tour (hopefully In the
spring) and the second
LP. hut I can't envisage
them playing their cards
wrong at this etage
Perhaps Van Helen
managed yet again to
lure us all Into forming

over

the 'top conclusion
of Sunday's pertorriance.
but then again they are an

over

the top
STEVE GETT

band,

t
I
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RECORD MIRROR DISCO SPECTACULAR,

IbitRoA

Your one and
only chance to

111/arming

WIN A

up well

DISCOLAND
BE

disco system in

Univareity,
Glasgow

RECORD

MRo,'
l.

NEXT WEEK!

.

U

eventual raucous

¡

And that's not all
we are giving away over 100
PRIZES to runnerlup winners.

o

SS,

:

:
ip:

From A£&M Records a set, of 5 great 12" singles
together with a special grey issue 'Funk America'
T -Shirt 40 of'The Jacksons' limited edition 12" single.

PLÚS,ALBUMS'GALORE FROM:
BONEY M E} BRASS
CONSTRUCTION E' TINA TURNER
SYLVESTER

.

::

1:::

disco contest
You just can't afford to miss

Don't forget

RECORD

R0.'

who

was

each succeeding act, had
a lot to do with the

system worth having.

It's so easy to
win something in our

was made by none of the
musicians or singers on
display, but by MC and
all - purpose extrovert,
the inimitable Kosmo

responsible for some
witty introductions and
'over the top' audience baiting. The'enthuslastic
way in which he
prepared the crowd for

complete with its own stand and mike together with
á pair of 120 watt RMS speaker cabs for.a real disco
sound. Plus some fantastic disco accessories like
a selection of Decor light boxes, a fuzz light, and
'
a multi -purpose projector.
a

Actuaify, the most
immediate impression

Vinyl,

'Rá'ñger' console with slider-fader controls, autófade
with music overide, headphone pre-fade'monilor,
illuminated rocker switches, tape or jingle inputs all this

...

':::::::
s'
ego

'

To The Movies' and the

plaintive

'Veronica',

were mixed in with more
R&B b -type numbers
like the old standard,
'Lights Out' which really
suited Eric's gruff vocal
delivery.
His Infectous, self effacing wit ("I've only
nearly fallen off stage

WITH THE first week of
this package tour over,
the six hopeful acts are
sorting themselves out,
into some order of merit,
while various pundits, once tonight, not bad eh?") carried him
plump for their own
through until the superb
favourites to emerge as
closing 'Whole Wide
Star of die Show. And
why not? It's basically a ',World; had everyone
clapping and singing
fun venture, so I'll Just
along. The Wonderful
go along with the rest
World of Wreckless Eric,
and give you the latest
forp1

DISCOLAND offers the winner of our easy-to-ettter
contest one óf its superb disco systems-the new

Altogether

STIFF TOUR

78,
Strathc1yde

it.
ti

/

JI

at

mosphere generated.
Each night on the tour.
the order of appearance
alters. Tonight's unfortunate was Wreckless
Eric
or rather. the
unfortunates were those
who arrived late and
missed a fine set. Lots of
us seemed to remember
the stumbling idlo`t who
abused his audiences
(and, band) earlier this
year, but thankfully
Wreckless Eric seems to
have come full circle
from last year's 'Bunch
Of Stiffs' tour and, Is now
Just a regular wacky
rock 'n' roller.
"Cheerfully obnoxious is how my lady
love described him, and
from the moment he
sauntered on stage

-

guitar, and
wearing a train driver's
hat
"Sorry I didn't get
togged up, and we just
got 'ere' ), he delighted
and excited the motley
crew of assembled
students. Songs from tee
new album, such as the
ultra - poppy 'Let's Go
(minus

-

-

indeed
Just wish I
could see him when he's
last in the bill.
Jona Lewle, however,
was a different matter

altogether. Looking
every inch a Flat
salesman, he ran
through some spintled

fbut

uninspiring)

rockaboogle

impressive

tunes

keyboard
work and pumping right
foot. but hardly the stuff
that makes you rush out

and buy the album, Not
that it was unappealing
I'm just not sure who it
was appealing to. 'Love
Affair Ground' caused

cheers

when

Jona

strapped on his piano accordian, and he went
down well enough, but
it's strictly support - slot
stuff, I reckon
On the other hand, The
Records could well have

arrived at the right Ume,

now that the 'power pop:
insults have faded away,
this tight brash quartet

could hit big with their
sixties sound for the
seventies. Will Birch's
, tunes and guitarist Huw
Gower's fine lead runs
drive through to set the
fingers a'snapping and
the toes a -tapping.
Rock 'n Roll Love
Letter' never sounded so
good from the Rollers,
and the proposed single
'Starry Eyes' reminded
much of No Dice and the
Rich Kids, but with a
bright, clean sound. The
acceptable face df power
pop??

The Records had
barely left the stage (the
longest gap between sets

I
RACHEL: hotter 'n' hell
was ten minutes) when
they returned to back
The princess of Rubber
City', Rachel Sweet, To
tell the truth. I thought
this short, precocious
country protegee would
drone and whine me into
submission, but instead,
I'm delighted to report
that her up - tempo
countrified pop / rock
songs went down a storm
with the audience and
surprised me as well.

'Wlldwood City,

especlaldy, was

beautifully evocative,
'Pin A Medal On Mary'
has a great commercial
hookline and only

the ttmé bit( fairly
forgettable afterwards.
Rarely do 'Living

Legends' become

commercial successes,
but I think Jupp Is past
pity, because
caring
he still has a lot to offer.
As does (previously)

-a

virtual unknown. Lene
Iovich, the surprise of
the tour, the star of the
night and my tip for the
future. Not only does she
have the strongest visual
appeal
mutant half
sister of Sophia Loren as
high - priestess of Stiff
but she's put together a
sympathetic hand with a
clutch of fine songs.

-a

-

Costello's 'Alison' didn't
With arms flailing and
quite convince
"I plgtalls flying, she
heard you let that little makes good use of exfriend of mine / take off perience gained with a
your party dress' Just circus and as a go-go
don't sound right from a dancer, while her
sixteen year - old'glrl! distinctive voice ocNo matter, her voice has casionally recalls Patti
a fine resonating quality
Smith's phrasing. That
that won over most teen -beat classic 'I Think
doubters and from here We're Alone Now', as
on' in the temperature opener showed up the
got hotter'n hell,
Ruolnoos attempt, while
Both the tempo and the later a version of Nick
heat were maintained by Lowe's 'Tonight' was
Micky Jupp's own brand transformed from a lush
of Sarfend rock n' roll, fifties love song to a
which is always a treat strong beat number with
to dance to, with songs a reggae feel to it.
like 'Short List' and
Say When',
Its
'Switchboard Susan' interesting, with"
almost
coming over best. Some acapelia break
and
devastating ivory - quirky arm movements
tinkling from Geraint was an excellent
Watkins offset Jupp's highlight and a fitting
casual air of confidence example of how Lane
and a good time was had Lovich will reach a lot of
by all.
-

However.

demanding

motile

It's

un-

but hum -

music

thoroughly enlovabte at

audiences

this

time

round. Don't be caught
out
make sure you
catch her! JOHNNY
WALLER
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LENE; surprise of the tour

WRECKLEsS. wacky rock 'n'roiler
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NO SMOK1E
WITHiDUT
Fl
SMOKE BOMBS. Dry Ice.
Fireworks. You name 1t
and if It's a special effect
Smokte probably used It
on Saturday.

It 'was very

much

designed for their fans,
not to endear them to new

followers. (how
The

ded with handclaps,
banner
waving, the
works
They didn't give their
new 'Montreux Album'
the saturation plugging I
had expected: apart from
the singles they only
layed three tracks from
it, and two of those as

encores,

'Liverpool

Docks' again sounded the
best of them.

teenyboppers
I
dislike thatword) were
I felt sorry for
there in force, with a fair mer Pete Spencer,drumnumber of shall we say seems a bit left out ofwho
all
older people as well.
the adulation. I can't rave
My preconception of about Smokte, but
the gig was that It would know their market they
and
consist almost entirely they perform to it very
of the band's hits and I well. PAUL SEXTON.
wasn't far wrong:
They claim to have had AL DIMEOLA
hits over the last three
years
I make it 11 but
no doubt they're in -

Hammersmith

Angels'.

guitarist with Return to
Forever, young Al has

-

12

eluding 'Wild

Anyway

Odeon

,

Wild ONCE UPON a time

they
played a medley of
several of them and did
hill versions of the rest. I
was disappointed the
band didn't give full
coverage to 'It's Your
Life', their most interesting single for me,
despite the amazing
similarity of Its middle
break to the Beatles'
'Baby You're A Rich
Man'.
'Oh Carol' was given a
really boppy treatment
and the wildly enthust
antic audience respon-

produced

the

serles of
relentless
albums, last one being
'Casino'. However, last
week was the rust opportunity we've had of
seeing the man onstage
fronting his own band.
The band was a six
piece, with drums, percussion, bass, keyboards,
a

worthy and

-

marimba and DLMeola

himself doubling

on

guitar and timbales The
net result was a nervy but

powerful set, dominated

91.

a

5)

D.L-

SMOKIE
Rainbow, London

1

by the axeman's indubitable dexterity and
relieved by the warmth of
keyboards and marimba.
It was hardly thoroughbred Latin, despite all the
percussion, which was

used

mainly

through

dampened

strings. and

he

for at.

:f

f

/

r

..

1;4
.rr

as

background texture and
to gun up excitement for
the high-energy parts.
DlMeola was fairly
obviously pitching his
playing for the audience's
benefit. frenetically neat
phrases and little runs

reward

9N

got his

They

wouldn't let him go in a

hurry.
Like many other forms

J

SMOKIE perfect the art of looking wet
as the moniker suggests
hot, hot R & B combo
who obviously love and

'rhe material? All good,
all danceable. all part of

I've

cross-section of slaw
dards and original
material, though
like I
said _ I ain't exactly 'au
fait' with this stuff' .. I
was just there and I loved

-a

know a lot more about the
form than I ever will, so
all I can say here is that

seen 'em and they
were GREAT.
Dingwalls gets hot
when It's packed ass -to
elite, then you can ass from wall-to-wall, and
number Al Dlhteola stuck in the middle of the
among its leaders as from pack with one loo many
Jars down the hatch Is the
now on. SUSAN RLUT}I.
only way to get off on this
BLAST FURNACE music.

of music. this kind of Jazzrock once belonged to the
radical elite. If it's now
part of the establishment

AND THE HEATWAVES

London Dingwalls

AWR1GHT, so a -e all
know by now that Blast
Furnace is really Charlie
Murray who writes for
the N ME ..
And now we've gotten
that outta the way. let's
say that Blast Furnace
and the Heatwaves are
.

-

-

Blast was good,
exhibiting a real feel for
gan-you-Ine R&B-Isms.

singing

more than
adequately and contributing some tasty axe -

lines along the way, but
the real murderer here
was the hyper -earthy
mouth -harp as performed
by Skld Marx. which near
- as
dammlt lifted the
top of me head off.

the

whole,

possibly

a

-

It.

If - as I'm Informed
- Sothere's
an actual R II
movement
&

underground

right now, and Blast and
the Heatwaves are just
the Initial suggestion of
that 'movement', then the
future, dear reader. looks

Me, fine, fine. CHRIS

WESTWOOD.

THE LOOK:
London, The Rock
Garden.
WATCHING the Look Is
like watching 'Top of the
Pops In colour
string
of hit singles, with capital

-a

letters, every
delivered, catchier
the last a ltli

one
than
In-

stantaneou Looks
guaranteed

suitable for
Tony Blackburn. Don't let
the name _out you off as
they have absolutely
nothing to do with, >uchh,
II clear my throat)
Powerpop. In minute
etters. In fact, their
music has nothing al all
in common alth the
recycled tired new and
old wave cliches

Y'aee the Look are
weird, really weird. They
come on as if ten seconds
ago they'd Just decided to
play somewhere. and
maybe It will be to their

disadvantage e, tntually
that they show absolutely
no respect for the stage,
the audience or them
selves for that matter Ind
take the stage as If It w -re
not a performance but
their lunch -break.

o

O

o
o

f';

1

11

1

ALBUM AVAILABLE NOW

Songs like, 'Double
Life', 'Joan' or 'Cashiers
Craze' should be classic
-pop hits someday. Singer
Donny Fontaine actually
has a goon voice, though
his diction could be
better. and guitarist MI k

Bass

has

ill the

glamorous p_,

Robin
for.
to this, girls
dellnitely go for 'em and
they give the Impression
that they haven't a care
in the world
To see them in some
obscure club In New York
1 Wouldn't he surprised
but to find Ilium In
Nash

Added

could

nothing

wish

happening

Inndon Is a real treat. Df
you're fed thr with the
ANL. the Sill.. tfa NF or
anything ¿Bar that has
nothing to do rs 'tt music,
go see 'em
nuidn't
want you tom. , them for
the world. Take yu.ir
lunch. JAMES PARADE.
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YOU MAKE ME FEEL (MIGHTY REAL). Sylvester

PHIL HURTT: 'C log R
Back' (Fantasy 12P`fl7 let).
Lovely happy Phatls filer
with an Infectious almost
conga rhythm., air mdy a

911$

,

h

,

,

electronics do 'a predÍetable
job on the Animals'
oldie- In
6:45 and 4:00 lengths on both
1210 and 710 alike.
TEMPTATIONS: 'Bare
Back' (Atlantic 4K lUe6),
Ineletent brassy jlggler with
wheezling synthetics, hardly
vintage Tempts, but much
plugeed nn Luxembourg.

THIRD

JOHNSON:

(Funk

A&Merlca AMSP 7400). The
5.34121n version has the great

LONDON"CHART

JUST AS an Interesting exercise I compiled a Disco
Top 20 for London this week, to show what's being
played strictly within the red bits on the map
(nothing outside the Green Belt!) Londoners
dancing to these: 1 Dan Hartman, 2 Third World,like3
Eddie Henderson, 4 Phil Hurts, 5 Sylvester 'Mighty
'Real', 8 Roy ,Ayers 'Can't You See Me', 7 Wilbert
for7m.
HEATWAVE; 'Mind Blowing Longmire, 8 Rahn' Harrls/H1-Tension, 10 Menu
Decisions' (GTO OT 12-236). Dibango, 11 Ashford F. Simpson/Stanley Turrentine,
Although officially the B. 13 Rose Royce, 14 Musique, 15 Shalamar, 18 Joe
aide, this Is the dynamite 7.36 Thomas, 17 Honey M, 18 Sylvester 'Disco Heat', 19
rends 1210 that ends up as a Teddy Pendergrass, 20 Curtis Mayfield.
reggae remake of the
straight first half Iluge on
Import and SO belatedly
'Rocket Countdown' miro
exciting synthesizer noises
for cutting through other
records to frighten the
dancers! before hitting the
already big drums - bumped
jittery chanter, edited to 3.25

-

added to the rem1VM and
elongated lovely old soul
.smoother 'Ala'aylt And
Forever': It just turns this
into a double - dynamite 121n!
PATRICK JUVET J Love
America' (Casablarier CAF
132) Basically the iy dtly but
Insistently gallop10
gllsh
language variation -re Pts old
'Ou Sonl Lee Femet
Is a
13.55 LP track, but r1
row on
one side o6 a low ' vvlirme 45
rpm 12ín, or edited to 47 for
71n , .. but the 71n 11 is his
recent 'Got A recline, lilt on
the nip! However, they're
both beautifully p. k,tged,
the 12in In blue vinyl and the
LP version has been'c lmining
the chart on its min

the 'far less good

-M

-- now

great lo,.;' ythm
break with several
mind
shifts, on imarathon p W 1215
Check It this time armmc d'
'
NRO: 'Disco Fever MCA
goes into a

1

t2MCA 394). Trite elm:tron1c
skipper has freaky o s ,and
over

a

basic rhythm trot k, on

full-length i tin or short 7in
un't
SWEET CREAM
g
Kn
What I'd Do (It Ever
Uow

You

Left

Mel'

iL'rnber

B

6

4

7

11

8

J

.IOX YOX'

NICK & IAN TITCHENER run their Rock Street
mobile from II allington In South London (01.689

ntly had a close encounter of the
did a great gig playing such 12in
gems as Da, I rtman, Sweet Thunder, Candy Staton,
Joe Farrell
t Dennis Coffey on the Friday, and
thought we'd peat the formula on the Saturday at
our next gig :iri there we were, mixing Dan Hartman
in with the lnere MoR hits' tike Roney M, when some
clown came o and asked us to play, some decent
disco musk That did he consider 'decent' disco
music? Toil uessed
...Night Fever', 'Grease' or
I Now, this is obviously OK if that's
'Summer Nil
what the pull :. want (and we normally do play a lot
of commerr ' stuff anyway), but to call It decent
'! Can't some idiots use their ears?"
disco music
0327), and

n

boring kind

-

Ml)" 1 MASTER
r

MEGA -MIX fayte again! This worked like a dream
n at Guillvers: Manu Dibango 'Sun
last Friday
Explosion' ,t cca 12in) running mixed into HI Tension 'Brill Hustle' (Island 12in), ditto halfway
inyytnno
Sylvest 't 'Mighty Real' (US Fantasy 1210),
run together with
sHartman
Replay' (US Blue Sky 121n) ntil
'1,,muittway
whip out Sylvester and
when
you
ds.
the countdow .i
,,ue halfway at the pause - preceded
turn it over
that in at an apcutting
Heat',
o
in
'L'
shriek
In Dan H. 'Towards the end of
propriate b
gaps. either hit the
Sylvester, Ir t . of the freaky
'Only You'
beat with the of h" of Teddy Pendergrass
me this time. sEntynor as worked
(Phil
The
Be
Quartz
withor
lcrag
a21
chronise
.clouds'
which goes great with Cerrone
n
Clouds' (Py
Lew
,llronlse that with Rinder / 'Night
tool), then
Farrell
nl and on intoon!Joe
'Envy' (Pyi
Other goodies are
121n), and so
Dancing' 4 L
Shot' ,(US
'Hot
Young
Karen
in
l'e'ak
the rhythm
dynamite 12in of
West End r... synched with theuntil
you've heard
mock
(don't
tin'
M
'Ra"li
Honey
and Rick
the brilliant It ,A percussion first half!),
into CHA 'Say
James 'You A I' (Motown) chopped
build-up
the
minus
LP)
(Mercury
tó
A Prayer Fe
intro.
I

5

9-

12

16

13

10

14

14

15

18

06

Whitfield
Blue Sky'US 12,n

INSTANT REPLAY Doe:Hanman
BRITISH HUSTLE, NiTenslon
BLAME IT ON THE BOOGIE, Jackson

Gregg Diamond s StarGu,xr
US Marts LP
75 SUPFRJOCK, Ossify Goody
US Atianbc LP
57 SHAME. Ivelvn Cnarr,IlogrW
RCA 121n
King
81 BRANDY, O'Jevs
Phil Ina
68, DROOVIN'rGIMME LITTLE SIGN/ME AND
MYSELF
Rives Jones
Lollipop LP
54 EVERYBODY'S SINGIN' LOVE SONGS, Sweet
Thunder

Epic./12in

SUMMER NIGHTS, Travoua'NewionJohn
RSO
GALAXY OF LOVE, Crown Heights Affair Mercury 12w/LP
GREASE, Frankle Valli/Gary Brown
RSO
PRANCE ONICYCLOPS 145 rpm)/BUTTERFLY/SAY YOU
WILL Eddie Henderson'
Capitol LP/121n
IT SEEMS TO HANG ON, Ashford Et Simpson

US Fantasy WMOT 120
Funk AErMeriw/121n

67

50

68

55

GIMME YOU LOVIN, Atlantis Stan
STUFF LIKE THAT, Ouincy Jrlñes

69

41

AIN'T WE PUNKIN' IJOW, Brothers Johnson

70

78

Island/12m
'

ABM 19n/LP

Funk ABMnr,cefl2in
ALL THE WAY UVE?DONT LOOK BACK/MOOGIN' ON
US Columbia LP
DO DAT/STEPPIN/ THRU/REED SEED/SANTA CRUStS'
Grover Waºlsuaton Jr
US Motown LP
YOU'RE A STAR Amman Dream
US Fl. Lira LP
DOWN FOR THE THIRD TIME. Bobby Caldwell
Ramsey teats

71

77

72

87

73

52

Warner B,os/US'LP/190 promo 'ernes

74

-

GIVING IT BACK, Phil Hum
Fantasy 12in
DANCE (DISCO HEAT). Sylvester
US Fantasy 121n
BAMA BOOGIE WOOGIE/FUNKY CELLO, Cleveland Eaton

75

64

US Coeds LP
YOU SHOULD DO R. Peter Brown
TK
RIDE,O-ROCKET MISTA COOVSTREETWAVE,

76

74

Brothers Johnson
YOU AND I, Rick James

77 , 73

0911/12ín

Funk AhMerica 121n'AIrM LP

78

60

79

79

BO

56

20
21

25

85

87

-

23

SIX MILLION STEPS,,Rahe, Herds.
US Inspirational Sounds 1210
31 'TAKE THAT TO THE BANK, Shoiame,
US Solar/LP
37 SUN EXPLOSION/BIG BLOW/MOTAPO, Menu Mango

B8

80

24

Docca 12ín/Frenrh Pasta LP
58 'GET IT WHILE YOU CAN, Olympic Runners
Polydor 190

PSMdw US LP
CAN'T STOP DANCING, Chanter Sisters
Salad
THAT
FUNS,
CALLING PLANETEARTH/GIMMIE
Dennis Colley
US Wcstholnd 12in promo, LP
IT'S A BETTER THAN GOOD TIME, Gladys Xnglnl

25

20

BOOGIE OOGIE 0061E, A Taste Ol Honey

89

-

CAUFORNIA DREAMING/SPACE LADY LOVE, Colorado

26

33

27

36

DISCO DANCING, Staniei, Tunenline Fantasy 12ví/US LP
ONE FOR YOU ONE FOR ME, La Brenda
Mercury/12In

-

28

38

Pinnacle 1210
(YOU GOTTA WALK( DON'T LOOK BACK, Peter Tos w
Mrck Jagger
EMr/170

29

35

30

32

17
18
19

22

30

81

-

82

81

83

Mors,

84

86

Capitol/12in/LP

90

PLATO'S RETREAT! Joe Thomas
TKIUS 12in
No ,1 DEE JAY, Goody Goody
US Alianbe 12in promo/LP
ONLY YOU/CLOSE THE DOOR, Teddy Pendergrass
'

-

-

-

THINK IT OVER,C,ssy Houston
Private Stool 12in
SUMMER NIGHT CITY, Akin
Erne
You
ROCKET ROCK, Lev
Madly Orchestra US Seisnul 12in
Pye l9nremís
LET THEM DANCE, DC LSR re
HOT STUFF Wayne Handorsnn

Bu,Mahll9n

-

Phil Ins 12in
31

15

32

22

33

26

34

19

135

28

16

76

37

21

38

59

39

29

WHAT YOU WAITIN' FOR, Stergard
MCA/12in
LET'S START THE DANCE, Hamilton Bohannon
Mercury 121n
MONTEGO BAY, Sugar Cane
Anota Hansa/1Sn
I THOUGHT IT WAS YOU. Horb,e Hancock
CBS 19n/LP
BLAME IT ON THE BOOGIE, Mob Jackson Artanl,c/US I9n
NIGHT DANCING,Joe Ferrel
US Warner Bros 19n promo/LP
DREADLOCK HOLIDAY, lOcc
LUCKY STARS, Dean Friedman/Dee6o Mersa
BLACK IS THE COLOUR, Wilbert Loner-nee

42

51' BOOGIE FUND, Saar Flare
45 I LOVE AMERICA, Patrick Juvet
67 GIVING'IIP GIVING IN, Three Degrees

43

43

40
41

44

46

SUPERNATURE, Cerrone
NO GOODBYES,Curus Mayfield

,

34

47

42

48

83

49

39

50

62

Ariela/19n

Aenntkll210

LP

US Cunom LP

HOW DO YOU D0/DANCE GET DOWN, Al Hudson
ABC/12ín
Arista 12:n
RHYTHM OF LIFE, Afro Cuban Band
SAY A PRAYER FOR TWO/DREAM WORLDA LOVE YOU/
I'M GO?INA LOVE YOU FOREVER, Crown Heghts Alla:r
Mercury LP
TURf/W V WORLD BACK AROUND. Eddie Horan

54

US HOM LP
US Columbia Gin
47 YOU, Samuel Jonahan Johnson
Warner Bros'LP/US 1710 promo
53 VICTIM, Card, Staten
GTO/127,
71' ONE FOR YOU ONE FOR ME, Jonathan leig
23 THREE TIMES "LADY, Commodores

55

40

I'M

56

48

SAVE SOME FOR THE CHILDREN. Howard Kenney
US Warner Bros LP
ONE NATION UNDER A GROOVErFunkedenc
US Warner Bros/12m/LP
GOT TO GET YOU INTO MY LIFE. Earth, Wind fa Pore CBS
Alma Brdges
(DISCO
'ROUND).
THE
NIGHTLIFE
LOVE

53

Motown/LP/Dutch 12m
IN

.

58

82

59

72

I

PMydorftS

.

60

49

Channel One roadshow on Sundays and Mondays
doing pubs and youth clubs, and does some PR for the
East Midlands DJ Assn In his spare time. Spare
time? Anyway, Wednesdays at Cleopatra. he spins
nothing but roots reggae
2

3

I'M STILL WAITING, Del my Wilson

HOW CAN I LEAVE, Dennis Brown

le The
Phaiw One

Chantells

4
O

8
7

8

9
10

LTD
Lightning

WAITING IN THE PARK. Jah Berry

ANNIE'S SONG. The Mexicano
Ice
ROCK. Matumbi
harvest
QUESTION, Marcia Griffiths
Different
MOVIN'AW Ay. Tradition
RCA
LOVE THE WAY SHOULD BE,
Royal Rases
Neville King
MORE WELL. ESQUIRE.
Prince Hammer
Front Line
BLACK GOLD AND GREEN,
Vivian Jones
Freedom Sounds

So pick up your feet,
Got to move to the tack
of the beat.
There is no elite.
Just take your place
in the driver's seat.

LOVE/FIRST COME FIRST SERVE, Rose Royce

Whitfield LP

-

PAUL ANTHONY Is resident five nights a week at
Derby's Cleopatras in London Road, runs the

1

Toppae Zee LP
RCA 12,0
Casoblanca/LP/1210

TIME OF THE SEASON/MELLOW OUT, Gap Manoone
Funk AfeMer,ca 170/AEM LP
MIND BLOWING DECISIONS, Hearwave
GTO 190

46

45, 2T

Memory
Glesong

12,n

Sniff'n'TheTears
A new single

DRIVERS SEAT

OUTSIDE LOOKING IN MIDNIGHT BOOGIE/TAPIOCA
US LRC LP
145 ,pml,.amnw McDift

CHIS 105

BUNNY MALONEY
13a I I've Been Missing You
exclusively available on Gull Records.
The No reggae single. Now
Don't miss it. GUS 65
1

I

Motown tliin,LP

YOU GOT ME RUNNING, Lenny Williams
ABC 12m1LP
LET THE MUSIC PLAY, Charles Eadand
Mercury ran
NIGHT LIFE. Bla t
US Solar Sound LP
GOT A FEELING, Patrick Joist
Caseyºancer12,n

MacARTHUR PARK/SUITE, Donna Summer'
Casablanca/LP/12,n proms
GET ON UP GET ON DOWNRoy Ayers
Polydor 12In1LP
12
HOT SHOT, Karen Young
Atlantic/1210/US West End 12,n
24 IN THE BUSH/KEEP ON JUMPIN', Musique
CBS LP/US Prelude rem,.
17 CAN'T YOU SEE ME, Rey
Polydor LP
44

52

-

,

13

51

uand

,

,

11

ENCOUNTER:

'Clieckin' On You' (JET 12114). Mellotron
backed

dnoffenstve pop -reggae toper
'on 3 a 4 321n and Tin.
'Disco Dancing iFantasy (AIR CHS 12.2252). Bright CHEETAH I 'Pressure
Drop'
111r1'C 162)- Madly catchy and breezy pophustler from
(Safari
1.11). Maylale'
hummable little sax -led the old Gun group's Mr reggae SAFE
oldie sounds like
melody with a bouncy rrdd - Curette, on same length 5:30 Minnie Mouse, It's speeded
tempo beat to a' rapidly t 210 and 71n.
up so much In this pop
spreading jazz - funk fare on HOT R.B.: 'House Of The revamp: In fact, the yellow
Import, but now on' 7 118 121ní Rising Sant (Chrysalis CHS vinyl 1210 sounds much better
or 3 50 710 could even go 12-2226). GlorgP, type Euro at 33r , , or 76rpm even more I
MoR!

sung
- produced rangy this
skipper with several rt.v thin
breaks in its thumptrd hustle
_4f
tempo on 5 46 1215 t
7in),
already shooting u15 ,e chart
despite my earlier doubts
about it as an LP !rack
GREY A HANKS, 1 You
Fooled Me' (RCS PH 13461.
Choppy quite fast tuck 'teeter
with shriU chlx and 'gruffly
soulful fella, sadly ma. only
on two part 7in
D.C. laRUE: 'Let Them
Dance (eye 7NL 25795).
Frothy gay thump" totally
remixed from his 1 F'
and

5

10

(Decca GFR 15810), Typical
happy fast, afro jumper on EMMSL,364.11. j,:lrlle
group
8 05 12in or 3.12 71n, with for
US disco-soul
the first time on 171( Ills last with synthetich' romps along
wheezlings at
year's similar disco smash as first and mu,h
surface
8.00 flip
happiness. On full
length
QUARTZ: 'Beyond The 1210 only inn
planned!).
Clouds' (Pye 7NL 36797á2). Jaeksons fans t id dig
Incredibly pow oriel but BONNIE POI ER: 'Free
sample electronic pounder Mr From My
edom / Tie
has some crashing plano Me Ito A Tree I L, ndcutf Me)'
chords which help make It a (Motown TtfG 1125).
well - proven floor filler r for Whaaat?!! Sul ' ' semi.slow
me anyw'ay1. on aell - cut soul swayer It or Ls plenty, of
12in. Try mlxtng nut of subtle pent-up i wer behind
Cerrone 'Supernature '
the freakiest ti 1,, of the year
STANLEY TURRENTrNE:
PAUL GEE: 'Heaven Above'

AFRO CUBAN BAND:
'Rhythm Of Life' I Arista
ARIST 12214). M1eh1"i Jager

2

9

MANU DIBANGU 'Sun
Explosion' / 'Big Blow'

'R1de-O-Rocket'

6

4

Rose Royce

disco monster on 'Mort and
now finally out as twitted 600
121n or 3 45 tut.

BROTHERS

3

65

Faetasy'12,n/LP
NOW THAT WE FOUND LOVE. Third World
Island/12in
RASPUTIN. Roney M
Atlanoc017n
LOVE'DON'T UVE HERE ANYMORE/DO IT DO IT,

3

SIDE OP MID-

MONT,
82

2

m STARCRUISIN'tfANCY DANCER/THIS

57

904

t

58
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Thames Valley area and
would like to know more
about joining. contact the
TVDJA Secretary, Mark

London NWfl

Staggerifl
jocks
pluggersand to welcome

guest artistes dropping
by to say hi.
This Sunday, former
Radio 210 lock and disco
veteran Tony Hoiden, the

TVDJA'S

honorary

well
run association
locally, check first to see
if whatever exists in the
way of a DJ association
near you is affiliated with
the DJ Federation (there
are lots of associations
now, but few belong to the
central DJF yet).
As the Thames Valley
people seem to be in,
filtrating the DJF rather
rapidly, 1t probably won't
be long before their experience and capabilities
will be felt nationally, to
everyone's benefit. The
obvious lesson to be
learnt is that weight of
numbers gives a DJ
association both political
and financial power, so
that the sooner every part
of the country has a DJF

affiliated

confirmed as the early hours later that night at pm the
urn Sunday morning South Eastern Disco Assn
2 to
man -on Machester's Pic- meet In Wrolham's Spring
cadilly Radio front next Tavern
.
Cleric Archer,
weekend (Nov 5), but founding father of the East
meanwhile jocks this Anglian DJ Assn. has
Saturday (2S) at Borough. resigned for personal reasons
bridge Hotel Cottages .. as secretary, which role will
Polydor have Imported 15,000 now be handled temporarily
of Mice Bridges' US 12th to by Peter May of 4 Aerodrome
sell here at £1,25 .. Road, Thorpe. Norwich,
Phonogram beat the op- Norfolk (Norwich 3508d)
position to get Rahnt Harris the DJ Federation affiliated.
and rush It on 121n as soon as association for the central
possible! Others from them aou)h coast Is the Solent DJ A,
include Crown Heights Affair c/o. Ray Hewing, 29 Aliens
-

'Gonna Love

You

Forever'/'Say A Prayer For
Two' on remixed 12in next
Week and Village People's
uitragay 'YMCA' 121n out
mid -month
more for
November are Shalamar on'
121n, War 'Youngblood' Olin.
Voyage 'Souvenirs' (from the
up -coming 'Fly Away' LP)
flipped by 'Lady America' on

Pye's

-

-

World monthly magazine
Aquarian Dream LP, have dropped out, but gilding

121n.

.

David

Yates,
Hid Tomtit IPT 1S), an exTo find out about DJF citing
12In to mix out of
drop a line to 'British Hustle' or Manu
consider that the Waite( innd EMI's John
Pete affiliation,
the
Disc
Jockeys
available via
Is
Dlbango.
Association Is less than a Dyos, and ended up by
Distributors (01.003
year old and already far taking John, Pete and Federation (GB). 53 Spartan
so tell your local shop
and away the country's myself home for lunch William Street. Herne 47531If you've been having trouble
Kent CT6 5NR
largest.
with Ms wife Fifi. Bay,
somehow my Idea of disco
but remember It is a

disgraceful rip-offs by record

sctlre but relevant topics aspects of a
like crime prevention, association Into association, or enmusic públlshing or in- something that- Jocks couraged to start one London WC2H OLH, so send
surance, to have new really do want to belong yourself. Of course, you details of your rock gigs,
product demonstrated for to,
Bunker
could always move house, whtle Andrew
them by record company
If you live in their down
(currently working on
to Reading or Chrysalis
disco produot)
somewhere!
Invitee all jocks to send hbn

IMPORT'BREAI.F:R.S, other
than those "bubbling under
in the DJ Hotline hat, include
Chic 'Le Freak' I Atlantic
121n), Cameo 'Ugly Ego' /
'Insane' / 'Anything You
Wannn Do" (Caaablance LP).
Village People 'YMCA' /
'Clvlsiri {Casablanca LP).
Mocho '1'in'A Man (Prelude
LP), Laura Taylor 'Dancing
In My Feet' (TE
Qunzar 'Funk 'N Roll' /
'Workin On The Building'
An ore LP), Love Symphony
Orchestra 'Let Me Be Your
Fantasy' IPerithouae LP).
Erotic arum Hand 'Plug Me
To Death' (Priam LP I.
Prince 'Soft Anal Wet'
(Warner Bros), Sgtvers

,

Phonogram's

.

Culled from - an area
that encompasses the
Countryside west of
London out to roughly
Swindon, the ,members
meet .once a month to
hear advice about ob-

Anyway, to the point:
Tony and. the other
Association officers are
doing a darned good job,
taking care of business.
and combining both
social and practical

-

.

federation for existing
local associations, not
itself an association for
Individual DJ members.
If you apply as an Individual, you will be
DJ directed to your nearest

DJF

member

Is not Incessant
repetition of Dan Hartman,
Sylvester and Sugar Cane,
Interspersed with Gordon
Lightfoot. Barry Amiss and
ads for a Byrds compilation:
Is It yours?!
Yvonne
Marvin needs specialist rock
Jocks for her mailing list at
Shaboodle Promotions Ltd.
Cross Road.
118 Charing

ENGLAND'S FIRST AND LARGEST ALL DAY

*Teenage Soul Festival*
Top DJ's

2 ROBBIE'VINCENT
Voted No

1

Soul Redlo DJ 1970

3 ROGER SCOTT

Capitel Redlo'a Mein Men

FROGGIE 8 HIS ROAD SHOW
ANDY MOORE
BARRY -LE -MARTIN

PLUS

...Special Guests
fiNALS

let

and Surprises, Free Record. and T-Shim
DANCING COMPETITION

OF SOUL

let PRIZI cats
PRIZE GUTS
Soul Walking Contest Cup to Winning Area
ALSO

...'

£75

£75

e £10.00 Prize for lest Dressed Soul Couple
Possible Riming srill lake place by TV Compton
Neese Note

-

NOVELTY STALL - RIPNISNMENTS
In edean 0 0.00 Including coach
Tickets In advance U W No coach
AM/Million on the door O 5o
Tickets hoer 7W Record Shop Oa,ler. Ronopud Record Shop
Bromley. Mink Down Record Shop Sidcup, Harlin Theatre Boo
057ík Maidstone. Penny Farming Record Shop IRord. Bluw a Soul
Henover Street W7, Premier Noe m1k. Bookings 240 2216
For further information nny 01302 MS
Certain Are.,
01.7020115
ENQUIRIES RE COACHES ETC
RECORD STALL

Tkkan

-

-

Ignore

the ad-

-

HOT

VINYL

'Don't Stop Get Off'

1281 Big Tom Holland funks Chesham 1012,
Steve Dee funks Wheeler End Brlckmakern Inn. FRIDAY
1271 Robbie Vincent & Pete Tong funk Ashford Kemptan
Manor on the A20, Bert Smith funks Fenwick `Kiwi -Lodge
with a huge Halloween fancy dress carnival party. Steve Dee
hits Haddenham Village Hall, Southern Counties roadhso e
hits Dorchester Clay Pidgeon. DJ 'Donald rocks Selkirk
Yarrowford Hall, Caroline Roads/tow rocks Bromley Techt
SATURDAY 128) Chris Hill funks Canvey Ooldmine with a
pyjama party (bring something you'd normally take to bed
with you) 1, Chris Brown & Froggy funk Southgate Royalty
with a shorts party iso wear some shorts. OK?!). Enrt Yogi &
T -Ram Trevor funk Peckham Red Bull with a Halloween
fancy dress party (proceeds to muscular dystrophy charity),
John DeSade funks Minster Beach Hotel, Adrian Love lalfs at
Bournemouth Village. Southern Counties till Exeter Quay,
DJ Donald rocks Coldstream Town Hall. Caroline Roadahow
rock Canterbury University; MONDAY (S0) John DeSade
funks Otham Orchard Spot near Maidstone with a Tower
Records promotion night, Bob Jones& Paul Gratue jazz -funk

THURSDAY

GREG EDWARDS

who

vertised price of 11111 Issues
and eel) them al way above
the proper price
something
else that unlimited Clio runs
should put an end lot

1

Saturday November 4th, 2 pm -10.30 pm at
Pickets Lock, Edmonton, London N9
1

shops

radio

AM PRODUCTIONS PRESENT

t)

Road, Southsea, Portsmouth
OK. Andy
10705 28291)
guess what,
Desmond?
Brighton Metro's 'Grease'
promotion has been cancelled
but nüt, as DJ John Lewis
hastens to explain, because
people In jeans would be
barred! ,. the original
backers of proposed new D.1

local Diana Rosa/Michael Jackson light Darrell Redfenrn still
conducted
the more 'Ease On Down The Road' 7In plane to publish, eventually
interviews with myself association
sense
for next week and .James Brown - OK, Ashley Woods? End
it
will
make
and the visiting DC La
'Nature, Pts 112' 7in the week Tort of Peckham Red Bull
Rue, gave the floor to everyone to belong to an after
Pulse 'The Warrior' fame beep reporting
association.
president,

Wiggins haunts
Ilford Lacy Lady, TUESDAY (31) Steve
Barry Bindles Ballroom's Halloween banquet. Mike Late
funks Blackburn Galligreaves Hotel weekly, Pete Tong ten
(wilts Margate Hades In CliftanvOle Lido weekly. Southern
Counties hit Wyke Regis YC: WEDNESDAY (1) Graham
Gold & Jeff Young start a mid week soul night at Southgate
Royalty with reduced admission for regulars after the first
week.

DISCO ACK-

-

(CasablancaL John Handy it
Tell' / 'Lady Lady'
(Warner Broa LP). Jeff

Can

(Artier Fusion 'Curtain' /
'Katherine' (Inner CJty LP),
Della 'My Life Is So Won.
dertui', (ABC LP), Tushn

Thomas 'Shoot Me With Your
Love' (Orbit 121n). Wilson

Pickett She's So Tight'
(Atlantic 12m), Free Life
'Second Coming' fEplc LP),

Phyrework

YQ7ZJNE

Strathclyde

.

DJ Assn challenge various
Anthony, 2 Stratford
local showbiz teams to a
Drive. 'Wooburn Green,
double -headed charity Five.
Bucks HP10 OQH. If you
ASide football tournament
don't live in that area but GRAHAM THORNTON. Tea this Sunday (29) at Glasgow's
wish you had a similarly Council Young DJ winner, Is Kelvin Hall, starting 2 pm

isco

BEING AWAKE on
Sunday I did actually
make it to the Thames
Valley DJ Association
meeting near Slough
as did half of their
staggering 145 members
Well; the meeting was in
a ,pub, but it wasn't the
members who were
staggering (much!), It
was their number that Is
staggering when you

their work details at Leap.
frog Promotions, Priory
House. Kingsgate Place,

DISCO
NEWS

'My

Funk'

(Mercury LPL. Cheryl Lynn
'Got To Re Real' (Columbia),
Ritchie Family 'American
Generation' r'1 Feel Disco
Good' (Marlin LP). Lemon
'Freak On' (Seim' 121n),
Boris_ Mldney 'Beautiful
Bend' (Marlin LP), Mere
'Themes From The Wizard
Of Oi (Mtuennieml, Bell &
James 'L ivin It Up (Friday
Night)' (A&M). Damon
Ham 'It's Music' (Fantasy
1210), Benny Mnupin 'Baker
Street' (Mercury)

BUBBLING UNDER the Disco Top 110 are Finished
Touch 'I Love To See You Dancing' / 'Need To Know
You Better' (Motown LP), Brecker Bros 'Bast
River' (Arista), Carrie Lucas 'Street Corner
Symphony' / 'TIc Toe' (RCA 121n, Melba Moore 'You
Stepped Into My Life' (US Epic 121n), Ronnie Foster
'Happy Song' (US Columbia LP), Willie Hutch 'Easy
Does It' (US Whitfield LP), Bettye Layette 'Dolt'
The Best That I-Can' (.Atlantic 121n), Linda Clifford
'Gypsy Lady' (US Curtom 12111), Chanson 'Dofet
Hold Beek' /`I Can Tell' (US Arlola LP), (tool & The
Gang 'Everybody's Darwin' (US De - Lite LP_)
Rodney Franklin 'I Like The Music Make it Hot' (SS
Columbia LP), Marsha Hunt ,The Other Side Of
Midnight' (Magnet 12M), Chaka Khan 'I'm Every
Woman' WS Warner Bros 12in), Switch 'We Like To
Come On' (Motown LP), KC & The
Party
Sunshine Band 'Do You Feel Alright' (TK).
Supermax 'World of Today' ( Atlantic), Four Tops 'I
Kitchener
Can't Help Myself' (Motown),
Lord
'Always
'Sugar Bum Bum' )Ice 12in),
There' (US Columbia LP), 011íe Baba 'Stomp Your
Feet' (US Polydor LP), Rick James 'Mary Jane'
(Motown), Pulse 'The Warrior' Opt Tomb) 121n),
Munich Machine 'A Whiter Shade of Pale' (Oasts
121n). Carol' Douglas 'Burnfn' (atidsong 121n),
Kinder / Lewis 'Envy' (Pye 12in) Continuing by
geographical order. chart contJiblling DJs Include
John Delaney (Bexhill Continental), John Lewis /
George Emerson (Brighton Metro), Phil Leppard
(Brighton Jenklnsons), Steve Orpin (Brighton Night
Fever), Paul Clark (Brighton Inn Place), Johnny
Diamond (Hove Cliftonvtlle1, Chris Lynn (Lancing
Place), Dennis"Brynner (Southampton Centre),
Tré#or Jones (Southampton Magnum), Dave Lester
(Southampton Shield R Dagger), Zippy Zimmerman
(Dorchester), Neville Rowe (Plymouth Boobs), Rob
Grose (Truro). Andy Symons (St Erth Smugglers),
Kevin Graves (Newquay). Doc Hayes (Taunton
Mare
Camelot), Mike Allard (Weston - Super
Sloopysl, Steve Holey (Weston Blades). Martin
Starr / Male Haynes / Larry Speed (Briatni), Alan
Hughes (Worcester Western Bar), Chris Jones
(Cardiff), Shaun's Disco (Cardiff Bargoed Suite),
Tom Lafford (Barry). Steve Wiggins (Barry Rugby
Club), Phil Black (Barry Pelican), Alan Christo
(Mountain Ash Palace). Dave Kramer INeath I, Jeff
ThomasdSwansea Clnderellasl, Barry Dean IIiUry
St Edmunds), Bob Cheek ( Yarmouth Wheels), Chris
Ryan ( Yarmouth Cleopatras). Jon Taylor Norwich
Cromwells), Mick Ames (Bedford). Steve Alien
(Peterborough Line Tree). Ashley Woods ISleaford
Quarrington Hall), Liz Bailey (Leicester Merely),
Steve
Shugs" Cain )Leicester Fusion), Ian
Freeman (Nottingham Palatal, Paul ' Anthony
(Derby Cleopatra.), Dave Brennan (Burtón Eves),
Ric Simon (Tamworth), Lawson Mil IT (Nuneatrm
Club Ti), Graham Wood (KenliwOrth- 1812), Shaun
Bryce (Blrmb4gham Opposite hack), Paul Anthony
(Birmingham Runner), Don Young IHfrmingham
Mayfair). David (Manion (Birmingham Rum
Runner), Don Young (Bermingham University Soul
Club). Roger Davis (Halesowen Tiffanys), Cisco
(Longacres Ship). Trevor John. Hughes (Telford),
Peter Haze (Nantwleh Rorseteie'e), Stuart Swann
( Nontwlch Cheshire Cat),
.

1

UNLIMITED
(THIRD) EDITION
BOB BARTON'S handy little booklet that answers
many questions for would-be DJs, 'All You Want To
Know About Being A Dee -Jay', is now out again In its

newly revised third edition. Originally published by
23 - year - old Bob back In 1975, the booklet retains
many of its by now rather dated radio DJ photos but
does have added Info and new sections on such topics
as Tax and the DJ, Faults and their Remedies.
Dlscothques, and Amateur Radio. Available from
equipment dealers lake the Roger Squire chain for
Sop, It costs LJ direct by mall from Barton Enterprises, 104 Harefleld Road, Uxbridge. Middlesex
UBS 1PN,

DISCO ACK-sHonE

Ili.;

"1 LOVE THE NIGHT LIFE"
poor NOW AVAILABLE ON SPECIAL IMPORTED AMERICAN 12 INCH

DISCO MIX

DISCO ACK-SHONE DISCO ACK-SHONE DilcC0
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DISCOTEQUE
EQUI
NT HIRE
full range
al

Equipment

lighting.

11

s,FSTORE

Di.coteou.

Including

~Ain.,

Fog

Speaker., Amp, end Disco
Decks .Iweye go.a.bi.
Open a days 9 .m.7 pm. LAN
Night Thundey.
Full Disco Service to
DJ.
Including
ore..
H

I,.

W

O

2

Rs FARNBOROUGH

Pinner, Middx.

y 1.4

min. Royner. Lane Tube
Tel. 01 ese 6637

Pulsar, Cloud, Tuac, Altec, SIS, Calbarrie. Shure and

Slab Lost)

equipment
*veilable
competitive price..

Degosh Credit Per R,tley%Mal, Order. Aetess/aentwygerd/Px/
S'U Ewpmen,. Seedkm Redone Service/Eau,pmn,
Hire. Most
No

ripeº of Disen b PA Equipment serviced.
AmesorwsrDly Service,
Chassis Speekrn, Pe, toe. NynIde/Ceb,ne, Finings
Why nn, cell in and tree usi
OPEN MON SAT 010 em 6 eml r11.5 bet

Di.cethegue

GOODIES IN STOCK NOW!

at

PRIVATE CAR PARK . ACCESS

Send

NEL

loi

.

BARCLAYCARD. FINANCE .TRADE Iis:

°ECONDHAND GEAR

378-380 VALE ROAD, ASH VALE, ALDERSHr",7 HANTS.

from junction

10 mires

hire
me.

4

M3 Motorway. Next to Ash Vale Station on A321

t.r:v

Guildford and Camb.

price Ile,

DISCO CENTRE

197 WeHorditoed
frothy Green

0582-39021/411733

Richmenseorth, Hats.

Tel

10

S.W. DISCO EQUIPMENT

...

equipment for

75 WELLINGTON STREET, LUTON, BEDS
Cirsc to Ms Junction

A10

range el profe.aionel
sound
and lighting

Wide
disco

or £25 Plus VAT for 4!!
While

BETWEEN IOWITH and 5.30pm

yty

YOUR CHANCE TO SEE A BRAND NEW BUDGET PRICED RANGE OF
DISCO SOUND AND LIGHTING EQUIPMENT PLUS OUR USUAL RANGE
OF EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES
STOP PRESS
LOTS OF HALLOWE'EN AND GUY FAWKES

HELP FOR
DISCOS

many more.

* SOLAR 250 Only £64.50 + VAT
* PIEZO HORN Only £7.50 +.VAT
.'.noble

THIS SATURDAY OCTOBER 28th
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LUTON DISCO & LIGHTING CENTRE
Wide range of Disco and Lighting Equipment
Including Chronic, Optikinetics, Electrovnice,

(Above

513713

DISCO SALES & HIRE

=

SALES AND
HIRE LTD.

366 Rayners Lane
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5Cá.I
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DISCO CENTRE
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DEMO DAY
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Hit
ab
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from:

Nee
19711
Autumn
Caelegu. of Golden Oldie.,
send lust 0100 I.

.Herd 44472

MIDNIGHT RECORDS
PO Box 22
Dunstable. Beds
LU55DF

WELSH DISCO

dJ

& CLUB FAIR
it yes ere involved In the
Disco end Club staid, attend

Weis'

reelp. equipment
exhibition.

10% discount for period of
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Wednoodey
lot
November
the
et
Welsh
Gearde Cleb, Dumfries
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Cardiff.
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of readers
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RAM -DRIVERS
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THE 4 WAY THEATRE SYSTEM
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BREAKTHROUGH

IN HIGH POWER AMPURCATION

many

Roper Squires. Barnet TradIng Estate. Park Road,
Bernet, Hem Td: 01 441 1919 Telex: 261993
Open Mon Fri. Ask for Tony or Alan

and
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"Spec. 2001"
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THE PSS00 SLAVE

HERE

A reel ...ruiner Irom SAI

New technology disco from Soundoel.Fe.Nresinclude: 6 ch.
stereo Mxa, twin LED 1.dd.n, etectronk .vtol.d. end studio
quality sound reproduction Option of Gerrard or Techaba turntables.
£390 VAT"
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T.1.041 946 3303

£169.00
So

don't
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SQWRCSF repo., Wine. N.e,. ENS 5ve

ALL UNITS COMPLETE WITH BUILT-IN
CROSS-OVERS

All prices include VAT
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'NUTCRACKER"

the country.

Roger 5001118. Disco Centre,
125 Church Reed. RSMdd

Tue' Sea. Line open Wed. Iup to

MANCHESTER
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Ask your local dealer about all the
DAVE SIMMS MUSIC PRODUCTS
Or send 15p for catalogue
Project Electronics Ltd,
1-5 The Grove, Ealing. London W5 SOB
Tel. 01.567 0757
TRADE b export engines welcome

60
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NORTHERN CASES

325 Welmersley Road, Bury,

NO HEAVIES PLEASE

-

Manchester

'

DISCOLAND 01-690 2205

Reply'to P.O. Box 400
'
D.O., Edinburgh

DISCO..

ADVERTISE
To advertisk

little

ARE CENTRE
OPENING NEW
PREMISES at

brings

and

great

Os New Chronic mint.bin. 1.15'
horn. 200 wan pair.
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your products
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Personal
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DAVE

seeks

-

girlfriend South East.
Box Number 1806.
MALE 23 Hull area seeks
shy lonely girl 17-24 for
genuine friendship all
letters answered.
No. 1805,

- Box

BOY, 17, in a rut, good
personality, know's Ire's
good looking, seeks nice
girl 15+. Send photo.
Box
Hertford area.

Melbourne Street, West,
Gloucester. Looking for
single girlfriend, slim,
middle twenties, near if
possible please.

-

- fn

Gloster Disco & Music Centre

-

9

Special Notice

The Look Of Love. Sergio'

Happy Birthday for the
15th. You are our Dancing
Queen. From the

Station Road, Flnchiey ALWAYS 1000's of rock,
Central Station, N.S._ All soul, pop. Tomtit
eras of the 'sOS, 'cos and S.A.E.: 24 South walk,
'70s. Fridays P M, and
Middleton, Sussex.
Saturday.
STEELY DAN can't buy
Mobile Discos
a thrill countdown to
ecstasy pretzel logic katy
Lied the royal scam ale THE
NEW direction
one 3.30 six 17.05 shades, discotheque lights and
27 Lansdowne record for all occasions,
Crescent, Glasgow G20 rates re a so n a b I e ,
6NG.
Croydon, Sutton, Epsom,
FLASHBACKS: Avalon Surrey area.
Phone
Zappa. If you want it, Tom Rush, 01394 0555.
we've probably got it! ANDY T Conglomeration
Send or phone your Roadshow. 01 657 7540.

-Sue Carr,
0423

I

THOUSANDS NEW/used
singles, Huge selection
recent hits and 'oldies at
competitive prices.' lop
stamp for giant list. -123
S t r e e t,
G e o r ge

-

-

-

S.A.E. for THE NEW Direction
current Ilstst "Bernles", Discotheque, latest
206 Seaside. Eastbourne,
Electronic equipment.
coinshire.
rates r e a sons b e
QUEEN singles: Sussex. Tel: 0323 690978.
CON RARE
DATING offers
Lurex ',GoingOLDIES FROM 5p each, (Light's records 401 all
the Larr
FIDENTIAL
many extlncl labels.
Smile "Earth
Croydon.'
+
Back'
most comprehensive + Nazz "Open My Eyes" Send large S.A.E.S occasions).
Sutton. Epsom area.
Introduction service offers,
Wakefield Record Bar Phone Tom Rush 01 394
59 Lambs
ages
all
for
available
Ltd S S 0555.
Export
Street, London
Free ConduitTe1.01-4056163.
nationwide.
Westgate, Wakefield, P R OF E S S I O N A L
WCIN.
Dating Con- ISIX'ILES
d eta lls.
Yorks. Mail order only. DISCOTHEQUE per.
+ SEVENTIES
44
fidential (Dept,RD/A1,
no callers.
sonalt[ DJ's the rl ht
1,000 singles 15 90
Earls Court Road. Stones,
T.Rex, Beatles, LP's FROM top, 45s from music yfor that special
London W.B,
Large SAE: Pat; 24 occasion.
SAE 64 St 5p.
Darryl
etc.
Who,
HOW TO get girlfriends. peters Avenue. Caner- Beaufort Avenue, Black- Hayden. Ol 898 1127. Paul
what t0 say, how to sham. Reading 1.
pool
M o r r e
,
0 6 2 6
overcome shyness. how to TOP DISCO sounds SAE GOLDEN OLDIES, (Maidenhead) 73692.
fancy.
request..

Mablethorpe, Lin-

'

1

-

-

-

Market Parade, Gloucester

Tour, both by
De Shannon
Single. Gary Benson This
Man's Got No Luck.
Telephone East Grin
stead 0342 25463 after 6
pm and reverse charges
MORNING OF My Life,
John Holt; How Can I Be
Sure, Young Rascals;
Early Morning, Barclay
James Harvest; Love

PASTBL ASTERS!

"OLDIES GALORE"

Records For Sale

30

-

63525 anytime.

areas./

Harrogate. Tel:

e

TWO

sendLP'S
FRIENDSHIP

Somerset Villa,

et

IN THE

DEPOSIT

FOOTSTEPS OF THE TOP Di" arta u
ur
OUICO EASY CREDIT -e 30R
YEARS TO AY
WELCOME
RARCIAYCARO
ACCESS PLUS "SOPORTS MADE EASYwrite a. rho,. rot der all. 'EXPORT MANAGER.'

AGENCY stands out from
the rest. Find out more.
Cart
for s brochure.

ages

TERRY SPARKES,

-

.

Jingles, 17 Jesael Drive
Loughton, Essex.
1.500 JINGLES, 6 x COO.

ONE

'

NIGEL TAYLOR ON

BUY ONE NOWII

rwllant MAIL ORDER SERVICE

01-836 1522

.

For more details phone

1173
1599

1537 Ys.. 163-

channel

P.

Easy Terms Available

621

roll

'WILLOW

- Mail Order - Access, Barclaycard

1372

ola
.tra.E421
w.

-

RING NOW ON

'

HP

01 N.w Ice mono clubmen commis lovely comp.. dash
®6
170 wen* ow
r5. New Ice star., clubma.lw * tape

country.

£135
VAT
£67
£50

Plus Many Secondhand Bargains

roas

WHAT ABOUT THIS THEN!!
A 3 cbennel

+

popular L.da. V Ó-R. -121

Á' a.nv
soundc.mn
Soundentnr-hh Inp. .

V -D-R

£174
£18.50

Invader Jingle Machine

013

.

New Chants 5,500 Hawaii

Soundnm

1771
1771

..

Hawaii. led..

122

the

'

...

, is wen.
..
civoni0..

Nam

.010

.1353
OV d.coaraN.

o V -0-R,

sae

MIXER
Soundout 5P18
Funs Lights
Solar 250

1711
1117

suss..,
.°.95 wens,..

New Chronic delewnre Lads, v6t

E® Nam SoundSu
.. channel
MO New Soundo.E aerie, V

thousands of readers

throughout

Unit..

(S7 New Chronic Ken.lw:

'CASH

.......

.

£165

IISoundout
Id

Mirror super competition

DEPOSIT
02 Slaw pith small decor boss. whh ST1 /sequence unit .
02 New pelt terse decor boas. whh sound to light unit
01 New Fal avalem GO complete with spook...,
.
O6 New F.I super disco -mono con.ol. .. ..
01 New Fa ataran de luau 120 wens par channel .
02 New F.l ranger mono disco lrl wne 1.s. plc) suss..

In, this

space costs very

I

£299

£216

131.8

-

BUY IT FAST
CASH OR CREDIT OR
WIN A COMPLETE FAL system FREE in the Record

HERE

.

SPEAKERS

I

IT'S ALL AT HAND IN DISCOLAND

o.

£160
£470
£280

377 LEWISHAM HIGH STREET, 5E13
STILL LONDON'S MOST HELPFUL DISCO SHOWROOM

SCOTLAND'S

Our

Price

Price

i

,

+

s

Soundout Vi A Mono Console
£202.50
Soundout Series VII Stereo 200+200 . £555
with
Amp
Mk
Mono
£351
III
Soundout
Lyon Forge Mono with Sound
£370
to Light and Amp

ground details.

LIGHTING

NELSON STREET
T
ABERDEEN

so

t-

GLOSTER
SALE

NORTHERN CASES
RECORD
CASES.rh.
(100)
at
v... ... ...-.F ...

YOUNG MALE
VOCALIST
required for
internationally
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ATMOSPHERE

mSC0tA1Nra.aOwen. lrR

fAJILTFNA7E rro

Effects, Projectors Strobes, Sound -to -Light Controllers, Sequencers, Fog Machines,
Mhrorballs, Pyrofllash Systems, Fibre Optics, Ropelights, Fualights, Bubble
Machines, Piero Horns, Microphones, Discostands.
Part of the product range available from Northern Lights
Distributors for the following manufacturers
OPTIKINETICS- PULSAR - PLUTO - LE MAITRE - ILLUSION
=red..n-uhi., welcome on the above y,odude . Pnc. Bet on esu

IS

Multiphase 410 "".".

(A NICE ONE'

.

-

,

1

Records Wanted

one

16

50,

-

CWO1

CALL AGAIN bY the
PO Box
Settlers, Don't Turn Your Keytape,
Back On Me and Tam worth. 677 LDR.
Breaking It Up 'On The
Beatles

Jackie

-

T.

REXMAS BOP -disco

arty convention.

ecember 2nd. S.A.E. for
details to T. Rex ApPredation Society, 118
Wenninggtton Road. 'louNport, Merseyside PR9

I

7AF. Marc
forever.

lives

N N
F
Years Coml rig, ALYNGSTAD.
Strawberry Children;

Youngergrl,
Critters; I've Beier
Mendes;

WrongBefore, Cilia
Black

We'll Sin g In Tile
Sunshine, Lancastrians,
Any single by 3taekrtdge.
Do I Still
Yarl

S.

Stockcupboartl.

179

R I D

Abba

Abbe

MAKE
mirrors
2 -WAY
elmp Iy. cheaply,
explclly
Instructions. 8Sp
(M) P.O. Hog S.
Tamworth B771DR.

FlKeytape

Life. Hone bus; We
Help You, Alan Gown; 500 'CHRIS, HAPPY Blr
Miles, Seekers; This thday' Love you always
Little Bird, Marianne Karen.
Number 1804.
I
FalthtW, -R F G Brown, SI,ADE RULE - purctlaM
WRITE/MEET fans of
30
Lodge Rd, Slade Alive Volume 2.
date any girl you
your favourite artistes.
for lists. Derek Baxter, singles. all types from M A R B L E A R C H Parkstone, Poole.
Keep rockin' at the Musk
Sae for free details. 52 Bentinck Avenue,
S.A.E. Music Fans Club,
last 20 years, brand new Discotheques, genuine Tel: Parkstone 742226 Machine!
Dave Kemp.
Dept R. 38 Abbeydale, S.S.B/Pool.Lancs.copies. -S.A.E. for lists:_ entertainers.
10 Charlton Road, YetYOU have left is
Ken,
Winterbourne, Bristol.
bury, Gloss
The Records Shop, 36 The 328 6424,
Ankle deep In strtfe.
1958.76 Cliff.
OLDIES
IAN Oft lOIn shy,kind, JANE SCOTT, genuine Car Penters, etc. own Shopping Centre, Hay- CHRIS'S DISCO.
Dave Red ditch.
dl
confirmed bachelor, friends; introductions
Leamington Spa 2.5033.
Wanted
Plus American tlepool.
sex with stn- collection.
seeks unattached opposite and
on
THIRTY
EX
-TOP
er
accounts
SUNSHINE
a
SOUND
News
Musical Services
thought- deathP ofP ,'Elvis', S.A.E., records (1980-1978), from Discotheques for all RECORD
girlfriend (preferably in cerity
MIRROR 30 -9 twenties). Needn't Live fulness. Details free.
12%Áp, nearly 2,000 titles,
occasions.
01 732 1719.
St Maarrggarets Avenue,
78 uncut Offers to John
S S i O N AL
P RO
locallyy -Phone: 051.424 Stamp to Jane Scott. 37
stars.
major
most
TERRY
DEE''S,
Quince, Ghyll
needs
ndeeds
3/.RM, North Street, Horsforth,Leeds.
5879 Mersesi
I.
S A.E. list: Dept H8, 82 reasonable fees.
221
A R THUS T E R S
Heathfleld. Sussex. Road, COMFOESER
Brighton, CH
S.A.E.
"WEH
- For free Quadrant. 3GS.
Vandyke Street, Liver- 5478.
>tics.
available
Oldies
Golden
WANTED
Sue
INC
Sussex
BN1
c 12
D
IN-T-E-R D -A-T -E -S just
SOUNDS AROUND. on the New Seekers (past Lambe rte SurreyCloao
I
'56-'76. A must for pool LB ORT.
post brief descriptors of POEMS PUBLISHED'
RARE / UNISSUED Music for all occasions.
a God send
or present). wW swop ABSOLUTELY FREE
yourselves + SAE to 18 New Horizon, Dept 5, collectors
Beatles,
Elves,
phone t]3stleford (0877) p Ica and into
records:
S.A.E.
D.J.'s.
)
lting Magazine
most
Woden Road East, Victoria Drive, Bognor for
Stones. Zeppelin, many 552658.
Western
stars. Jackie. on
86/87
Diskery,
22 Acre
explains copyright
Wednesbury, West Re s.
Stamp for hot: SOUND 45 Discotheques, Crescent, Leeds
others.
recording,
FFLEE PHOTO brochure, Road. Hove, Brighton.
LS10
publishing,
Midlands. WS100RG.
7,
(RM)
Harrogate, Leeds, York 4DJ.
'Discovery",
our
setting your
select your own friends Callers Welcome.
over Sandhurst Road , area.
Boston Spa RECORD MIRRORS, rpvyalties,
k"
from our photo catalogue. TRIPLE WINGS vinyl
to music without
lyrics
843043.
Leicester.
1974-1977. Please
aNlsi feel i9Nltr.v.
contests,
Send stamp to America 3 colours
g
earg
RECORD FINDING C H I C
ISomN and la* henry nli,ne
Doyenne. Ale. PO Box (30. Elvis Party 78 r p.m
Free bookletofrom
_S 3972957,
etc.
Tim. ehnp hut'l,pvm
service. Those you want
100, Haywards Heath. mint te. Marshall Hain and can't find, thousands DISCOTHEQUES.
c rid Mm under
I n t e r n a t Iona
[bu Las 229 1292..
Dancing in City 12tH Blue
Sussex.
E *di enuodt t .01110 "mm1ne
Association
9s1lew
"raters'
QLES
an^ sowmea
sow
01 DJ Jingles
9 leS
Vinyl £3.50 Blue Vinyl to stock, will get tf not. D1y
situ ..vow Peke tm WORLDWIDE PEN
tRMI. Limerick City,
any artist, any records, 965 2826 /'`981.
"
FRIEND Service. 51,000 0h/in' Thing ETA.
Ireland.
1
Alimoon Il-1RM1,
jot down hose you KEITH LAYTON.
in H I L A R I O U S
members in 141 coon- Enclose S.A.E Adam just
WANTED ay
I....,dm.wa.
S.
E.
ORIGINALI Comedyy LYRICS
.nph,.mai,n.i, n.1
'1,AI...,ed.1'Bs.
tries.
SAE details, Begg Jar, 1 Wester need
publlehutg host
Don, 137 Southend COUNT DISCO DJ.
jingles cassette. fl 9n. mUSIC
IPCR. :S9A Hatherlelgh Drylaww Place. EdllAvers 'n
Si
Albans
11
Road. Wlckford, EssexRing Alike 686 890'1.
(limited Period),
Road. Ruislip. Middlesex. burgh.
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TRAVOLTA Tin x .51n
colour, in folders,
ferent, t1 each..3 difO'Hehtr. 1 Rosslyn Bray,
Co Wicklow; Ireland.
DIRECT FROM -JAPAN
AND USA!! Fantastic
movie star books!! Over
FIFTY different titles

LENA ZAVARONI Fan
Club,
SAE: 20 Silfield
Road, Wymondham
,
Norfolk, NF,189AY.
JOIN SINGER - guitarist
GLEN CAMPBELL'S
new UK fan club. Full
details from
Ron TDft,

JAMES DEAN!! 007)1
EASTWOOD!! BRUCE
DIANA ROSS at London,
10 colour photos f3. also
10 Commodores photos at
f3 or 3 Slade photos at fl.
Robert Cleaver, Ac-

S.A.E. please,

-

-

MBADS
ABRA FANS) How would
you like your favourite
for Sale
Abba songtltle In fanABRA SENSATIONAL tastic designs, self hand.
painted
on 10" x 8" board
posters, books, photos.
Imported records, slides, In any colour you desire.
Just
write
for details.
Send
IOp
+
etc.,
S.A.E:
Abba Stockcupboard' 19, Post refunded. T Cullem,
Meadowsied, Eltham,
Northfield Rd, PO, 132
lfshead, Nr Bristol. BS20 London SE96BB.
BLE.

CLOTHES MADE,

Kenilworth Drive,

your requirements In our

-taeon,

Commodores.

Cllllan.

Abba,

Jam, EXCLUSIVE 'ELVIS
Rats, Presley. John Travolta,

Hendrix, 10cc. Slouxsle,
Motors, Quo, Pistols,
Lizy, Sham 69, Zeppelin.
Patti, Ferry, Jam, Bowie.

Palmer. paper. Each set of 10
costs (3.40 + p&p with a
Stranglers. Holly. Dylan. free pr`nt wallet.
B.G.'s, A. Gfbb. Grease, Delivery Is guaranteed
Dury, Boleti, Stones, within seven days.
I
Steel Pulse, Yes, Reztllos, also guarantee a lull
Elton, Kiss, Stewart, refund if you are not fully
Penetration, Talking satisfied. The photos are
Heads, Clayton, T.R.S., great, don't watt, send
Rory. Beatles, Reed, now to
Dick Wallis
Sabbath, Costello, Fonz, Photography. 159
'Eastwood
914" x 7" Hamilton Road, London
£1.30 + 10p packing (4 for SE27 SSW.
64 20, 5 for (5.25). P.O.'s / BOWIE AT EaiIs Court,
Cheques
Roldring (2nd '78, set of 10 super glassy
Floor), 14 Church Road. 51n x 3%in colour photos,
London EI7 6AR.
only (2,50.
From S
Flinders, 5 Main Street,
(PREVIOUSLY HAWK- Stanton By Dale,
WIND)
Ilkeston, Derbyshire.
Photographs. Exclusive BOWIE EXCLUSIVE:
'In Concert' .
The Immaculate Record
Hawklords pictured live Company promotion
on stage, New Theatre, material, "Pin - Up's",
Oxford. October 6th 1978, "Ziggy Stardust",

-

-

-

-

professional
photographer. Exclusive

"Young Americans",'

containing 10 different
full-colour prints (5" x
324")
(2.99. excluding
P&P.: per pack UK/10p:

Park Road,

-

posters, £1.50 each plus
J Logue, 55A
20p.p&p.

-

Herts.

Bushey,

Tubes,

Ferry,

-

,

-

Petersgate,
Cheshire

Stockport.

Stuart
plus 25p p&p:. Large.
Reynolds, 36a Thornhill

in I
colour photos. Also
Glitter and other designs.
All available on tee or
sweat shirts, £2.50 + 64.75
Inc P&P.
SAE for

-

Feelgood

Designs,

39

Gooctramgate, York.

Recently issued 144 page book of tributes from the fans.
Contains many onglnal photos, tarts, Gospel songs and
full tow schedule
Send for your copy now andZget

pa EE Elvis bookmark.

CNOYL (s) £2.15

C.1011$ 21.10

'

FARRANS21.10

4

21,10

) £1.10

Al.p wat to wash
RprEy 3-4 MST)

lAdd 110 / T.p. 2
~Ole 2. Doh 1
9p.ee-RM,ai..

C.

Donna Somme., Klee Blhw
Lwd,ee WrM, Rend.
IM,I. Slrel Ap Ins pow
Zeppelin, Oo, shh.lh.
Rus, CMh..lem. Yes,
05.4 r.n.h, Cheryl Ladd.
pM,nl., ye, H.,en 110
(Any n.m. to 10 Ionises'

,C.

LADD 221.10

UMDA 10811801 1 21.10
(No. 1-2-4 Alto 21.10 sock

D.pM.

'Ranloer' Console with mike
Pair of 120w RMS Sneakers
Decor light boxes
Fuzz box
Multi -purpose projector
PLUS Albums for over 100 runner-up
winners from BONEY M. G
BRASS CONSTRUCTION O
TINA TURNER O
SYLVESTER and many more

fader.,

Effective from 16th October 1918

e. Mead.g.

SITUATIONS
FRIENDS
PEN
FAN
CLUBS
10.
FOR
VACANT, RECORDS FOR SALE TS FOR SALE.
RECORDS WANTED, INSTRJMErs
RECORDS WANTED.
NOTICE
SPECILL
TUITION,
slluarloNS WANTED
1.4de .nnwncemen" lop

e

or e, w,vM

.ed es Po

1f2

one

Staations Wanted

!

all styles
available.
f 1//1 onwards,

ha1Í

a

lli

music
November
of

50 Ffnningiey
Garth, Branaholme, Hull,
Humberside. Tel: 0482

821508.

For Hire
DISCO EQUIPMENT,
PA systems. sound to

0151sd

t

.1/, -_
i /iI 1111\

light Units,

reasonable
rates.
Newham Audio
Services, 01.624 4064.

-

ISCO'FEVER
LIGHT

-

.novk,e X%M.
rn cold,., hiss .
Mek.
the pay
rt
disco
e
ly taring end pone, Rho

w:

Íor.r

denine and o
o. shop window. display or

the home.
i,npie
r
Mt , III In

In

r

lgld

.t.m
.,
n.
suhingly
lose pee.
Os S ..n ter. plupl
a
pap
Two for ero 4o . 12 pep
CASS MAIL ORDER
42 Es,,.. Cl.,.. Blew keno ,

C.nbne, Span..

- order form

,

insertionlsl Commencing issue dated
I enclose a ehequefpostal order for

a`,0.0

ám":en

.w

eweesane

r

rfielesifj
wa

..,.

to sew .Irse
you U.S

m .rw., ..n4

,hn,e,.

e.n'"n.
'
f1.75 n.,...a.
o

san. Peen Product, (RUMP
Lync.npn Moue. 9w,. %A,
Myths. Kant C121 Ose

for
to Cover the cost made payable to RECORD

MIRROR
ALL SMALL ADS MUST Si STRICTLT PRE -PAID

w1
,In.lm

.Pee

*manna

PLEASE PUBLISH my advertisement under the beading

Rotes & Conditions

Sp

«even years experience In

\\r,-

Ms

SMALLS

rnn,

16.18 Lisa, KEN STUART InJousenkaarl 9B50, 02120 ternational Disc Jockey
Espoo 12. Finland.
recently returned from
Australian enElatng seeks
contract abroad or same

RER

-

S Colour

D.bbl.> O4Na
odlp.ekk,q for

Ine.

ADO ]Op

Pen friends

An

NLgei,
SAE for details.
GledhoW Gardens,
London SW5.Book early.
GENESIS OFFICIAL fan
Send SAE to:
Club.
Geoff Parkyn. Genesis
Information, PO Box 107
London N6 511U.
22a

Q SD

GUYS

ALL THIS COMING SOON IN...

Large

S 5

0.oi,c.40bMy0/W

I

"CARDS & POSTERS 11
22

Watch out for our competition
only in RECORD MIRROR for your
chance to win this fantastic prize

December
5th. Tickets and souvenir
badge (1.25 + SAE. Live
Boogie from our own
band and Bolonic film show. Tickets from Fiona
Bolan, 123 Lower Howsell
Road, Malvern. Worcs.

--

if I.ro

No. AM.. 54 10510
0.b a. R.Inbose, Tee
str.nylw, Ronry M. T"Iopy

Win yourself a
complete DISCOLAND
disco system

tergardens,

"CITY BOY

1. CARTER

1.10

DISCOLAND gives you the big chance!

-

Fan Clubs

1

MOOR STREET, BIRMINGHAM

diff f5.
Send
POs to 0 G Pace, 109b
Viani Street, Sliema,
11

C. LADD

ELO

NOW

JOKES, STINK bombs.
fart powder, snow blizzard, cigarette bangers,
hot sweets, exploding
matches, volcanic sugar,
dirty teeth sneezing,
itching powder, mucky
pup, garlic toffees, saucy
posters, novelties.
Send SAE for long list and
free gift,, Dept R, 167
Winchester Road, Winchester, Bristol BS4 IINJ.
PURIST! REMOVABLE Tattoo Lets, pkt 25p, 10
diff, f2. Beauty Spots or
Punby Fingernails, 1 pkt

e .wan

ELVIS FANS!

E1.10

1

Ssnath US. Gately Adams
In 70 own Seto gn.n

01-8361522

SE279SW.

Urger

MARILYN

1111111 L1.10

groups

illustrated catalogue

IACKY 121.10
,
,

For quickest

SHI'RTS,,

many

(1.10

on

Hamilton Road, London

50p.

DER 1

,ANDRINA

service and best photos
write to Dick Wallis
Photography, 159

Travolta, Olivia. Elvis
and

I

.

prints

colour

-

25p.

21.70

Ring

costs Just £3.40 + 20p p&p
or send site for free
catalogue. List the prints
you like. Sample print

Brighouse Yorkshire.

PHO'TO

'

OIIVIA

Ronstadt,

Rastrick,

Roads

1

1

SECTION

-

Foghart. IJFO, Genesis,
Bruce Lee, Bee Gees.
Travolta. Also out in 2
weeks, order now to
PAVOID D 1 SABlue
POINTMENT, Rush
Oyster Cult, Phil Lynott,
Reztllos. Slouxele. and
Banshees. ALL NEW.
Aleo 10 in x 8 in colour
rock photos, U 95 each.
Abba (5i, Buzzcocks 15).
Biondie 110). Bolan (5).
es St
Harlequins.

A

IN THIS

Stewart, Mac,
Gabriel, Dylan,

Malta.

GIGPIX COLORPACKS Wicklow. Ireland.
I (R10), P.O. Box 22. 15 DANA, SET of 6 photos,
M ar k s
f2. Marc Bolan, 2 photos
l W'okingham, Berkshire. 80p.
Robert Cleaver.
RB31 1NW. (Or send Aetacon. The Green.
¡S.A.E. for brochure Wingham, Canterbury,
detailing our photo range Kent.
featuring many other top AMERICAN COMthe MERCIALS on C-60, 61 +'
bands). Gigplx
name to trust.
Keytape, P.O.
s.a.e.
NEW POSTERS just Box 3, Tamworth, B77
published by "Big O" 1DR.
posters, all (1.10 each T-SHIRTS, DESTROY.
plus 25p postage. ALL Filth, Clash. Adverts.
NEW! Dylan. Bowie, Sham 69 (Bloodstained).
Ritchie, Blackmore, Generation X, Jam
Eagles. Ted Nugent. (Bloodstained), I taught
ELO. Jagger, Foreigner. John Travolta to dance.
Joe Walsh, 2 Blondies, Studio 54 New York.
Bruce Sppringsteen, Small. Medium.

-

Olivia 4£1.10

ADVERTISE.

GREASE/SATURDAY
Night Fever set of 8 8 x Special Notice
overseas/35p. Don't 10's, each film f5. Each
delay, buy today. ONLY set from
"Norwood". 1
PARTY at
(.AVAILABLE FROM: Rosslyn. Bray. Co. T.REXMAS
A,m alve rn
WIn-

Road.

0l1YlA (e) £1.10 Ot1YlA a 104 L1.10

'78,

derless

Culture, Presley,

Presentation Pack

,

- Also
Bowie
Runaways,

Essex and many more.
Set of 10 314 x 5 in bor.

contains 10 great 31,4In x
5in handprinted colour

Marley. R.

by

£1.20

-

0111111.1

TO

Genesis, Sabbath, Rush.
UFO, Oyster Cult, Zeppelin, Kiss, Lizzy, Blackmore, Purple, ELO, ELP,
Nugent, Who, Wings Yes,

Ramones,

Deco, ELO, Tubes. borderless photographs
Genesis, Magazine, on silk -finish Kodak

HAWKLORDS
Colour

-- `

0

Eagles, Elkle, Parker,
Mlles, Queen. '78, Stones,

US Grease premiere and
Abba photo sets. Each set

-

TIUY.I

1957-77,

large SAE
100 Archers
Road, Eastlelghr Hampshire.

-

-

Queen,

-

LIFE-SIZE
CHERYL LADD

q

Hampshire.)

HIT SINGLES,

LIVE COLOUR rock'
photos now available
Blondie at Hammersmith, exclusive pix
of Patti. Quo. Tom
Robinson, Motors.

West End London shop..
Borehamwood, Herts.
BLONDIE, Reasonable prices, quick
MIRRORS
delivery. Telephone for
Travolta, Ramones, details:
Rainbow, Buzzcocks, 3168, 12 Colin Wild 01-437
noon to 7.30 pm.
Who, Clash, Honey M.

Spex,

ACTUAL

Records For Sale

The 'Green,'
Canterbury,

Kent.

YOUR WEEILY POSTER GUIDE

Wood Street, Ash Vale,

Aldershot.

WEngham,

OSMOND PHOTOS. Stagewear Daywear
S.A.E. Veronica, 53 designed and made to

-

27

available including':
ELVIS!! MONROE!!

Bt

CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDER.

CASH WIM NOT

BE

ACCEPTED

wwore
ren fins Iwo.
BOLD tear Sp pa, wonaen.,

an words .n

1

BOX NUMBERS
Anon, Iwo .10WW

pw ry>( .rat.,,,.

01504" Adswars
.zis re,.,nre c.,,mn cx*
SEMI

f2

90 par

trek

cr4u,.,n

en,na'

SERIES I'SCOUNTS

Also available, photos, pens. keyrings, rosettes, scarves
and belts. k1 lacy everything for the Elvis fan, SAE for a

complete

22 CHERRY TREE

lest

ro

AS ROADD.. KENT

ING HEATH.

61

5'. to Svee,yoa
T. te I)..,a' Pne
lot e. 26 oar: en.
11. roe 52.,ynn,

Send co.nl..40a corns war.

C o.., dada

Smtl. Ad. D.de escara Mme,. r0
London WC2E NJT

........................................................ ...... .........
............ ........................... ............. ........................

Name......
Ordx, la

50119

AM

Address

Name and addresswhen included to advert must be paid for
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RECORDi MIRROR's incredible new
album featuring some of
PHONOGRAM'S leading artists likeDIRE
BETHNAL Ü KEVIN AND LOL
PARKER
AND
STRAITS
GRAHAM
THE RUMOUR O SANDY McLELLANDD
AND THE BACKLINE O CITY BOY Cl
LINDISFARNE O ROBERT JOHNSON

í_

HOW TO GET YOUR FREE ALBUM
-You will already have collected 5 coupons. The last coupon No.

6 appears

on this page, cut it out now to make up your complete set of coupons, numbered 1-6.
All y)sru need to do to get your free album is put the complete set of six coupons in
an envelope and send them to us together with the completed order form below and a
postal order or cheque for 60p, to cover postage and packaging, made payable to
SPOTLIGHT PUBLICATIONS to the following address:
Record Mirror Album Offer No. 2, PO Box 16, Harlow, Essex

-

t

All orders must be
received by us no later
than Monday 6 November.
Allow 28 days for delivery
within the UK while stocks
last.

ALBUM ORDER FORM

Please send me one copy of the Record Mirror album, Private Pleasures.
enclose a complete set of six coupons

.
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Record Mirror, October Qt, 19/15
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(The special bonus coupon may replace any one of the six coupons)
and a postal order or cheque for 60p made payable to SPOTLIGHT PUBLICATIONS.
Send album to: -1 Please write in capitals)
Please repeat your name and address clearly for return

Name

Name

BONUS COUPON

If you have only managed to
collect five out of the six
coupons you will be able to

.
Address

Address

make up your complete set of
six coupons with a special

.
.

.
.
e

Cut out this form and send to Record Mirror Album Offer No. 2, PO Box

OFFER RULES AND REGULATIONS
This offer is exclusive to readers of RECORD MIRROR.

..

I

1

Employees and their families of SPOTLIGHT PUBLICATIONS LTD, SPOTLIGHT
MAGAZINE DISTRIBUTION LTD. MORGAN GRAMPIAN AND SOUTH EASTERN
NEWSPAPERS LTD and any subsidiary or associated company are not eligible to
enter this offer.
The complete set of six special coupons, numbered 1-6, will be published in
RECORD MIRROR only, and will allow the bearer to receive one copy of
'PRIVATE PLEASURES'

`^r.

I

^

i,

'

111(;)11
,

JIM

\

16,

Harlow, Essex.

e

bonus coupon which will
appear in Record Mirror next
week. This bonus coupon
may be used in place of any
one coupon No. 1-6 which
you have not collected.

The offer is open to all readers of RECORD MIRROR in the
UK and BFPO districts
Postal requests are ro be accompanied by 60p per album.
The publishers of RECORD MIRROR cannot be held responsible
for the non receipt
of entries or guarantee the arrival of postal delivery of albums
The closing date for all orders is 6 November No orders will
be accepted alter that
date All albums will be dispatched to readers from 4 December
1978 and NOT
before that date.
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